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EDITORIAL

. L a s t September a single performance of Solidarity Day was produced in
Washington and a few other cities. Organized primarily by the leadership of the major trade unions and inspired by the example of Polish Solidarity,
it was billed as a popular protest against Reagan policies. The number. of marchers was impressive, upward of 125,000 in Washington, but no less so than the large
number and variety of groups represented. It was a textbook display of American pluralist politics. There were marchers to protest welfare and educational
policies; sexual discrimination; the relaxation of environmental standards; the
undenpi.ning of occupational health safeguards; rearmament and defense spending; nuclear power; policies toward Central America and Africa; unemployment
and social security cuts; and bias and indifference toward the aspirations of poor,
non-white minorities.
No one to the left of Gerald Ford should grumble these days if liberals stage
a parade to show that pluralist politics is still alive. If faith is capable of moving
mountains, it is capable of reviving an electoral alliance that, with the assistance
of a foundering economy, may bring a Democratic victory in 1984.
The thing about Solidarity Day is that nothing followed. If, as some of its
organizers maintained, the event had sent a "message" to Reagan, the meaning
of the message had been anticipated beforehand-which is why the President did
not bother to stay around Washington to receive it. The message is that there is
no vision, no unified opposition among those who claim to speak for the people.
There is only a common urge for catharsis that is satisfied when each interest is
allowed to voice its fears and negotiable demands. Solidarity Day seemed more
likely to discourage new modes of political action and vision so that when election day rolls around there will be no place to go except to the Democratic Party,
boll weevils notwithstanding. A campaign that promises to be based on little
more than Walter Mondale a:nd a Republican depression will simply perpetuate
a system of politics tliat has become so totally at one with the corporate conception of the national interest that even some business leaders are a little nervous at
having received, as one of them estimated, 95 percent of what they had asked for
from the government.
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Does anyone think that Walter Mondale, whose "reeducation" by corporate America was recently described in the New York Times, will be the instrument to halt the legalized Abscam by which corporate money finances campaigns, makes presidents, and buys and uses congressmen and senators? or that,
given the extreme dependence of Congress upon the money, influence, and
favors of conservative interests, it is likely that an aroused legislature will reverse
the direction charted by Reagan? that antidiscrimination legislation will be rein~tated? that equality among the sexes will be taken up? that the structural causes
of unemployment will be searched out and dealt with? that the ideal of universal
education will be resumed? that nuclear war and rapidly rising levels of armaments will be rejected? that the CIA and the FBI will be become subject to constitutional controls and compelled to recognize the Bill of Rights?
These questions naturally arise when the message contained in the electoral
victory and legislative counterrevolution of the Reagan forces is understood.
The enormous sums of money, the mobilization of highly specialized talents,
and the command over media-phenomena whose presence has overwhelmed
what used to be called the simple act of voting-signify that a highly exacting set
of prerequisites for gaining and exercising political power has become institutionalized. The unmistakable consequence is that politics is an activity that is beyond the resources of the groups and causes loosely assembled on Solidarity Day.
The perfection of the prerequisites has been a long time in the making. Wealth
and economic power have generally dominated American politics since the ratification of the Constitution. Domination has taken the form not only of determining legislation and policy but of defining the conditions of political success.
The centralization of power, which was the achievement of the eighteenth-century Federalists, instituted new conditions for the exercise of power and authority that challenged and gradually reduced the power of classes, groups, and interests whose resources (time, money, and skill) were adequate for local politics
but insufficient and too scattered to compete at the center. The new Capitol of
Washington was also political capital. It symbolized a new politics that would capitalize on the distance between the center and the hinterlands, penalizing classes
and interests that were unable to project their presence across vast and expensive
distances. Over the past two centuries the conditions of politics have become increasingly centralized, although Washington is now a symbol of that centralization rather than its actual locus. The development of new modes of transportation and communication, of media for the manipulation of mass opinion and
the shaping of mass culture, and of the managerial or socioeconomic sciences
have had a dramatically inflationary effect upon the costs of ''playing" politics.
They have placed greater power in the hands of those who can purchase them and
they have placed power itself beyond those who cannot. The centralizing, rationalizing "logic" of capitalism has now transformed politics in precisely the same
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ways that it had earlier transformed an economy of small businesses and family
farms. Just as systematic, large-scale organization replaced scattered, individual
producers and family businesses, so now the systematic organization of political
functions-finance, propaganda, public relations, the purchase of politically
useful knowledge from "intellectuals," selection and support of candidates-has
overshadowed the work of political parties. Traditionally these parties have been
loose coalitions of classes and interests played upon by politicians whose power
bases were local. Local politics and politicians, like local economies and small
businesses, still exist, but the one, no more than the other, represents the place
where the future is being determined. As the mayor of Newark recently remarked,
"I'm not managing hope but managing resources." Among the first acts of Andrew Young following his election as mayor of Atlanta was to announce a foreign economic policy for his city: Atlanta would seek to attract foreign investment and business.
The new conditions of politics do not necessarily prevent an electoral victory by a candidate of the Democratic Party; they only make it highly unlikely
that a candidate will be elected who is committed to greater social and economic
equality, political freedom, the restructuring of economic power, and nuclear
disarmament. If, by reason of a severe social crisis, such a candidate is elected,
the conditions will operate to defeat significant change. lfthose who care about
the democratization ofpolitical and economic life are to make use of the powers
that are within their reach, they must adopt a new strategy aimed at changing the
conditions of politics. They cannot win anything except consolation prizes when
they attempt to compete for power under conditions that are defined by and that
favor those who control wealth and economic power. They can change the conditions of politics only if they decide to play a different game.

T:

is is why the example of Polish Solidarity iS so significant. Polish workers
have shown that underthe most dangerous conditions-ofdictatorship,
one-party rule, the constant threat of naked force, and the absence of political
liberties-it is possible, nonetheless, to challenge the rules of the game and to
alter them so as to create space for new forms of action and new ideas. An independent trade union movement, the resort to strikes, _the open circulation of criticism, and sending Solidarity representatives to spread their story in Western
countries have created a new set of political conditions. The most important
change, the one that underlies virtually everything Solidarity has done, is the
change in how the members have understood their own actions. Although the
movement originated over basic economic needs-jobs, pay, the price of food
and its availability-it was recognized from the beginning that ilew institutions
had to be developed, not only to enable the movement to concert the power of its
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members but to express the new relationships toward authority and toward each
other that were being envisioned. In the absence of new political forms and new
modes ~faction that will generate political experience and diffuse it so that adherents are turned into participants, economic gains become stopping points
rather than stepping-stones. Solidarity understood very quickly that the economic facts against which the workers were protesting-food shortages, prices,
·wages, etc.-were not simply the consequence of incompetence but of a system
of power: the same system that produced a shortage of food also produced a
shortage of freedom. So it was as necessary to threaten to strike when the police
beat up workers who were distributing pamphlets as it was when the government
threatened to increase the tax on cigarettes. The political consciousness raised in
connection with Solidarity's political struggles against the state has become the
basis for a different attitude toward authority, participation in the workplace,
and the movement itself. It has pressed for workers having a greater voice in
naming factory directors and for a national referendum on self-management.
Equally important, it has displayed a healthy skepticism toward its own leaders,
refusing to give unanimous approval to Walesa's leadership, and not hesitating
to reject some leaders (as in the recent elections to the national leadership commission) and to criticize others for failure to consult with the membership or for
entering into compromises with the government on certain issues.
The unprecedented creation of an independent trade union movement in a
near-totalitarian system has had the effect of introducing some dispersal of power
in Poland. The state and the Communist party no longer monopolize power or
legitimacy. Moreover, there is a kind of contagion in the example of individuals
coming together and joining their skills, ideas, and determination. Local branches
of Solidarity have launched their own initiatives and, despite the pleas of the
national union leadership and the state, they have called strike actions to protest
government policies.
Decentralized politics introduces very different rules~ the most important
of which is that politics is now within the resources of the local players and prohibitive for the national power holders. The latter can scotch an isolated act of
defiance but not an epidemic, especially if the rebels are withholding something
of value, such as their labor, produce, taxes, and militarily useful bodies.
No one can predict, of course, whether Polish Solidarity will survive, and it
is entirely possible that it will have been suppressed by the time this editorial appears. The lessons are, however, clear. The first is that purely economic demands play squarely into the hands of the power holders when the demands are
not developed through participatory processes that expand the skills and awareness of the ordinary members in whose name the demands are made. In the absence of such processes the individual is, literally, deformed: his or her material
needs are met, but at the cost both of promoting a dependency upon the leaders
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who have negotiated the settlement and of stunting the human qualities that participation brings out-the capacity to share, to deliberate with others, and to struggle with the inevitable tensions between the common good and personal interest.

C

learly, America is not Poland. It does not have a homogeneous population
and culture, a Catholic Church to mediate, an, easily identifiable enemy,
like the Communist party and the state, against which to rally democratic forces.
To be sure, centralized power is the enemy in America, only it is the power of the
corporate state rather than the party state. It is, however, a more difficult enemy
than its Polish counterpart because it is the product of choice and, save for the
Civil War, of uninterrupted evolution. The Poles, in contrast, had the centralized state and political economy thrust upon them.
Changing the rules of the game is, however, not as bleak a prospect as it appears at first glance. The reason is that the American state is undergoing important changes. The groups that control the state are determined to divest it of several functions, notably welfare, education, and economic regulation. This is in
keeping with the capitalist mentality of discontinuing unprofitable functions. As
a result, a strategic moment has arrived. Antidemocratic forces are creating the
opportunity for democrats to alter the rules of the game, to tum the rhetoric and
programs of decentralization into a shift in power. This means exploiting the
administration's talk about local initiatives, self-help, and the transfer of revenue
from the center to the peripheries. But it also means not permitting the transfers
to substitute state and local bureaucracies for federal and corporate ones. Although decentralization is an important tactic for shifting authority over resources, it proceeds by delegating power and hence perpetuating dependence.
The immediate task is to generate power, and this requires participatory institutions. Many of these institutions exist, but theilack a vital center. There is only
one group in the country capable of playing that role. Without labor taking the
lead as a unifying force, not as a simple interest group, the redemocratization of
America may be impossible. Which is why the democratization of the institutions
of American labor must be the first rule of the new game.
Sheldon S. Wolin
November 3, 1981
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War is essentially the health of the state.
-Randolph Bourne

he Reagan administration's cuts in the service areas of the federal budget
and simultaneous expansion in defense spending should now make it
obvious to all who care to see that ours has become a war economy. The Keynesian use of defense spending for economic stimulation has given way to state redistribution through the federal budget, with guaranteed portions of the expanding pie going to each ofthe established defense contractors and the interests they
represent. The adjustments in defense appropriations announced by the administration this past fall demonstrate the ad hoc character of the military profile
that results when everyone has to get their allowance-the decision to station one
hundred MX missiles in stationary hardened silos, for example, can only be understood as the spreading around of wealth to include the contractors who will
benefit from even an absurd MX deployment.
The new weapons systems that absorb this investment-the MX, the Bl
bomber, the Trident missiles and submarines-are weapons systems whose only
rationale is all-out nuclear war, and their military viability lies not in defense but
in the capacity to destroy the Soviet Union before it can launch an attack on us.
Whether American military planners intend to initiate a first strike or not-and a
first-strike intention is the only possible one from a purely strategic standpoint
for the stationary MX deployment-pouring money into these systems is the fastest way to distribute tax dollars among the defense industries. In this sense, the
huge interlocking structure of American industrial, chemical, and electronic
corporations that are dependent on this redistribution of public wealth are dependent upon the instruments and strategy of total war.
The results of this arrangement for the national economy are disastrous:
chronic inflation resulting from cost overruns that are built into the system of
defense contracting and the production of nonconsumable products; and "deindustrialization" as a consequence of the technological drag these weapons systems impose on the economy as a whole. War is fast becoming the only thing our
economy can make.
The war economy produces instruments of total war, and the only possible
user of these instruments is the locus of concentrated power,'. the state. Nuclear
weapons systems are both the means by which the state's power can be most fiercely
exercised and the symbols of that power. Both aspects illustrate the nature of the
contemporary state: removed from the arena of public discussion, safeguarded
by the dogmas of national security, and firmly in the hands of powerful private
interests, the state lords it over its domain. The population, which has now be-
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come the target of war rather than the means by which it is fought, is rendered
dependent upon the state for its life and death, knowing that it can all be over before it gets a chance to ask what it was supposed to be about. The contemporary
state is the collective power of the nation alienated from its people and turned
not toward the enrichment of life but toward arrogance and death.
The British historian E.P. Thompson has summed up the logic of nuclear
war in the term "exterminism". It is a mistake to think that exterminism can be
reversed from the top, at the level of the state, because exterminism is the state's
ideology. Nuclear disarmament means an end to the power structure of the state
and its war economy, and that means the creation of genuinely political alternatives. That is why the European Nuclear Disarmament (END) movement that is
spreading throughout Europe is so important: it challenges state power by bringing people together outside the bureaucratic institutions of the state. William
Appleman Williams, in the October 1981 issue of democracy, called for the creation of similar political forms here, where the task before us is more daunting
than that facing Europeans. An American Nuclear Disarmament movement,
which is already taking shape, will be a movement to initiate change through the
active participation of citizens-to recapture political power and turn it toward
the good life it is meant to ensure.

T

he decline of U.S. economic power in the world economy has given rise to
the assertion of American military power as a substitute. END activist Mary
Kaldor shows us that the decision to place cruise and Pershing missiles in Europe, which would turn that continent into the scene of a Panglossian "limited"
nuclear war, is one of the outcomes of this new assertion of domination. The imposition of American military might requires an inflation in anti-Soviet rhetoric
as a means of legitimating it, but, as Arno J. Mayer warns, the Soviet Union is
becoming increasingly less stable, and a renewal of cold war confrontationism
could result in a desperate bid to hold on to what power is left in the Kremlin,
where the military has become an important force since the Cuban Missile Crisis
of 1962. The American military, too, has sought a bigger role in the planning of
national policy. Frank A. Burdick shows us how the military has tried to turn the
Vietnam defeat into a political victory. And, finally, Ivan Illich reminds us that
peace need not mean only the absence of war, but can and must mean a relationship among people and between human society and the earth. This is the peace
of the community and not of the state, and it is the true objective of a genuine
peace movement.

....::N.X.

NUCLEAR
POLITICS

NuclearWeapons and
the Atlantic Alliance
MARYKALDOR

A

n essential component of NATO strategy is the American strategic nu.
clear forces. In accepting a defense policy based on this strategy, the
European members of NATO have placed extraordinary trust and confidence in
the president of the United States, granting him the right to decide whether or
not to engage in nuclear war in Europe. To put it bluntly, they have abdicated
control over European lives. From this perspective, U.S. troops in Europe seem
less hostages against the U.S. government's failure to act in the event of a Soviet
invasion than against the danger that the United States might act and initiate a
nuclear war.
From the point of view of the ordinary European citizen, however, is it any
different for nations who possess independent nuclear forces? Decisions about
nuclear weapons are, after all, taken in secret by a very few people. We now know
how Prime Minister Atlee railroaded the decision to develop the A-bomb through
a small subcommittee of the British cabinet in 1947 and how Callaghan, Healey,
and Owen secretly went ahead with the Chevaline program to improve the Polaris
warhead during the 1974--79 Labour government. And in France, according to
Alfred Grosser, even "more than in the United States during the war and Great
Britain after it, the activity of a small group of military men and high officials
was carried on almost wholly outside the constitutional decision-making process
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and with an almost total absence of any democratic control." 1 How much difference does it finally make if the power of annihilation is in the hands of the British
prime minister or the president of France, rather than the president of the United
States?
In one sense, the ownership and control of nuclear weapons incarnates the
relationships of power. The moment when Giscard d'Estaing handed to Fran~ois
Mitterand the codes for launching France's nuclear weapons was considered by
the press and television to be the moment when Mitterand became president. Over
the years an elaborate ritual, expressed in the language of deterrence, has been
created to justify, explain, and cement the pattern of power established by nuclear weapons. And yet for historical reasons this pattern does not necessarily
correspond to patterns of economic and political power. Indeed the ritual has
become more and more remote from broader economic and political realitiesin particular, the economic rise of Western Europe and Japan, the growing political importance of West Germany, the independence of the Third World, and
the widespread popular demand in Western industrialized countries for greater
political participation. The danger is that this disjunction could cause war. As
the pattern of power delineated by nuclear weapons begins to break down, the
ritual could be called to account. That is to say, any attempt to reverse the perceived decline in American power since the Vietnam War is likely to involve an
increased emphasis on the use of nuclear weapons because other instruments of
economic and political power are gradually being whittled away.
This paper outlines the changing relationships between Europe and America
and explains the current debate about nuclear weapons in that context. The causes
of the growth of nuclear arsenals are to be found among the institutions that create them-in the relationship between arms manufacturers, armed forces, civil
servants, and scientists. But doctrine that is developed to justify each new generation of weapons has to be explained in wider QOlitical terms-in particular, in
terms of the current divisions in the Socialist and Social Democrat· parties of
Northwestern Europe, which are symbolized in the nuclear issue. The present
international economic and political crisis is fundamentally about the challenge
to present patterns of power as defined by the ownership and control of nuclear
weapons. It is a challenge both from those who wish merely to alter the pattern
in order to establish a new and perhaps more "appropriate" ritual, and from
those in the growing disarmament movement who reject the ritual altogether,
who assert the individual human right to survive as fundamental.
Although I do not reject the idea of the Soviet threat, I regard it as secondary,
now and ever since 1945, to the danger of nuclear war. Societies must of course
be defended against external military threats and outside interference in political
1 Alfred Grosser, The Western Alliance, European-American Relations Since 1945 (London:
Macmillan, 198o), p. 172.
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affairs; but this matter is entirely separate from the question of nuclear weapons.
The confusion of these two issues-the Soviet threat and the danger of nuclear
war-has been an important and deceptive mechanism for upholding the nuclear ritual.

W

hen NATO was formed in 1949, few leaders of opinion seriously believed
in the possibility of direct Soviet military aggression against Western
Europe. 2 That notion took on substance only after the outbreak of the Korean
War in the summer of 1950. In March 1949, a month before the creation of
NATO, John Foster Dulles said he did not know "any responsible official, military and civilian, in this Government or any Government, who believes that the
Soviet Government now plans conquest by open military means" 3 -a statement
corroborated by Secretary of Defense James V. Forrestal, by the U.S. Ambassador to the Soviet Union, by George Kennan (then director of the Policy planning
staff at the State Department), and others.
In my view, the main purposes of NATO lay elsewhere. The main problem
faced by American policymakers after the war was to establish peace and prosperity within the framework of a free enterprise system. The New Dealers and
those that came after them were deeply convinced that the Depression and the
Second World War had been caused by economic nationalism. Commitment to
free trade was the condition of nearly all the wartime loans and aid agreements
provided to Europe by the United States. But in the last resort, a liberal world
economy had to be guaranteed by a powerful "international" state. Free enterprise could c.reate prosperity but it also caused inequality. Prosperity is achieved
through rapid change, through the rise and fall of companies, industries, andregions; capital tends to flow toward those that are rising and away from those that
are falling. Only a strong "international" state can facilitate the free flow of resources-by providing a recognized international currem;y and dismantling barriers wherever they are erected-and only such a state can cope with the protest
of those who are falling, kindly through aid or harshly through military force.
Britain played the latter role in the nineteenth century: with the pound sterling
acting as an international currency alongside gold, the City of London provided
loans to investors and indebted governments, and British gunboats were sent to
deal with recalcitrant peoples and states. The United States was Britain's obvious
successor. At the end of World War II, a week after Japan surrendered, Secretary
of State James F. Byrnes made a speech in which he expressed his
firm conviction that a durable peace cannot be built on an economic
foundation of exclusive blocs ... and economic warfare .... [A liberal
2 Parts of this section are drawn from my The Disintegrating West (London: Penguin, 1979).
3 Quoted in David Horowitz, From Yalta to Vietnam (London: Penguin, 1¢7), p. So.
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trading system] imposes a special responsibility upon those who occupy
a dominant position . . . in world trade. Such is the position of the
United States .... 4

Alternative conceptions of the postwar order also existed. In the same speech,
Byrnes referred to the fact that in "many countries our political and economic
creed is in conflict with ~deologies which reject both of these principles." 5
The war had been won by a broad coalition of social and political forces, resulting in an enormous growth in the movements of the Left-especially in Europe
-who conceived the breakdown of the prewar international system less in terms
of an interruption to the smooth workings of the free enterprise system and more
in terms of the free enterprise system itself. The political makeup of postwar Europe was entirely different from the Europe of 1939. "Everywhere," writes Alfred Grosser,
the view prevailed that a return to chaotic economic conditions and the
socialinjustice of the pre-war period had to be avoided at all costs. The
surprise at the victory of the Labour Party in the July, 1945 British elections can be ascribed to the failure to recognize a profound transnational movement. Everywhere, in France, Denmark, Italy, Germany
and Belgium, a push toward the left was taking place. To be "left" meant
to demand social change-which would be brought about by having
the national community take charge of the economy. To the extent socialism can be defined, the Europe of 1945-6 was certainly right to call
itself Socialism. 6
Many of the ideas of the socialist parties were shared by the Christian parties that
had become the right wing in several countries and even by some conservative
parties like the Mouvement Republicain Populaire (MRP) in France. Internationally, these ideas were often associated with a~'third force" ideology that envisaged a Europe independent of both the United States and the Soviet Union,
independent of capitalism and of communism as practiced in the Soviet Uniona Europe in which peace would be preserved at least in part through the activities
of the United Nations, and through new genuinely international economic institutions heralded by Keynes and others.
An additional problem in the postwar years in the United States was how to
preserve the successful wartime alliance between the state and big business that

4 Quoted in Walter LaFeber, America, Russia, and the Cold War, 1945-1975 (New York: John
Wiley, 1976), p. 7·

5 Ibid.
6 Grosser, The Western Alliance, p. 52.
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had served the American economy so well. In particular, the aerospace companies and naval shipyards that had expanded so dramatically during the war
faced, in 1946-7, severe problems of excess capacity; they lobbied powerfully for
a planned program of military procurement that would preserve their capacity
for mobilization in case of another war. An initial response came in 1948 in the
decision to create a seventy-squadron air force and to expand the navy, before
either the formation of NATO or the outbreak of the Korean War.
The formation of NATO was the outcome of a complex political process involving both relations with the Soviet Union and internal Western politics. As
subsequently became clear, the alliance did represent one way of solving both sets
of problems. NATO provided a political framework within which the war-torn
European economies could gradually work toward a liberal world economic system. Without NATO, Dean Acheson thought, "free Europe would split apart." 7
At first, the military strength of NATO was of secondary importance; the military strength of the West was thought to reside in America's atomic monopoly,
and there were no plans to augment conventional forces in Europe. After the
outbreak of the Korean War, the integrated Command System was established,
placing large sections of the European armed forces under the command of an
American, the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR). The continued
nuclear-weapon monopoly justified elaborate procedures of hierarchy and
secrecy that confirmed American dominance and was later to cause considerable
resentment, particularly in France. During the 1950s the extension of the principle of NATO to the Far East, through SEATO and ANZUS, to the Middle
East, through CENTO, and to Latin America, through the Rio Treaty, provided
an even broader foundation for postwar American authority. The link between
the military alliance and economic relations was made explicit by the United
States in negotiations over tariffs and troops, military aid and free enterprise; in
exchange for the presence of U.S. troops in West Germany in 1968, a promise
was extracted that the Germans not convert dollar holdings into gold.
The Soviet threat provided a scapegoat for NATO through which alternative political options could, over a period of years, be eliminated. By the late
1940s the provision ofU .S. aid had already been used as a form of political pressure; in France and Italy, for example, Communists were removed from government in 1947. Funds from the CIA, often channeled through the AFL...:.CIO,
were used to support the activities of Atlanticist factions within European trade
unions and left-wing parties. After Korea, methods became more brutal; McCarthyism was extended to Europe, especially West Germany. Finally, NATO
provided a rationale for increased military spending and the preservation of the

7 LaFeber, America, Russia, and the Cold War, p. 78.
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wartime defense industries. One of the main purposes of military aid to Europe,
provided under the 1949 Mutual Defense Assistance Act, was, according to a
memorandum circulating in the U.S. State Department at the time, "to build up
our own military industry." 8
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the first two postwar decades, the U .S.-dominated system worked. The
provided a stable international currency; U.S. economic and military
aid provided the resources for economic reconstruction; and the dollars that
flowed out of the United States returned through the purchase of American
goods. Wartime economic controls were gradually dismantled, and the United
States encouraged the creation of a free trading area through the establishment
of the European Community. High military spending, which stimulated the
American economy, was thought to provide technological spin-off. The relaxation of the cold war in the early 196os, the beginnings of detente, seemed to suggest that this was a stable political system, capable of securing world peace.
In fact, the world situation had begun to change in the 1950s. The economies
of Western Europe and Japan were growing at a much faster rate than that of
the United States. American multinationals began to invest abroad, especially in
Europe, instead of at home. American military spending became a heavy burden
on both the U.S. economy and its society, absorbing resources that might otherwise have been used for civil investment and innovation, and biasing the American industrial structure in favor of elaborate, expensive, and hierarchical types
of technology. Americans began to buy more foreign goods, and foreigners
bought fewer American goods. As the cost of aid and overseas military spending
rose, the American balance of payments began to deteriorate, undermining the
role of the dollar. No longer was the United States a beneficiary of the liberal
world economic system. Resources were flowing not to America, but to Western
Europe and Japan.
By the 196os, the postwar structure had come apart. From 1965, the rate of
economic growth slowed down. In 1971, the first trade deficit appeared, the
same year, at the time of impending defeat in Vietnam, when the dollar was devalued. America could no longer afford to guarantee the international system, a
fact, above all others, that explains the present economic and political crisis.
The policies adopted by the Nixon administration-including reduction in
aid, the withdrawal of troops, and various indirect import restraints-amounted
to a kind of parochialism that helped the American economy at the expense of
the rest of the world. For instance, the dramatic rise in food prices worldwide
during the 1970s was primarily caused by the end of food aid and the dismantling
of grain reserves. The rise in the price of oil can be similarly explained: the United
8 Quoted in ibid., p. 79·
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States allowed it to happen because it hurt America less than it did Europe and
Japan and because it benefited American oil companies. America thus became
an agent in the erosion of the world economy. This policy was not consciously
formulated; rather, it was a piecemeal response to a variety of special interests affected by the decline of the American economy-for instance, farmers hit by recession and inflation-and to the broader balance-of-payments difficulties. The
cost of parochialism was borne by foreigners, particularly those located in the
slow-growing regions of the world-the economic periphery of Europe (Britain,
Ireland, Southern Europe) and by the underdeveloped countries. It gave rise to
new forms of conflict and protest and encouraged the development of new centers of power able to provide wider protection against the vagaries of American
power.
The trend to parochialism was opposed by American foreign-policy makers
who had not adjusted to the new conditions of the world, and also by the powerful international business community in the United States. Although American
labor, farmers, and domestic capital suffered from America's economic decline,
U.S. multinationals continued to benefit from the dynamism of the European
and Japanese economies. The Trilateral Commission, which informed the thinking of the Carter administration, represented an attempt to reestablish the liberal
world order on the basis of power-sharing among the United States, Europe, and
Japan. But it has proved impossible for an American president to act on behalf of
this new internationalism, because it can be done only at domestic American expense. The renewed emphasis on military alliance and th~ Carter administration's
efforts to cope with international problems of money, energy, food, and tariffs
turned out to be expensive, both economically and politically. The posture of liberal internationalism resulted in a renewed trade deficit, the fall of the dollar, and
draconian economic measures. The Carter administration's ambivalence, its failures, and ultimately its political defeat, all stem from a fundamental dilemma:
whether to accept the national costs of being a world power, or the international
costs, in terms of the breakup of the postwar system, of not being one. The new
Reagan administration represents an undisguised nostalgia for the 1950s, when
the interests of the United States and those of the capitalist world economy were
the same-an attempt to reassert an American-dominated global order. Its policies
are bound to come unstuck over the cost of defense and economic liberalism; the
danger is that this failure could further encourage an increasing resort to military
-rather than economic-instruments of power, and to repression both at home
and abroad .
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he decline of America
accompanied the rise of Western Europe. Economic growth has been concentrated in West Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, northeast France, and northern Italy. In the 1950s, the United States en-
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couraged the creation of the European Community as a contribution to a liberal
world economy and as a way of minimizing the risk of alternative political options that might have still developed in France and Italy. The United States supported the membership of Britain in particular as a way of widening the free trade
area and, it was thought, conferring an additional element of political stability.
This Atlanticist conception of Europe was shared by multinational companies
as well as those segments of society located in the fast-growing regions of Europe.
In practice, of course, the European Community represented a compromise between the Atlanticists, who favored the creation of the free-trade area and, later,
political integration and the creation of a stable European currency, and another
group, Gaullist in approach, which reflected the interests of national producers
-farmers, arms companies, etc.-and which viewed the Community as a form
of wider protection against the United States. De Gaulle saw British membership
in the Community as a threat to Europe; when he abandoned NATO in I966, he
revived some of the "third force" concepts of the early postwar ear. Elements of
Gaullism persist in the Community in the common external tariff, the common
agricultural policy, and cooperation on high technology projects such as armaments.
During the I 950s and I 96os, when the postwar American consensus was beginning to break down, a new consensus was developing in Western Europe. The
Christian and liberal parties that were backed by big business and largely owed
their position immediately after the war to American support adopted an Atlanticist stance at an early stage. Gaullism, and even old-fashioned nationalism, remained an element within conservative parties in France and Britain. In time,
the lead of the Christian parties was followed by many of the parties of the Left.
The very success of the postwar system promoted the realignment of European politics. There was a general sense that the world had learned how to manage capitalist crises, and that capitalism, harnessed to a stable international political system and social reform, was relatively-humane and successful. At the
Bad Godesberg Convention in I959 in West Germany, the Social Democrat Party
adopted "an outspokenly revisionist programme which proclaimed the party's
attachment to Christianity, the profit motive, and a programme of modern social
reform" 9 -an approach associated, of course, with a benign view of the United
States as manager of the system. These realignments enabled the Social Democrats to enter government during the I96os in some form or another in every European country except France and Ireland. During the late I96os and I970S, this
political realignment affected the Communist parties as well, through the development of Eurocommunism. The Italian Communist Party (PCI) in particular,
9 Stanley Henig and John Pinder, eds., European Political Parties (London: George Allen&.
Unwin, 1967), p. 35·
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in establishing a political stance independent of Moscow, relaxed its opposition
to NATO as well as to many of the institutions of capitalism, a move that allowed
for the "historic compromise" with the Christian Democrats.
The economic crisis of the 1970s has undermined the new consensus. The
sucking of resources from the economic periphery of Europe has qrawn attention to the unevenness of economic growth and made more visible its social and
political costs: the growth of state power, the centralization of business, waste
and pollution, the search for capital-intensive forms of energy, excessive expenditure on armaments. These developments have drawn protest not only from farmers; small businessmen, and workers in declining regions but from all groups that
had effectively been excluded from the political process as it was established after
the war. The protests have been expressed in the rise of movements for regional
autonomy (Wales, Scotland, and Occitania); in new Poujadist tendencies in certain right-wing and center parties; in a series of single-issue campaigns about
feminism, civil rights, nuclear energy, etc.; and above all in a new leftward move
at the grass roots of the Socialist and Social Democrat parties and in trade
unions, a move toward a reengagement of the Left in political and economic life.
The breakdown of consensus is apparent in the defeat of consensus parties
-Giscard in France, Callaghan in Britain. A response to this breakdown can be
seen in Britain in the phenomenon of Thatcherism. Like Reaganism, it is an attempt to return to the 1950s, to an alliance dominated by a "Special Relationship" between Britain and the United States, to a combination of successful capitalism and anticommunism. When members of the new British Social Democrat Party propose a realignment of British politics, what they are in fact talking
about is an attempt to save the Atlanticist consensus of the 1950s in the face of
new political forces that have emerged in the periphery of Europe-forces that,
as the crisis deepens, will begin to affect the center of Europe-Germany, France,
and Benelux.
The last and perhaps the most important of the protest movements to have
emerged in the 1970s is the disarmament campaign, closely linked to shifts of
opinion within the left-wing parties. It is, of course, the central issue, for it concerns the future of the NATO alliance and, by implication, the ways in which we
can or cannot solve present economic and political dilemmas.

N

ATO strategy is based on the enduring myth of Soviet conventional superiority. We know from authoritative Western sources that there is, in fact,
a rough conventional balan~e in Europe. The Soviet Union has marginally more
men in Central Europe, although nowhere else, and has many more tanks, although these are to a great extent offset by NATO's antitank forces. During the
1970s, the conventional balance-as measured in quantitative ratios of men,
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tanks, and aircraft-actually moved in NATO's favor. 10 Only by a fantastic stretch
of the imagination-made daily in NATO headquarters, in politicians' speeches,
in the media-does the Soviet Union possess sufficient forces for a conventional
attack on Western Europe.
But the myth endures. It does so because it is central to the ritual that surrounds the ownership and control of nuclear weapons. The ritual takes the form
of an elaborate replay of World War II in which the Soviet Union plays the role
of Nazi Germany charging across the North German plains in a conventional
blitzkrieg, while gallant America, with its superior technology, comes to the rescue of the beleaguered Europeans. This drama, perpetuating the memory of the
American victory in 1945, serves to justify our readiness to place Europe in thrall
to American nuclear weapons. Only recently, the West German defense minister,
Hans A pel, said of the growing disarmament movement: "The younger people
in our country and in Europe have .to some extent never learned the lessons of
history. They don't know anything about Hitler." 11
The strategy governing the potential use of nuclear weapons was grafted
onto existing strategy, partly because of the inability to take in the awesome implications of nuclear weapons and partly because of the way in which the military
institutions were organized. The theory of deterrence was drawn from the experience of strategic bombing. And the language in which the theory was expressed,
with its numbers and balances, seemed to imply that nuclear weapons were simply
bigger and better versions of the weapons of World War II. To those who are not
blinkered by the experience of 1945-perhaps the young people to whom Apel
refers-there is an air of total and incomprehensible unreality to the debate about
nuclear strategy.
When NATO was formed, the military strength of the West was seen toreside in America's atomic monopoly. From a political perspective, U.S. control
over the use of nuclear weapons symbolized the cohesion of the West. After the
Soviet Union developed the bomb and an effective means of delivery, the problem of U.S. credibility arose: Europeans could wonder if the United States would
come to their aid in the event of a Soviet attack, for this would result in retaliation
against American territory. In his well-known speech in Brussels in September
1979, Henry Kissinger stated that U.S. assurances to Europe "cannot be true,
and if my analysis is correct we must face the fact that it is absurd to base the strategy of the West on the credibility of the threat of mutual suicide." 12

10 See Dan Smith, Defence of the Realm in the 1980's (London: Croon Helm, 1980).
11

Quoted in Washington Star, March 26, 1981.

12 Quoted in Geoffrey Treverton, "Global Threats and Trans Atlantic Allies," Internatiotial Security, Fall 1980.
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But if U.S. readiness to engage in nuclear war is questioned, is not the significance of the possession of nuclear weapons weakened, and with it the hold of the
alliance system over the political and economic order? This vulnerability was
more obvious outside Europe, where there were real threats to American hegemony, than it was within the NATO alliance. By the late I950S, it was becoming
clear that the threat to engage in nuclear war was insufficient to prevent revolutions in Latin America and Asia. When the presence of an atomic howitzer did
barely manage to stop the Chinese from taking Quemoy and Matsu in I957• the
question inevitably arose: What if it hadn't? The doctrine of flexible response
elaborated by the Kennedy administration-that the United States would respond
to threats with appropriate responses-was intended to increase the belief in
American power by making it clear that the United States would engage in conventional as well as nuclear war. The doctrine paved the way for the Vietnam
War, which drained the American economy and dealt a tremendous blow to
U.S. credibility.
In Europe the doctrine of flexible response also comprised the idea of tactical or "limited" nuclear war, although there was never complete transatlantic
agreement about what that meant. The official doctrine, known as MC-143, was
described as a "ladder of escalation options [that] would subsequently exist from
conventional to strategic forces, via the nuclear forces deployed in the European
theater, both those for tactical use and those longer range systems assigned to
SACEUR." 13 The doctrine was the outcome of a debate in Europe about the sharing of atomic control, which was expressed in the language of credibility. The development of independent nuclear forces in Britain and France can be seen in
terms of the persistence of nationalism in these two countries. In Britain, it was
an attempt to share the power to engage in nuclear war-an attempt justified in
terms of credibility. The argument was that, in an era of Mutual Assured Destruction, the United States would be reluctant to come to Europe's aid in the even_t of
a Soviet threat. Various proposals for power-sharing in NATO were put forward,
including the MLF proposal; but, in the end, the doctrine of flexible response,
together with deployment of so-called forward-based strategic systems-Poseidon submarines and F- I I I's assigned to SACEUR-was thought to allay European fears. It was argued that the United States would be less reluctant to engage
in a "lower level" option, i.e., conventional, tactical nuclear, or even Eurostrategic
war, because this would not necessarily involve U.S. territory; thus, U.S. support for Europe would be more convincing. The implication was that the United
13 The Modernization ofNATO's Long-range Theater Nuclear Forces(Report prepared for the
Subcommittee on Europe and the Middle East, Committee on Foreign Affairs, U.S. House of
Representatives, by the Foreign Affairs and National Defense Division, Congressional Reseaich
Service, Library of Congress, December 31, 1980, Washington, D.C., 1981), p. 11.
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States had reasserted its power over the alliance because its willingness to engage
in nuclear war in Europe, its power over American lives had, once again, become credible.
During the 1970s, the notion of flexible response hardened. If Vietnam undermined the belief in American conventional military power, then the power of
American nuclear weapons had to be reasserted, through a new emphasis on
weapons for fighting as opposed to deterring war. Schlesinger's Counterforce
Doctrine and Presidential Directive 59 were all part of this new emphasis. So were
the "Nuke the Ayatollah" stickers; and so was the new Vietnam revisionisi,Il, according to which the United States lost the war not because it misunderstood the
political nature of the war, not because the technology was too sophisticated and
capital-intensive, not because there was a breakdown in military authority-but
because the government was constrained by unpatriotic elements in the media
and the universities from using its .Inilitary power to the full.
U.S. targeting plans always included military (i.e., tactical) targets; and war
planning for Europe always included the option of battlefield nuclear weapons,
which were introduced in Europe as early as 1954. The new emphasis on nuclear
weapons was simply a change in stated doctrine. Further, as many of the proponents-except perhaps the more extreme Reaganites-have made clear, the new
emphasis does not actually envisage limited nuclear war. Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown; in his Naval War College speech, expressed the view that limited
nuclear war could never remain limited. Instead, it is intended to enhance deterrence by convincing the Russians that America is more ready to start a limited
nuclear war than an all-out strategic-i.e., mutually suicidal-nuclear war. Is it
supposed to convince the Europeans as well?

r

Dew Europeans ever accepted the American version of flexible response.
From the very beginning, they saw battlefie1a nuclear weapons as political
symbols of the American strategic guarantee. And the ambiguity about the role
of the weapons remained in the differing transatlantic perceptions of the doctrine
of flexible response. An increased emphasis on U.S. credibility and on war fighting was essentially a way of emphasizing the American role within the alliance.
From the late 196os, this no longer appeared desirable for the Atlanticists in Europe, since American power was not now being exercised on behalf of the international community. Although concerned to preserve the alliance, European
Atlanticists also wanted to prevent it from being abused in the interests of American parochialism. Their aim, in keeping with the views of the Trilateral Commission, was to develop power-sharing within the alliance. West German Chancellor Helmut Schinidt placed great emphasis on "partnership"; during the 197os,
Germans were placed in several senior positions in the NATO military hierarchy.
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The aim of nuclear strategy was to ensure that Europe and America were "in it
together," that there was no way in which the United States could exercise control over European lives without also involving American lives. "Limited" nuclear war, far from being a way of"decoupling" the U.S. strategic guarantee, was
in fact a way of ensuring that the United States could not act independently of
European interests-because such a war would inevitably escalate.
This difference of perspective has been central to the whole debate about
cruise and Pershing missiles. The role of nuclear weapons in cementing the alliance is accepted by Atlanticists in both Europe and America. The issue turns on
whose behalf the alliance is being cemented. For the Americans, cruise and Pershing represent an additional option between tactical nuclear warfare and all-out
nuclear war-a way of further enhancing credibility. It is interesting to note that
one of the guidelines of the High Level Group established by the NATO Nuclear
Planning Group in October 1977 to make proposals for the modernization of
American forward-based systems-so-called Eurostrategic systems-was: "To
satisfy public perceptions concerning the credibility of response, it was considered that the systems should have as much visibility as possible. Hence, a preference for land-based systems." 14
Was this to demonstrate to the public NATO's readiness to resist Soviet aggression or the extent of U.S. control over Europe? As it turned out, the concerned public was much more worried about the latter implication. Likewise,
the main advantage of cruise missiles-in contrast to Pershing II's, which are
much faster and less vulnerable-was that cruise provided "the capability of attacking a wider range of targets from several different bases thereby increasing
the opportunity for participation among member countries through deployment
on their soil," 15 i.e., further increasing "political visibility" of American power.
That the Americans viewed the new land-based systems as a way of increasing
their readiness for nuclear war in Europe is suggested by one of the main arguments for cruise and Pershing, the fact that existing forward-based systems were
"too closely associatedwith central strategic systems, a factor which might inhibit an American President from using them." 16
For the European Atlanticists, the case for cruise and Pershing was precisely
opposite-a way of ensuring that the U.S. strategic systems were closely tied to
Europe, that because cruise and Pershing were to be part of the strategic arsenal,
the United States could not engage in nuclear war in Europe without risking suicide. The argument was as always couched in terms of the Soviet threat. Schmidt
and others argued that the SALT negotiations had detached American strategic
14 Ibid., p.
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15 Ibid., p. 23.
16 Ibid., p. 32.
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systems from Europe, largely because Soviet backfire bombers and SS-2o's assigned to the European theater had been left out of the negotiation. In my view,
Schmidt was primarily concerned to tie negotiations on theater nuclear weapons
to the SALT process in order to make more explicit the link between Europe and
the strategic guarantee. His IISS lecture of October 1977 was more a demand for
negotiations on European theater nuclear weapons than a demand for new forward-based systems. When the decision on cruise and Pershing was taken, the
German insistence that these remain exclusively under American control was an
insistence that these systems are part of the U.S. strategic deterrent, and not in
any way limited to Europe. Thus the Atlanticists in Europe support cruise and
Pershing as an element of the U.S. strategic deterrent, tend to oppose the existence of battlefield nuclear weapons in Europe, and emphasize the continuation
of the SALT process and the inclusion of negotiations on theater nuclear weapons. This position corresponds to the views of the former liberals in the Carter
administration, the participants and supporters of the Trilateral Commission.
But the cruise issue remains ambiguous. Members of the Reagan administration attacked the decision to place these missiles in Europe because they believed that cruise and Pershing were not adequate for war fighting; Secretary of
State Alexander Haig described the decision as the result of "political expediency
and tokenism." On the other hand, many Europeans fear those very characteristics that suggest that the United States might, in fact, engage in nuclear war.
According to Simon Lunn, director of the North Atlantic Assembly's Military
Committee:
Finally, the LRTNF [Long Range Theatre Nuclear Forces] modernization decision constitutes a pragmatic decision between those who believe that European based nuclear forces have a functional war fighting role to play and those who argue that the role is purely to enhance
deterrence. The decision, therefore, left unr-esolved a number of deepseated issues concerning the appropriate role of nuclear weapons in alliance strategy. It did not satisfy those who believe that to be credible,
nuclear weapons should be usable; and it displeased those who regard
nuclear weapons as political instruments of deterrence and who believe
that the political costs of modernization far outweigh the gains in military capabilities. This disagreement on NATO military strategy is now
more likely to become a political debate. 17
There is no resolying these issues. The Atlanticist position contains a fatal
flaw, one that reflects an underlying political reality. If limited nuclear war inevitably escalates, how do European theater weapons increase credibility? For there
17 Ibid., p. 45·
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is no way in which the Atlantic system can be restored in such a way as to act truly
in Atlantic and not American interests. As the Americans are squeezed economically and politically, more frequent and more threatening reassertions of American power are likely. The Atlanticist Europeans are caught between two
options. First, they can try to create an alternative European-based international
system, perhaps linked with the European community. This would imply, in nuclear terms, the possession of independent European nuclear forces-an alliance
with the European Gaullists. That such an option could be dangerously divisive
is beginning to be recognized in Atlanticist circles.
Their second option is to join with the growing disarmament movement in
in rejecting nuclear weapons althogether. This is in keeping with antimilitarist
sentiments in West Germany and Japan, the two centers of successful capitalism. However, this might result in new domestic political shifts threatening to
the liberal·world order. The aims of the disarmament movement include an explicit rejection of current relations of power and are therefore closely associated
with new developments on the left. The protest movements in Europe in the
1970s arose out of a sense of frustration over the exclusion of the individual from
politics, and of helplessness in the face of big business and big government; the
desire was to regain control over the social and economic environment, a desire
represented on a more fundamental level by the disarmament movement. The
demand for disarmament is a demand for control over life itself. Disarmament
can only finally be achieved through the transformation of our political institutions so thatit is never again possible for a small group of politicians or bureaucrats to conspire to develop or produce nuclear weapons.
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dt Washington once again adopting a provocative stance toward
'
Soviet Union and warning that the Russians are furiously rearming to gain military superiority over the United States-and expanding their
power into new areas of the world-it is important to get a different, nonofficial
perspective on these matters. It is instructive in this connection to reconsider Soviet-American relations from a revisionist perspective. Neither the course of international relations over the last decade nor the latest historical writings has refuted the revisionist interpretations of the cold war and of the worldwide rivalry
of the two superpowers. With few exceptions, the revisionist historians who
blamed both Washington and Moscow for the cold war never denied or condoned
the sovietization of the Warsaw bloc, any more than they ever justified the Gulag
within Bolshevik Russia. But they have argued that since 1917 the relentless hostility of the major non-Communist powers has contributed significantly to both
developments. Revisionists have also stressed that, unlike the Nazi regime, which
needed both war and (at a minimum) the complet_e mastery of Europe in order to
survive, the Bolshevik regime required neither external conflict nor limitless expansion to perpetuate itself.
In fact, from the seizure of power in 1917 and throughout the interwar years,
the Bolsheviks tended to behave defensively and reactively in diplomatic and
military affairs, even when intervening in the Spanish civil war and signing the
Nazi-Soviet pact. Anchored in ideology and above all in military, diplomatic,
and economic weakness and isolation, this defensive reflex has become no less
intense since the Yalta and Potsdam conferences. After 1944-45 and until his
death, Stalin did not have to be particularly paranoid to fear that theWestern allies might seize on Russia's exhaustion to force the "liberation" of Eastern Europe,
· notably Poland. During the first beginnings of 'the nuclear age and the divided
Germany, this east European riinland was widely conceded to be vital to Moscow's security. Indeed, if immediately following the war the Soviet leaders sought
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to restrain and moderate the Communist parties of France, Italy, Greece, Yugoslavia, _and China, they did so largely as part of a selfish but resolute effort to
transmute· the grand but uneasy military, diplomatic, and political alliance of
World War II into a peacetime detente. With the Sino-Soviet split in the early
. '6os, Moscow's military vulnerability increased still further, the Soviets being
forced to guard a lengthy border and vast air space with China in addition to protecting their Eastern European and Southwest Asian flanks.
In the Western world, Bolshevik Russia continues to be portrayed as having
made inordinate foreign-policy gains during and after World War II. Admittedly, after fighting their way to the Oder-Neisse line, the Soviets resolved to
establish and maintain a preponderance of power over the east European rimland, which, unfortunately, the Big Three failed to "Finlandize" or neutralize militarily. But the Soviets have not expanded their imperialist sway very far beyond
their strategic glacis. Early in the resurgent cold war they readily backed down in
Greece and Iran, and compromised in Korea. Thereafter they were kept out of
southwest Asia and all of Africa except South Yemen, Ethiopia, and Angola;
out of all of Southeast Asia except former French Indochina; and out of all of
Latin America except Cuba (minus Guantanamo Bay). Although the Soviets
penetrated Egypt, the (former) Belgian Congo, and Somalia, their positions in
these Third World countries were as unsure as they were short-lived, and the continuing Soviet impress on Syria and Iraq seems equally precarious. As for Russia's frontal invasion of Afghanistan, it appears to be less calculated to invest
Southern Asia than to prevent being forced out of that critical region altogether.
Indeed, Moscow's move into Afghanistan was a desperate show of conventional
military might, primarily ground units, in a geopolitical area in which the SovietAmerican rivalry will be decided by more complex forms of power. Ultimately
the outcome will hinge on the projection of naval and air power in combination
with not only rapid-strike forces but also economic and technological power, in
which the United States clearly excels. But quintessentiallY, this violent incursion
is closely linked to the explosive instability in neighboring Iran that, while certainly not of Russia's doing, nevertheless concerns Moscow no less directly and
vitally'than it does Washington.
All in all, the USSR has not exactly built a large empire, either formal or
furtive, in the years since 1945. The extent of Soviet expansion is the less impressive or daunting compared with the prodigious growth of America's imperial
reach during these same thirty-five years. Besides, in the struggle to maintain
and enlarge its world position, the United States has resorted to many of the same
violent and reprehensible methods of foreign intervention as the Soviet Union.
It has also installed or propped up authoritarian governments that are at best
different in degree rather than kind from Russia's presumably totalitarian satellite and client states.
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""J1e question then arises why the Soviets failed to make vast and long-term
~apital out of the revolutionary upsurge in Europe and the anti-colonial
rebellion throughout the Third World during and after World War II. Or, to put
it more crudely, why has Moscow lost the cold war?
From the start of this cold war-even going back to 1917-20-the Soviets
have been outclassed in every major area, except, until recently, ideologically.
After 1945 the United States successfully devised and orchestrated a policy of
comprehensive containment. As the only major power to emerge unscathed and
even strengthened from the carnage of the Thirty Years War of the twentieth century, America had the wherewithal to build and deploy a formidable war machine,
including a deadly nuclear arsenal, with which to deter Soviet Russia from direct
military expansion. At the same time the U.S. government was able to forge a
foreign-policy weapon of even greater importance and efficacy, mobilizing vast
econmnic, financial, technological, and cultural resources to encourage, not to
say press, incumbent regimes throughout the world to defuse or repress internal
insurgency, both real and imagined. Invariably Washington justified this mix of
foreign "assistance"-in which military aid was only one of many componentswith the charge that all movements for radical or revolutionary change were engineered or guided by Moscow and that no single domino could be allowed to fall
for fear of toppling the rest of the free world.
This global military deterrence and foreign aid actually bolstered rather than
exhausted America's political and civil society, though not without seriously perverting its democratic and humane temper.lt is not necessary to argue that U.S.
capitalism was the principal agent and beneficiary of this double-edged world policy in order to recognize that the development of a towering military-industrial
complex and foreign-aid establishment furthered America's economic growth,
foreign trade, monetary primacy, and per capita income and welfare. The inheritance or appropriation of most of Western Europe's colonial stake significantly
contributed to these striking economic and socialgains: the United States finally
became the political and financial pivot for the extraction of immense profits
from Third World countries that, as producers of primary commodities, were
locked into economic dependency.
Clearly, then, the United States-and, by extension, eventually also its trilateral allies-managed to fight the cold war abroad while simultaneously expanding the economic and social product required to maintain or fortify their structures of class, status, and power at home. And they were able to do so because
the Western world entered the struggle with Soviet Russia with a tremendous economic, technological,· and educational head start. In fact, the cold war facilitated not merely the recovery and rationalization of organized capitalism, which
had suffered a grave crisis during the 1930s; it also expedited the transfollilation
of European-centered overseas colonialism into an American-directed economic
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and fmancial ascendancy ov~r the Third World. Paradoxically, after 1945 the Soviet challenge eased this conversion of the direct and mercantile overseas colonialism of rival capitalist nations into a superimperialism of organized and corporate capitalism doininated by the United States.

r"J"1e free, capitalist nations, including Japan, were able to fight the cold war
~hile at the same time substantially strengthening their econoinic and social
fiber; the Soviets, for their part, were neither capable of nor impelled to provide
guns and butter. The Bolsheviks, having inherited a predoininantly agrarian and
protoindustrial society, have since 1917 had to support their foreign and military
policy on an extremely narrow econoinic base. The new regime had to repair the
ravages of the Great War, the Allied intervention, and the civil war, and it was
not until 1928-29 that the Russian economy was rebuilt to its pre-1914level. There
then followed the untried and uncertain five-year plans of the 1930s. These were
intended to force the rapid expansion of the heavy and modem industrial sectors
of what was still an economy of small-scale agriculture and manufacture.
There can be no question of denying or condoning the unconscionable costs
of collectivization, nor is this the place to assess the economic rationale and outcome of forced industrialization. But any explanation of the etiology of the
chronic state of cold war between Soviet Russia and the anti-Communist powers
must emphasize that Stalin's despotic ukase to mount a savage drive to collectivize and industrialize was in no small measure conditioned by all but unbroken
econoinic and diplomatic quarantine of Bolshevik Russia by the developed or
capitalist nations. In particular the resumption of international tensions, inflamed by the rise of National Socialism in Germany and fascistic Inilitarism in
Japan, quickened the fatal corruption of the Bolshevik project. The lack of foreign econoinic aid and the unfavorable terms of foreign trade during the Great
D~ression heightened the Soviet resolve to squeeze the peasantry and the agrarian sector for the capital necessary to finance industrialization. The mounting
threat of war further warped industrial and technological development. Military
preparedness was assigned priority over the production of consumer goods.
World War II merely accelerated and vindicated this implantation of a topheavy Inilitary-industrial complex in the planned economy designed initially to
build socialism in one country. Then, after 1945, with Russia once again bled
white and quarantined, the burdens of recovery were compounded by the military exigencies of the renascent cold war, including the nuclear and space races.
Even after reconstruction the eeonomy was still insufficiently developed to allow
the Soviet regime to sustain a credible military posture while at the same time
mounting a major foreign-aid program for Third World countries and expanding consumer production toward the long-deferred improvement of the general
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welfare at home. Undoubtedly the rigidities of bureaucratic planning, as well as
the material and educational privileges accorded to the managerial and technocratic class, help to account for both the quantitative and qualitative shortfalls
of essential consumer products and services for the Soviet citizenry. Even so, it
seems doubtful that these factors were exclusively or even primarily responsible
for Bolshevism's glaring economic failures.
Since the inception of systematic containment, American policymakers
have assumed that high levels of military spending would overload the Russian
economy to such an extent that the politburo would be hard pressed both to build
socialism at home (and throughout the Comecon countries) and to compete with
the Trilateral countries in economic aid abroad, most notably throughout the
Third World. If first Stalin, and then Khrushchev and Brezhnev, called for arms
limitation and detente, they did so in the hope of reducing military outlays in
favor of expanding consumer production and nonmilitary foreign aid. Washington applied ceaseless pressure to compel Moscow to allocate a disproportionately high percentage ofits-and Comecon's-gross national product to war preparedness, thereby making it difficult for the Soviets to rearrange their economic
and social priorities. Over the years nothing has done more to discredit the ideological legitimacy and attraction of the Bolshevik project than the inability of
successive Soviet governments to raise living standards at home and provide economic assistance abroad.

T:

his persisting economic deficiency has been a necessary but not sufficient
cause of the intermittent popular unrest in Eastern Europe. Although the
United States has sought to tum this unrest to its own advantage, it has stopped
short of direct intervention. But while deliberately cautious in the security zone
in which the Soviets are determined and ready to use their advantage in conventional forces and weapons, nearly everywhere else Washington has been far less
circumspect. Again and again the United States, with complete impunity, has
backed Third World governments with a view to reducing or ending a Soviet presence left over from the national liberation struggles against the colonial or semicolonial domination of the European powers. Nor has Washington hesitated to
destabilize or overthrow governments that it suspects of being disposed to call
for Soviet assistance to put down domestic and foreign resistance to fundamental economic and social reform.
It would be wrong, however, to attribute the success of American policy
either to the machinations of the CIA or to the awesome weaponry deployed by
the Pentagon. This coercive muscle was effective above all because it was combined with the promise of large-scale financial, economic, and technical aid-a
leverage magnified by the expansive vigor of big corporate business and banking.
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In addition, wherever the United States intervened, it worked hand in glove with
local civil and military elites eager to collaborate to advance their own self-serving needs over those of the working people.
The Soviets, for their part, have had fewer disposable resources with which
to reach beyond their nearest security perimeter, with the result that more often
than not they have wound up being overextended militarily and economically.
The Soviet bloc nations lacked not only the financial and economic leverage available to the United States and its allies, but also local ruling and governing classes
avid for their support. To be sure, Moscow was ready to exploit radical oppositional currents for its own ends. But in the Third World countries, revolutionary
potential was rarely as great as the Russians hoped and the Americans feared.

T:.

oday, even without taking account of their wholly demented nuclear armaments race, the two superpowers are "equally distant from God." At one
time, during the heyday of Stalinism, American officials could plausibly have
argued that the Soviet Union was congenitally bent on world conquest by a combination of military aggression and political subversion; but recent history has
rendered specious any such portrayal of Soviet foreign-policy behavior. In addition, the Stalinist totalitarianism that was said to be the changeless mainspring
of Soviet imperialism has been considerably tempered. Above all, the Bolshevik
regime has lost its ideological coherence and appeal abroad and at home, in large
part because the exertions of hot and cold war have sapped its vitality. But if Soviet Russia is ideologically bankrupt and economically straitened, it is hardly on
the verge of collapse. By disingenuously charging Brezhnev and his associates
with vast expansionist designs and threatening them with overwhelming military
power, if not annihilation, Reagan and his advisers are playing into the hands of
hard-line elements in the Kremlin-elements disposed to a military rather than
political approach to foreign policy. It should be remembered that in modern
times governments suffering from delegitimation and deadlock have been particularly prone to become warlike, the more so if they feel beleaguered or threatened from abroad.
The weapons mania and brinkmanship of the Reaganites are no doubt rooted
in America's economic and fiscal crisis and its unsettling consequences throughout the Trilateral world. There is mounting confusion among the power elite
about the political economy of the organized capitalism that spans the non-Communist world. The phenomenon of uncontrollable stagflation, which encourages
protectionist pressures and diplomatic strains within the free world, appears as
an obstinate anomaly to the periodic downturns in the business cycle. In the
United States the same conservative and reactionary political and social groups
that reject the Keynesian formulas as inflationary advocate vast military outlays
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that have the effect of stimulating economic activity and, at the same time, perpetuating inflationary pressures and budgetary imbalances. Above all, military
expenditures benefit many of the largest corporations with highly capital-intensive operations, resulting in relatively low employment and welfare for the working class and the underclass. Such arms spending has the earmarks of a New Deal
for select sectors of the upper- and professional middle classes, at the expense of
the lower-middle class and the workers,
The governments of Western Europe and Japan resist falling in line behind
Washington's latest overestimation of Soviet military capabilities and bellicose
intentions. Politically, they find it difficult to procure more guns at the cost of
butter, as their economies are increasingly hard pressed to supply both. In
addition, America's allies balk at joining an armaments race that is bound to
intensify their fiscal plight and heighten their economic and monetary subordination to the United States- a condition aggravated by their heavy reliance on
fuel that is payable in dollars.
The United States benefits from the same economic discomfiture that
makes its allies hesitant to accelerate the arms race. America, distinctly less dependent on fuel imports than its principal commercial and financial rivals in the
developed world, derives a competitive advantage from their comparatively higher energy bills. In addition, because these bills are largely payable in dollars and
the major U.S. oil companies share in the superprofits of most oil-producing
countries, the current energy situation serves to perpetuate, and even increase,
America's monetary and economic predominance.
But while the United States is not adverse to imposing this economic
supremacy over its allies, it cannot risk their collapse without endangering the
world capitalist system as a whole. The allies, in turn, exploit their indispensability to blackmail the United States into shouldering the full military burden of
guaranteeing their oil supply, notably the supply from the Middle East. They
feel further justified in taking this course because the American Jewish community pressures Washington to support or condone Israel's unbending diplomatic
and military position, thus inciting potent Arab and Moslem nations to use oil as
a diplomatic weapon and providing Moscow with the opportunity to inject its
power into the southern crescent.

S

ub specie aeternitatis, the United States has no greater strategic, material,

and moral claims to the Middle East than does the USSR. As world powers,
both quite naturally arrogate to themselves the right to intervene in their own
self-interest and to cloak their actions with professions of selflessness. It would
appear that neither of the superpowers wants the oil for itself in any narrow
sense. The United States, principally concerned with securing a supply of oil for
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key developed nations as a bulwark for the capitalist world economy, no doubt
also means to preserve the Middle East as an investment sphere for itself and the
other Trilateral economies. With Russia allegedly preparing to bear down militarily on this critical region, U.S. officials invoke these supranational objectives
to justify a huge build-up of deterrent nuclear arms and delivery systems as well
as of rapid-deployment air, sea, and land forces for punctual intervention.
In international politics one world power's security and interest are
invariably perceived as another world power's insecurity and loss. America's
imperial governors are merely following in the footsteps of their British
predecessors in their aggressive defense of outposts they consider vital along a
line running from the Eastern Mediterranean through the Red Sea to the Indian
Ocean. Since the 188os the Suez Canal has been the chief symbol and pivot of
this imperial conception. A century ago the English ruling and political class
presumed to use British naval power to protect the crucial "route to India," said
to be threatened by Russian aggression and the unsettlement of local regimes
that invited the encroachment of potentially hostile major powers. Eventually
London, after "buying" the Suez Canal and occupying Egypt, proceeded to
shore up shaky governments throughout the Middle East. It claimed to take this
forward course in order to maintain and protect-not to expand-the British
empire, which had its economic, military, and ideological fulcrum in India. All
subsequent diplomatic and military moves, including the war in South Africa,
were justified in similar terms: to safeguard the empire and the concomitant
balance of power, to serve the welfare and liberty of His or Her Majesty's
subjects and wards and indeed civilized humanity.
U.S. claims are equally vast and noble. Washington insists that the Middle
East must be held in order to guarantee the military security, economic prosperity, and political stability of the United States and the free world. The region
must be made safe for the status quo, it is argued, even if that requires offensive
actions to forestall Russian aggressions or the proppingup of crucial regimes.
As a world power, Soviet Russia can hardly be expected to dissociate itself
from a region that is at best of slightly less strategic importance to the Communist than to the capitalist bloc. From the late nineteenth century until 1945, the
European colonial powers, not Russia, filled the vacuum left by the crumbling
Turkish empire. Surely it is a sign of Soviet weakness that after World War II
Moscow was incapable of standing up to America, the heir of colonial imperialism, in the struggle for influence and power in the Southwest Asian countries
and territories that formerly were under British and French tutelage. In particular, the withdrawal from neighboring Iran in 1947 and the failure to reach a
modus vivendi with Premier Mossadegh that would have fended off the restoration of the Pahlevis in 1951-53 demonstrated this weakness and caution. Until
the overthrow of the Peacock throne in 1979, Moscow stood helplessly by as
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Washington forged Iran into a formidable military link in the chain of hostile
authoritarian states running from Thrkey to Pakistan, thereby blocking or
threatening Russia along its entire Southwest Asian border. The Arab-Israeli
imbroglio enabled the Soviets to jump this armed moat to establish a military
presence briefly in Egypt and then in Syria and Iraq. More recently the Soviets
extended their sway to Ethiopia and South Yemen.
Although they did everything to promote the destabilization of America's
model client state in Iran, the Soviets soon discovered that, despite their geographic advantage, the religiously charged convulsion in Iran was as much beyond their control as Washington's. In the wake of this discovery both superpowers no doubt are working-or at least lying in wait-for the collapse of the
fragile regime in Teheran. Meanwhile, the Soviet leaders are fearful of Islamic
fundamentalism spilling over to infect Russia's Moslem populations. They are
also far from confident about being able to ward off the reinstallation of a proAmerican regime at a time when Washington is distinctly truculent and
apparently determined to have a showdown. Fear and insecurity may prompt
the Kremlin to be more unyielding and belligerent than in 1947 and in 1951-53.
Iran-the Poland of the Middle East in terms of size, population, resources, and strategic value-is perceived by both superpowers to be of critical
importance. In Iran one superpower's security is the other's insecurity-perhaps
the best reason for Moscow and Washington to begin working toward the demilitarization of Iran that they failed to explore for Poland from 1943 to 1947. The
Soviet Union, with substantial energy resorces of its own, might be willing to
agree to America's economic primacy in exchange for a military and political Finlandization. Barring some such accommodation, Iran threatens to become, sooner or later, one of the most dangerous flashpoints in an ever larger and more explosive arc of crisis that stretches from the eastern Mediterranean to the Arabian

.sea.
T h e opposing ideological projects that once fired the Soviet-American com~etition in international politics are exhausted or bankrupt. In that sense,
the cold war is over. Now the USSR and the United States are locked into a conventional struggle for power centered in the Third World. Their nuclear deterrents and overall military capabilities make for an armed peace and a balance of
power that are not without precedent in history. To be sure, today's nuclear arsenals are infinitely more lethal and suicidal than the instruments of war of earlier
times. But the modern-age weapons and strategic systems have only a limited
autonomy: they are designed by statesmen and soldiers to pursue political objectives, both foreign and domestic. The most advanced weapons and war plans
never activate themselves. The greatest danger of their erupting comes when the
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governing classes of sorely pressed political societies are tempted to defl~t their
internal problems into the international environment at a time when the balance
of power is being unsteadied.
Neither Russia nor America is about to permit a major crack in its essential
security sphere. Accordingly, Russia will be as vigilant in Eastern Europe and
along its southwestern perimeter as America is in NATO Europe and Latin Amer·
ica. But while they are likely to continue exercising mutual restraint in each other's
protective zones, the two superpowers' rivalry in the Middle East and Africa is
destined to become more intense and explosive.
Because the Soviet regime is economically and ideologically stunted as well
as diplomatically and militarily overextended and beleaguered, the leaders in the
Kremlin can be expected to become increasingly intractable and bellicose. In other
words, Soviet Russia is becoming dangerously threatening less because of its
mounting than its failing strength. Some American officials and intellectuals
recklessly urge that Russia be pressured on all fronts toward the end of unsettling
the Soviet regime and breaking up the Eastern bloc. These groups need to be re·
minded that overspent major powers are not inclined to dig their own graves.
Rather, they will resort to preventive war.
Notwithstanding the disclaimers of the Reagan administration, the United
States and its allies confront Soviet Russia from an undiminished position of a
superior strength. Even a prolonged crisis of the capitalist world economy is not
likely to change this balance of forces significantly, thought it is apt to encourage
a show of brinkmanship.
President Reagan and his advisers have themselves conceded that the cold
war is over. In the Third World, the main arena of the Soviet-American power
struggle, the United States no longer even feigns to fight for freedom. Despite
ringing Wilsonian affirmations in Latin America, Washington never really ceased
to pursue a preclusive hegemonic policy that dates from before the cold war, way
back to the nineteenth century. All the cold war did was to embolden successive
Democratic and Republican administrations to wield the big stick-to intervene
-in order to brace, protect, and restore compliant (and usually authoritarian)
regimes. Keeping foreign powers out of the western hemisphere was a minor goal.
From Woodrow Wilson to Jimmy Carter, the United States helped local elites
and vested interests to forestall the liberalization, democratization, and sociali·
zation of the societies in America's primary coprosperity sphere. The western
hemisphere provides little evidence that authoritarian governments are more
prone to self-reform than the totalitarian client regimes of Soviet Russia. And
yet the Reagan administration; forswearing the Wilsonian gospel, proposes to
use the economic carrot and military stick to preserve and promote the Latin
Americanization of the Middle East, Africa, and non-Communist .Southeast
Asia in the interest of the United States and the rest of the Trilateral world.
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It would seem, then, that ideologically and morally America is no less impoverished in its foreign and military policy than the Soviet Union. In fact, from
this particular point of view, the USSR keeps a certain edge. Despite its flagrant
economic handicap, throughout much of the Third World Moscow benefits from
being cast in opposition to an oppressive and exploitative status quo, both international and domestic. By becoming increasingly inured to the depressed classes
at home and abroad, and by subsidizing socially retrograde, authoritarian governments to guarantee privileged economic access for the 'lli.lateral bloc, Washington enables the Soviets to strike a spuriously progressive posture on the world
scene. Moreover, any serious worsening of the economic and monetary crisis in
the heartland of organized capitalism would unsettle the Third World periphery,
giving the Soviets the opportunity to prey on and foster social and political unrest from which it can no longer gain in the Trilateral center-which would in any
case be dislocated less severely and more gradually. But even in the less developed
countries, Soviet chances are less promising than during the cold war, when local
revolutionary and progressive forces looked to Moscow as a valued mentor. Today not only are these organized insurgent forces weaker, but the governments
they aim to overthrow are stronger and more resolute.
At first sight it does appear that in the Middle East, Southeast Asia, and
Africa, the Americans and Soviets still rely on the same nonmilitary methods of
intervention they used during the cold war. The two global powers have poured
the new wine of the ideological, cultural, and economic warfare of the cold war
into the old bottles of power politics. By supporting or manipulating client states,
the United States and the USSR seek to maintain an international balance of
power that is inherently precarious. Like their predecessors, they strive not for
parity but for that additional increment of indeterminate power that in the event
of war is supposed to guarantee victory. Of course, there can be no genuine victors in a nuclear war. But great powers go to war not to maintain or restore some
ephemeral international equilibrium; they do it to bolster their own societies as
well as those of their allies, clients, and puppets.
In 1947 George Kennan insisted that although Soviet Russia was "by far the
weaker party" in the confrontation with the Western powers, its leaders faced
the future patiently, confident that history was on their side. But even then, Kennan warned against goading the Kremlin ''into a position where it cannot afford
to yield even though this might be dictated by its sense of realism." Thirty-five
years later, Russia remains ''the weaker party." In addition the men in the Kremlin now fear that history is running against them both in the world arena and at
home, where they faee the insecurities attendant on the relaxation of the Bolshevik regime.
Since the ruling and governing classes of major powers become particularly
edgy when they sense time moving against them, Kennan's warning should be
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heeded more than ever. Even if the Soviets continue to flounder, they remain a
formidable force in international politics. Without ever denying the importance
of the ideological sources of Moscow's strength and conduct, Walter Lippmann
urged Washington not to forget that the "Soviet Union was the successor of the
Russian empire" and that the Kremlin leaders were the heirs "not only of Marx
and Lenin but of Peter the Great and the Czars of all the Russias."

Vietnam Revisioned:
The Military Campaign
against Civilian Control
FRANK A. BURDICK

When there is a threat of war, our military leaders deserve a
stronger voice in policymaking. When our political leaders
commit us to war, the military voice should be given priority consideration.

H

-William C. Westmoreland, April 1978 1

istorically, one of the central tenets of American democracy has been
the necessity for the elected political leaders of the nation to maintain
absolute control of the military. Fear of professional military offic€rs and standing armies, stemming from the role of the British army under the Crown in the
days before independence, assured that the new nation would impose strong civilian control over the military. Such control continued to seem natural, logical,
and sensible in the days of episodic, conventional wars-notwithstanding occasional strains, such as McLellan's agitation with Lincoln, when military leaders
chafed under close civilian control; and America's record of success in war suggested that the system, if awkward, was working. Since the Second World War,
however, with a state of perpetual cold war featuring intermittent, unconventional, limited military activities, major tension has appeared in the relations between American soldier and civilian. The Vietnam War, an unsuccessful, limited,
unconventional war, brought the stress to the surface most pointedly. Professional military officers with Vietnam experience at best are disillusioned with the
role civilians played in direction of the war, and at worst are prepared to challenge
civilian domination of the military establishment-a move that would affect a
profound transformation in the nature of civil-military relations in America.
I William C. Westmoreland, "Vietnam in Perspective," Military Review 59, no.
I979): 42.
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A meaningful proportion of American military officers may be prepared to
accept a stab-in-the-back theory that would be the basis for challenging traditional civilian control of the military. Thus statements as Westmoreland'smade
in an address to faculty and students at the U.S. Army's Command and General
Staff College-the Army's "finishing school" for future generals-must be taken
seriously. The general's appearance at the college was no mere gesture. Westmoreland's reputation and experience as commander of American ground forces
in Vietnam during the buildup and through some of the worst fighting of the war
-and then Army Chief of Staff through the withdrawal-provided him with a
perspective that young officers bound for high command would keenly seek.
Westmoreland's credibility with the American public may have been destroyed
with Tet in 1968, but his remarks were much more than the bitter rambling of a
man whose reputation had become entwined with the Vietnam disaster. A measure of the importance of the general's words within the Inilitary is the publication of his speech in full in the Command and General Staff College's Military
Review, a journal read widely within the ranks of the Army's officer corps. Indeed, it seems likely that Westmoreland's views-especially his criticism of the
role of civilian leaders and American society in the conduct of the war-have
found a ready reception among a significant segment of a professional officer
corps jaded and disillusioned by the Vietnam experience.

W

estmoreland's interpretation of the Vietnam War would please few serious students of the struggles. His suggestions for the future of civil-military relations in the country should alarm those who believe civilian control of
the military is a crucial element in the future health and success of democracy.
Westmoreland seeks to exploit the American defeat in Vietnam by attributing
the blame to irresolute political leaders, a near-treasonouspress, and an uncaring American public. In this view of the war the American military emerges as
another victi~-too hastily committed and too rapidly abandoned by the politicians, badly maligned by an irresponsible press, and unappreciated by the American public.
"Our erstwhile honorable country," stated Westmoreland, "betrayed and
deserted the Republic of Vietnam after it had enticed it to our b,osom. It was a
shabby performance by America, a blemish on our history and a possible blight
on our future." According to Westmoreland's analysis, this American action was
caused by ''vulnerabilities" in our. system, 2 chief among them the failure of America's political leaders to understand the nature of the challenge in Vietnam and
2

Ibid., p. 34·
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their failure to take the steps necessary for meeting that challenge. Thus President John F. Kennedy, enamored by counterinsurgency warfare and convinced
that he needed to make a demonstration of American will to the Soviet Union,
committed increasing forces to Vietnam. But in his enthusiasm he made a "grievous mistake," one that "morally locked us in Vietnam": the approved overthrow
of President Ngo Dinh Diem. By that act the United States lost its one chance to
have "gracefully withdrawn our support in view of a demonstrated lack of unity"
in Saigon. 3
Westmoreland blamed President Lyndon B. Johnson for pursuing a piecemeal, gradualist approach during his term. Johnson became "obsessed" with the
Great Society, Westmoreland said, and was unwilling to ask for the hard sacrifices the war required; as a result he made decisions "destined to drag the war on
indefinitely."4 He compelled the American forces to follow a defensive strategy
on the ground, thereby giving the enemy the initiative, and he adopted a bombing policy more sensitive to political pressure at home than to the strategic needs
of the struggle with the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. 5
In his comments on the air war, Westmoreland displayed his faith in the
doctrine of the invincibility of air power. He ridiculed the gradualist approach
(meant to provide Hanoi with a clear message of American intent while at the
same time allowingthem the opportunity to back down), arguing that the enemy
got a message "not of resolve and strength but of political insecurity and weakness," a message the politicians communicated and the antiwar dissidents amplified. 6 He argued that air power, applied with determined intensity, could have
crushed the enemy, especially in the period following the Tet offensive of 1968,
which he characterized as a defeat so severe that it took the enemy four years to
recover. 7 He reminded his audience that this was the lesson of the Christmas
bombing of Hanoi in 1972 when Le Due Tho, the negotiator for the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam, "came to the conference table and actually wept, saying
that they could not take any more." 8
Westmoreland was less critical of America's policy after 1969, perhaps because under President Nixon the Army finally won permission to invade the sanctuaries in Cambodia (1970) and in Laos (1971). He termed the Paris Agreement

3 Ibid., p. 35·
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid., p. 36.
6 Ibid.
7 Ibid., p. 38.
8 Ibid., pp. 38-39. I can find no confirmation of such behavior on the part of Le Due Tho.
From what is known of the DRY's negotiator, such a loss of control seems extremely unlikely.
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of 1973 as "defective in many respects" but "thoroughly workable," saving his
strongest criticism for the liberal coalition in Congress that enacted the CooperChurch amendment cutting off all direct American military support in Southeast Asia. 9 This "instrument of surrender" in Vietnam, said Westmoreland, was
a shameful abandonment of our allies in Saigon. Responsibility for the ultimate
American defeat in Vietnam was assigned to the anarchy in American society
produced by the antiwar movement, and to the American media, which, ·he
charged, distorted the war in such a manner that it became a tool of Hanoi and
Moscow. 10
Westmoreland closed his analysis of the U.S. involvement in Vietnam by
praising the loyalty, humanity (noting that a few exceptions, such as My Lai, were
"overplayed" by the media), valor, and performance of the American military in
Vietnam. More importantly, he also went on to draw "lessons" from the Vietnam
War that he claimed would avoid problems in the future. He called for a "more
convincing sense of responsibility" on the part of the media, which probably
would mean censorship, and he warned against either using gradualist strategies
("It takes the full strength of a tiger to kill a rabbit" 11 ), or engaging American
forces in war without the total support of the nation. Further, he asserted that
not only should military leaders be given control once war begins, but military
officers should be given a more prominent role in the formulation of foreign
policy in advance of the threat of war. Given the dynamics of the cold war, this
advice would inevitably result in continuous military involvement in the formulation of policy. One of the major lessons of the Vietnam War, in Westmoreland's
view, was the impracticality of a continued civilian monopoly over the foreign
policymaking process.
Westmoreland's analyses are seriously flawed, and nowhere more than in
his criticism of America's political leaders. One searches the documents unsuccessfully, for example, for evidence t11at any American military leader in the postDiem period ever recommended or even seriously consiclered recommending
withdrawal after Diem's death. Kennedy made his decisions largely on the basis
of military recommendations to increase, not to stop and evaluate the American
commitment.
The general's comments on the strategy of the ground war, too, are self-serving, since it was he who fashioned the American ground strategy of attrition. As
Robert Gallucci has correctly observed, one of the curious quid pro quos of the
war was the one struck between civilians in Washington and the military: the
Army was given almost complete freedom in running the ground war in the South
9 Ibid., p. 40.
Ibid., p. 41.
I I Ibid., p. 42.
10
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(barring the expansion of the war into the "sanctuaries") in exchange for close
civilian control over the air war in the North-that aspect of the struggle considered the most volatile and where a miscalculation might easily lead to Soviet or
Chinese involvement. 12 His remarks also contrast sharply with his comments in
his memoirs when he recalled that once Washington approved his strategy of attrition, he had "broad authority" to use the troops as he saw fit. 13 One can only
speculate on why Westmoreland chose to alter his appraisal of the degree of independence of command he enjoyed in Vietnam, but the interpretation he offered the future generals fits more neatly with his larger message: The politicians
in Washington were responsible for the failure in Vietnam.

B

ecause a significant number of his fellow officers share them, Westmoreland's opinions deserve to be taken seriously. Admiral U.S. Grant Sharp,
Westmoreland's contemporary as Commander in Chief, Pacific, during the
war, is even more vehement in his condemnation of the Washington leaders. His
memoir, titled Strategy for Defeat, has as its central thesis the betrayal of the
American military by the civilians. It is probable that similar views are more widely held, although more guardedly, by a significant segment of the officer corps.
There are, of course, many officers, usually those who served at the company
and battalion level, who less readily accept Westmoreland's version of what went
wrong. These officers recognize that the military entered the war with such inherent doctrinal and institutional flaws as excessive dependence on technology,
conventional tactics, and firepower. They recognize the problems of rampant
careerism, in the form of"ticket punching," created when officers were more intent on filling their dossiers than on accomplishing the mission. And they are
ashamed of the brute dishonesty that was displayed in exaggerated kill ratios and
other measures of progress. But even having said that, they share Westmoreland's
conviction that in Vietnam the Washington civilians exercised too much control
over the armed forces and that this prevented the military from succeeding. 14
searches long and hard for empirical data that could shed light on the
attitude of professional officers concerning the future of civil-military relations.

... -one

I 2 Robert Gallucci, Neither Peace Nor Honor: The Politics of American Military Policy in Vietnam (Baltimore: Johns ijopkins University Press, I975), p. I I4.

I3 William C. Westmoreland, A Soldier Reports(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday& Co., I976),
p. I34·
I4 Skeptics are invited to skim the pages of leading military journals such as Parameters, Air
University Review, and Military Review for plentiful evidence of this sentiment.
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But the few studies that do exist yield disturbing results. 15 They show that the
Vietnam experience has resulted in serious tensions between professional military officers and the ideals and values of the larger society. The officers' attitudes
can be summarized to include the belief that the traditional values of discipline,
sacrifice, and patriotism have vanished from the larger society and remain intact
only in the military; that the military was sent to Vietnam to fight a war that it
was not permitted to win; and that the media was overwhelmingly biased against
their effort. And yet it is a measure of the ambiguity of the military mind that ,
when asked directly whether they agree that the principle of civilian control of
the military was a "proper constitutional requirement to ensure preservation of
democracy," they respond positively in an overwhelming manner. 16 This contradiction probably can be best explained by the ritualistic status the military academies accord the constitutional ideal, if not the operating reality, of civil-military relations.
Other evidence exists that professional military officers accept Westmoreland's thesis that the military should have a larger role in developing foreign policy. In recent years professional military journals have published a number of articles advancing a new model for the education and training of professional officers. Sometimes called the "soldier-statesman" model, these articles generally
conclude that the nation should no longer leave the formulation of policy to civilians. For example, an article in Military Review in 1974 by Colonel Donald F.
Beltz, who wrote frequently on the topic, gave Westmoreland's plea a more sophisticated dress. In the past, Bietz recalled, civilians were solely responsible for
gauging the intent of the potential enemy; they developed policy accordingly,
while the military concentrated on studying the enemy's capability. In the fastpaced modern world, argued the colonel, such a separation of responsibility
would no longer suffice, because "undefinability replaces specificity in describing the threat," thus making intent more difficult to establish. 17 Bietz may not
I 5 The following general coments are summarized from John H. Moellering, "The Army Turns
Inward," Military Review 53, no. 7 (July I973): 68-83; and Franklin D. Margiotta, "A Military
Elite in Transition: Air Force Leaders in the I98os," Armed Forces and Society 2, no. 2 (winter
I976): I55-84. An interesting survey of the general officers who served in Vietnam was made by
Douglas Kinnard, a former general, and published as The War Managers(Hanover, N.H.: University Press of New England, I977). The generals surveyed by Kinnard displayed the same bitterness over civilian interference in the war as does Westmoreland. A surprising feature of Kinnard's work is how many generals were thoroughly disgusted with the way the war was conducted (including the attrition strategy) and how few resigned in protest.
I 6 Moellering received a positive response to the question from 93 percent of the Army officers;
Margiotta found that 89 percent of the Air Force officers agreed. Moellering, "The Army Turns
Inward," p. So; Margiotta, "A Military Elite in Transition," p. I73·
I7 Donald F. Bietz, "How Much Force to Defend Against What?" Military Review 54, no. I
(January I974): 7·
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have provided a remedy to the problem he describes, but his novel approach,
involving military officers in measuring a potential enemy's intent, would certainly broaden the military's participation in the policy pmcess. Enough such articles have appeared in military j.ournals to cause one observer, Jerome Slater, to
note that
The rhetoric and logic of a number of enthusiasts for military participation in the policy process are disquieting. The military journals are
filled with calls for "partnership" between military men and civilian officials in the making of "national security" policy, often accompanied
by a rather startling reversal of Clemenceau's famous epigram . . .
sometimes justified, not on the basis of experience, expertise or education, but as a right because policies affect military institutions. 18
Thus Westmoreland's suggestions that officers become more involved in the formulation of foreign policy would seem to be less idiosyncratic than symptomatic
and representational of a growing movement among military thinkers.

These remarks are not the isolated grumblings of the leader of a defeated
~rmy. Instead they are part of a pattern of military agitation over civilian
control that is one of the unanticipated products of American cold-war foreign
policy, which itself stems from inherent contradictions in the containment policy
forged by American liberals in the early days of the cold war. 19 Seared by the effort at accommodation at Munich, educated by the events from 1939 to 1945,
and anxious to assert American power, liberals in the administration of President Harry S. Truman rejected isolationism in favor of an American mission to
reconstruct and dominate Western capitalism. Westmoreland's complaint should
be understood within this context, as part of a continuing struggle between military officers that first emerged in the Truman-MacArthur controversy and climaxed in the Air War Hearings held in the U.S. Senate in the summer of 1967.
Containment became the heart of liberal orthodoxy. Byestablishing American hegemony in the West, it paved the way for continued domestic economic
growth, fueled by expanded defense spending. By promising to thwart what the
liberals believed to be innate Russian expansionism, it spared them from right-

.1.

I8 Jerome Slater, "Apolitical Warrior or Soldier-Statesman: The Military and the Foreign Policy Process in the Post-Vietnam Era," Armed Forces and Society 4, no. I (fall I977): I I I. Emphasis in original.
19 Military officers have disagreed with their civilian superiors from time immemorial, but nowhere less so than in the United States. The difference, of course, is that before Korea the wars
were successfully concluded, eliminating the need to establish blame for failure.
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wing charges of appeasing communism. But contradictions in containment surfaced in Korea. Truman's decision to commit American forces to "halt aggression" in Korea, expressed in the language of the Munich analogy and voiced in
unmistakably anti-Soviet tones, led military leaders to prepare to destroy the enemy just as they had in previous American crusades. In the case of Korea, moreover, Truman and Secretary of State Dean Acheson made it clear that the immediate enemy, North Korea, was only the puppet of Chinese and Soviet aggression.
Accordingly, General MacArthur developed a strategy to engage the puppet,
and if the opportunity arose, the puppeteers as well. But this was further than
Truman was prepared to go, despite the anti-Soviet rhetoric and the aggressive
signals he and his advisers were sending. The most important of these, late in the
fall of 1950, was the decision to alter the mission of the American-dominated
U.N. forces from "halting aggression" to "punishing aggression," by which the
President meant to unify all of Korea under the American client, Syngman Rhee.
At the Wake Island Conference in October 1950, called expressly by the
President to gain his commander's estimate of how the new policy would affect
Chinese intentions, MacArthur did not rule out the possibility of Chinese inter:.
vention. He apparently believed the liberal cold warriors were prepared to take
the risk should the conflict spread. But Truman was not willing to up the ante
(something Truman neglected to tell MacArthur at Wake: the general was given
no contingency orders to withdraw in the event of Chinese intervention). The
quick success of the American military in the earlier stages of the conflict had
emboldened the liberals to try to win in Korea as they had failed to win in China,
but they meant to win on the cheap. At the first sign of massive Chinese intervention the liberals backed off, abandoning in the process some of the basic
premises of containment, the Munich analogy, and, of course, the general. The
result was the first serious military challenge to the limited-war strategy dictated
by containment. Truman successfully diverted the challenge from a policy debate
to the constitutional question of presidential powers, a debate that MacArthur
could not and did not win. Through the debate the contradictions inherent in
containment, at least in its military applications, remained obscure, troubling
only the military as the officer corps assessed the last war in preparation for the
next. These contradictions remained unresolved when a dozen years later America engaged in another limited war in the unlimited quest to contain communism.

I

t did not take long for the tensions to appear in the Vietnam crisis. Westmoreland, Sharp, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and some civilian advisers to the President argued from the outset for an all-out military effort as the best means to defeat the enemy, buy time for the government of Vietnam to achieve stability, and
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avoid a Korean-style stalemate. But Johnson, Secretary of State Dean Rusk, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, and advisers such as McGeorge Bundy
saw the war as part of a larger canvas, and they fashioned a policy that enhanced
rather than diminished contradictions. They sought to build up American ground
and air forces in Vietnam without shoving aside the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) and the Saigon government-moves that opened the United States
to charges of colonialism. They sought to employ air power as a means of compelling the Democratic Republic of Vietnam to desist in its support of the war
without ever understanding the depth of Vietnamese commitment to an independent, unified country. They sought to reassure the American people of the
limited nature of the American commitment in Vietnam while they tried to convince our allies that an American commitment was total and unrelenting. They
saw the war as a test of American credibility but they carefully avoided any overt
military act that might compel the Chinese or Soviets to prove their credibility by
joining the war. And they encouraged the greatest contradiction of all-that there
was a military solution to what was essentially a political struggle and social revolution in Vietnam.
It was not that military officers were too obtuse to appreciate the multipurpose war the liberals were conducting. They merely sensed, as did many radicals
in America (though for different reasons), that the liberal formula of containment was intellectually bankrupt, and Vietnam was proving it. They could also
anticipate, with some understandable bitterness, that when the war was over,
after the politicians had retired from office and their advisers had returned to the
academy to write books on how it should have been done, the professional military officers would more than likely be saddled with the full blame for the results.
Little wonder, then, that officers retreated to black humor:
I am not allowed to run the train
the whistle I can't blow,
I am not allowed to say how fast
the railroad train can go,
I am not allowed to shoot off steam
nor even dang the bell,
But let it jump the goddamn track
and see who catches hell. 20
The sentiments in the ditty reflected the frustration of professional military
officers with what they saw as the impossible way in which the war was being conducted. Almost every military recommendation in the first two years of the war

20

Quoted in George Walton, The Tarnished Shield (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1973), p. 31.
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was scaled down by civilians who at the same time pressed the military for signs
of progress and success. 21 To be sure, most of the recommendations deserved
paring down since they were frequently exaggerated by the "can-do" enthusiasm
of professional officers. But as the war ground on, and as Washington politicians continued to pursue a policy that seemed to exclude a military victory, military men acted to bring the controversy to a head. Having learned from MacArthur's experience the hazard of a direct test of the President's constitutional powers, military leaders selected a more oblique strategy. The divisions created in
American society by the war had also divided the political elite, and in taking on
Johnson and his chief military adviser, Secretary of Defense McNamara, military
leaders exploited one of those divisions by enlisting the hawkish, promilitary
members of the Senate's Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Services, chaired by Senator John Stennis of Mississippi. Enlisting members of the legislative branch in their conspiracy against the President's war policy, while neither innovative nor unique, proved to be an especially
brilliant and effective strategy. Their criticism of the President's program in
Vietnam was immediately transformed from insubordination into a time-honored and constitutionally legitimate contest under the separation of powers of
the branches of government. A majority of the subcommittee, dedicated cordite-sniffers from way back, were already displeased with what they saw to be
the President's reticent policy, and by 1967 were only too eager to expose that
policy to the public. Thus military leaders and pro-war senators made common
cause in seeking to embarrass the administration and compel the civilians to "unleash" the military in the air war. 22
A principal target of the committee hearings was McNamara, who had begun to exhibit a certain skepticism over air power advocates' claims forthe effect
of bombing on the course of the war. For the secretary, the final straw had been
the controversy over the petroleum, oil, and lubrication (POL) strikes in the
spring of 1966. He had recommended approval of the raids to the President only
after unrelenting pressure from the military and their repeated assurances that
the raids would seriously cripple the North's ability to support the war in the

21 For example, in February 1968, at the height of the Tet offensive, President Johnson demanded and received from the Joint Chiefs of Staff a signed statement that the American base at
Khe Sanh would not fall to the enemy. Dave Palmer calls this "one of the most humiliating gestures any political leader inflicted on, his military aides." Dave Richard Palmer, Summons of the
Trumpet (San Raphael, Ca.: Presidio Press, 1978), p. 171.
22 Robert Gallucci reported that in prior communication between the Joint Chiefs and the subcommittee, "the military had made clear in advance what they wanted changed and how civilian
decisions had hampered operations." Gallucci, Neither Peace Nor Honor, p. 103 .
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South. 23 The raids, conducted in late June of 1966, were an apparently spectacular
success: the major POL tank farm in Hanoi was destroyed and a Haiphong facility reduced by So percent, all at the loss of a single aircraft. 24 The euphoria, however, was short-lived. Within a month the Defense Intelligence Agency reported
that despite the success of the raids, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam retained
sufficient stores in dispersed locations to continue the war without serious hindrance. 25 The POL raids had been a tactical success but a strategic failure. They
confirmed that a largely agrarian nation could confound the intentions of a
major industrial power. 26 McNamara seemed to have lost most of his confidence
in air power through this episode and, following the POL strikes, began to give
greater attention to the electronic barrier as an alternative form of controlling
infiltration from the North.
It was in this charged atmosphere that the Stennis subcommittee held its
hearings in the summer of 1967, listening sympathetically to the military chiefs as
they testified that the restrictions Washington imposed had seriously diluted the
effect of bombing on the North. Finally the subcommittee heard the testimony
of McNamara, who, with his growing reservations concerning air power, probably sounded like a dove to the senators. He provided awesome statistics comparing the bombing of the North with the bombing in World War II (through December of 1966 the United States dropped on the Democratic Republic of Vietnam the equivalent of all the bombs dropped in Europe). 27 He defended the decision not to attack Phuc Yen airfield outside Hanoi, saying the North would
probably have dispersed the MIGs to Chinese airfields, thereby inviting possible
passage over another dangerous threshold in the war (and besides, Phuc Yen
failed to meet his minimal standard for target selection: the value of the target
had to exceed the projected losses of American aircraft. ) 28 And he argued gener-

23 Senator Gravel edition, The Pentagon Papers (Boston: Beacon Press,. I97I), vol. 4, p. 6I.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid., p. I IO.
26 A tongue-in-cheek set of minutes of a White House meeting had a fictional Major Black report to the principals that the air war over the North "had knocked out 78 percent of North Vietnam's petroleum reserve; since we had knocked out 86 percent three days ago and 92 percent last
week, we were doing exceptionally well." McNamara might have glimpsed the semblance of reality, if not the humor, in the spoof. James C. Thompson, Jr., "Minutes of a White House Meeting, Summer, I 967," Who We Are: An Atlantic Chronicle of the United States and Vietnam, ed.
Robert Manning and Michael Janeway (Boston: Little, Brown, I975), pp. 43-44.
27 U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Armed Services, Subcommittee on Military Preparedness, Air War Against North Vietnam: Hearings, 9oth Cong., Ist Sess. (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, I967), p. 33 r.
28 Ibid., pp. 303, 333·
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ally that the additional targets the military chiefs sought would not have been
worth the cost of lost aircraft. Through his testimony, McNamara seemed to be
hinting that not only had air power failed in Vietnam, but it could not succeed
even if all the restraints were removed.
McNamara bad apparently developed this heretical opinion when he discovered that the daily supply need of the enemy in the South was only fifteen tons
of materials a day, exclusive of food, while the North had a capacity to import a
staggering 5,8oo tons a day. 29 Interdiction could not hope to succeed in this instance since the classic concept of interdiction assumed that the enemy had finite
resources and that the continuous attrition of these resources would create shortages, hardships, and the incentive to negotiate. Such was not the case with the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam. It was a vast funnel through which Russians
and Chinese poured goods into the South, and whenever the United States increased its air effort the Russians and Chinese merely poured more in. Even if
American air power were to succeed in halting 95 percent of the amount put into
the top of the funnel, the 5 percent that escaped would meet the needs of the enemy forces in the South. The interdiction controversy provided a stark example
of the flaw in the approach of air power advocates: the measurement of input
(sorties flown, percentages of goods destroyed) bore only a slight relationship to
the problems they were seeking to solve (the amount of goods needed to sustain
the enemy in the South).
McNamara's attitude on bombing and his defense of the administration's
policy of restraint received rough handling from the members of the subcommittee. Senator Strom Thurmond called McNamara's defense of the administration's policy "a statement placating the Communists .... It is a statement of nowin." "If we follow what your have recommended," he added, "we ought to get
out of Vietnam at once, because we have no chance to win." 30
If one of the objectives of the hearings was the desire of the military to "get
Washington off their backs," then they were a success. In fact, the very announcement of the hearings apparently forced Johnson to yield. Shortly before
they convened he expanded the target list and removed some of the restraints.
This led one British source to observe that "Mr. Johnson's decision to strike new
targets has little to do with any calculation about the course of the war in Vietnam itself. The President's target is in Washington." 31 Ironically, rather than
limiting military actions for political reasons, as Westmoreland and Sharp
claimed in retrospect, Johnson was being forced to expand the bombing and

29 Ibid., pp. 277, 281.
30 Ibid., p. 297.
31 The Economist, quoted in Gallucci, Neither Peace Nor Honor, p. 104.
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thereby widen the American war effort because of pressure from civilian politicians who held the military's point of view.
Yet the air war hearings had a much greater significance. By successfully
challenging the President and his chief civilian advisers on military policy, and
by compelling the President to alter his policy on bombing, the military chiefs
achieved what had eluded MacArthur in Korea. They were successful, where
MacArthur had not been, in reversing the basic policy of restraints by which the
President had sought to prevent the war from expanding. Whereas MacArthur
had confronted the President directly, thereby allowing Truman to retreat behind constitutional issues, in 1967 the military approached the issue indirectly,
exploited the divisions within the political elite, and focused on the seemingly
mundane question of what and when to bomb. Through the oblique approach
they achieved substantially what they sought while avoiding the constitutional
issue that had sunk MacArthur. To be sure, McNamara seemed to be aware of
the constitutional issue at stake in the hearings. But the Washington leadership
apparently was not so confident it could afford a contest of the magnitude of the
Truman-MacArthur controversy. Thus, when Senator Howard Cannon asked
if the President's refusal to authorize a Joint Chiefs' recommendation to attack
Phuc Yen in October 1965 represented a lack of confidence in them by the President, McNamara responded:
the Constitution gives the responsibility of Commander in Chief to a
civilian, the President, and I am sure it didn't intend that he would exercise that by following blindly the recommendation of his military advisors, so you must assume that under the Constitution it was recognized that the President would act contrary to his advisors at times. 32
Probably recognizing that the discussion was moving into distinctly perilous
ground, Cannon quickly denied he was questioning the constitutional authority
of the President. He said instead that he only wondered whether the President
had confidence in his military advisers. This was to invert the real situation. It
was not a question of the President's confidence in the military that had initiated
the hearings; it was the military's lack of confidence in the President, his advisers,
and his policy. 33

32 U.S. Congress, Air War Against North Vietnam, pp. 304-05.
33 It should be noted that in October 1968 Johnson suspended the air war against Hanoi. When
it resumed under Richard Nixon, it retained few of the close restraints that had been imposed
from I 965 to I 968, as MENU (bombing of Cambodia in I 969), LINEBACKER 1 (mining of Haiphong
in I972 ), LINEBACKER n (bombing of Hanoi in December I 972) and the ongoing "protective reaction strikes" of I969 to I972 all attest. George J. Eade, "Reflections on Air Power in the Vietnam
War," Air University Review 26 (November-December I973): 6.
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The hearings had a further result, one that was equally pleasing to the military leaders. Despite his persuasive mix of statistics and arguments casting serious doubts on the capability of air power in general and interdiction in particular,
McNamara was unable to shake either the reputation or the myth of air power.
Both survived not only the hearings, but the war as well. McNamara was not so
fortunate. His performance before the Senate committee, especially his doubts
concerning air power, apparently angered the President, who summoned the secretary to the Oval Office for a dose of his legendary rage. Shortly thereafter, McNamara departed the Pentagon. 34

r-r1e existence of a stab-in-the-back thesis, the belief that American political
ieaders betrayed the military, flows from the way the American military
has chosen to remember the Vietnam War. Not surprisingly, the military has begun to construct an institutional memory of the war that almost parallels the
mistakes it made in the course of the war. This becomes evident when one examines the Vietnam Studies Series, which Westmoreland commissioned while he
was the Army Chief of Staff. One of the volumes in the series-neither the best
nor the worst-Cedar Falls-Junction City, is especially useful since it details
many of the same events observed and reported by journalist Jonathan Schell in
The Village of Ben Suc. 35 The Army's volume, issued in 1974 and written by
General Bernard Rogers, who was involved in the operation, denies any claim to ·
being an official history of the events. It is supposedly meant only to provide insights into "future operational concepts." 36
CEDAR FALLS and JUNCTION CITY were two operations that took place in the
so-called Iron Triangle, thirty miles northwest of Saigon, in early 1967. The
Army's account, although published seven years after Schell's critical report,
elected to ignore completely the existence of the journalist's work. The two accounts are so different that one must wonder if Rogers and Schell reported on
the same events, in the same war, in the same village, at the same time. 37

..1.

34 David Halberstam, The Best and the Brightest (New York: Knopf, 1972), p. 645.
35 Lieutenant General Bernard W. Rogers, Cedar Falls-Junction City: A Thrning Point (Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army, 1974); Jonathan Schell, The Village of Ben Suc(New
York: Knopf, 1967).
36 Rogers, Cedar Falls, p. iii.
37 A comparison of the two accounts recalls President Kennedy's comment after two officials
from the Pentagon and State Department returned from Vietnam in 1963 and gave diametrically
contrasting reports on the progress of the war. "You two did visit the same country, didn't you?"
Kennedy is reported to have asked.
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Schell described a military operation that encompassed an attack on the area
with brutal efficiency and slight regard for the six thousand residents of Ben Sue.
He reported the murder of unarmed civilians by nervous American soldiers, the
brutal interrogation and torture of enemy suspects under the watchful eye of
American advisers to the ARVN, and the sad transformation of the placid villagers into dazed, listless refugees. He was struck with the way the military had
fashioned a strategy in Vietnam that, while rich in technology and impressively
efficient, was nevertheless ruthless in result and almost completely counterproductive to the avowed purpose of the American presence in Vietnam. Schell theorized that the American operation probably transformed the villagers into active recruits to the other side in the war. For him, Ben Sue encapsulated the failure of the military's solution to what was at base a political problem.
The military's account, on the other hand, is a report of a brilliant military
operation, using all the latest technology and tactics, planned in exquisite detail,
and executed with panache. In the Army's judgment, Ben Sue was one of the
most important and successful operations of the entire war. The initial helicopter
assault (led, incidentally, by then-Lieutenant Colonel Alexander M. Haig) was a
model of tactical surprise. The roundup of villagers is described as efficient,
humane, and even at times humorous, and the movement of the six thousand
peasants to a desolate refugee camp is portrayed as the modern equivalent of a
barnraising in which all involved had a simply wonderful time. Once the villagers were removed, the Army account reported, "the village was leveled by huge
'Rome' plows, a large crater in the center of town was filled with ten thousand
pounds of explosives and the charge was detonated ... the village of Ben Sue no
longer existed."3S
Just as during the war the military dismissed its critics and insisted on imposing its own perception of reality on the Vietnamese politico-military landscape, now the Army choseto ignore not only Scpell's charges but even the existence of his account. Cedar Falls-Junction City ignored as well contradictions
within its own record of events-again, just as the Army had ignored the many
contradictions of its own making during the war. The most outrageous of these
was the Army's failure to draw logical conclusions from its own evidence. For
example, the Army believed Ben Sue to be a hive of guerrilla activity and the base
of the 7th battalion of the 165th NLF Liberation regiment; the major purpose of
the operation was to engage and destroy this important force. Yet the Army admits that the main force unit eluded the Army, that only a handful of suspects
was detained, and that within days the enemy was moving freely through the
area. A month later the area ar~:mnd Ben Sue was "literally crawling with what

38 Rogers, Cedar Falls, p. 41.
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appeared to be Viet Cong." 39 It requires a rich and fertile imagination to term such
an operation one of the most successful of the war. 40 A second flagrant abuse of
evidence probably explains why the operation might not have achieved the tactical
surprise the Army desired. It is apparent that the enemy was tipped off to the operation long before Haig's forces landed, chiefly because the Army telegraphed
the operation in advance. This startling piece of information is contained in a
chapter on logistics and support in which the Army records that two weeks prior
to the beginning of the operation, Army engineers began construction of Bailey
bridge (a prefabricated steel structure) across the Thi Tinh River on the rim of the
Iron Triangle, scarcely ten miles from Ben Sue. It is likely that the construction of
this structure and its purpose-the movement of heavy mechanized vehicles-did
not escape the notice of local enemy commanders for long. 41
Cedar Falls-Junction City tells more about why the Army did not succeed
in Vietnam than it probably meant to. It is a foolishly conceived work, as filled
with self-deceptions as was the Army's strategy in Vietnam. Evident throughout
the work is the malady that plagued the Army in Vietnam, the need to complete
every assignment with "zero defects" despite any and all obstacles. Told to destroy the enemy in Ben Sue, military planners in Vietnam responded "can-do,"
and Ben Sue ended up in dust as a result. Told to write an account of the operation, Army hacks responded with a "could-and-did" historical atrocity, worthy of
the original operation but no more realistic. The Army has enshrined its account
of the events at Ben Sue in its unique institutional memory, there to be studied
and believed by future generations of soldiers.

I

t is unlikely that in the near future the American military will initiate a Seven
Days in May-style coup d'etat, not because it would be unthinkable but because it may be unnecessary. If Westmoreland's suggestions that military officers
become more involved in the development of policy is realized (and the elevation
of Haig to Secretary of State presages such activity); if the soldier-statesman becomes the model for military advancement for all the middle-level Major Sammy
Glicks of the future; and if the military continues to be successful in convincing
the American people that it was a victim, not a partner, in the Vietnam War, then
it won't have to. Booming defense budgets, equal to or surpassing those at the
height of the war, are passed with large bipartisan majorities, and the only reservations expressed at the new militarism are economic, not moral or intellectual.

39 Ibid., p. rs8.
40 Ibid., p. v.
41 Ibid., p. 6r.
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The revival of nearly every pet military project either delayed or killed in the immediate post-Vietnam period; the revival of the popularity of the draft, even
among the members of the Vietnam generation who did all in their power to escape their turn; and the revival of the military in the popular imagination-all attest to the amazing recovery of the military from the nadir of Vietnam.
Liberals, who seemingly cannot bring themselves to abandon the fundamental notions of the containment of communism, seem unable to deal with this
consequence of their Vietnam experience and instead weakly proclaim that, in
Vietnam, "the system worked." If the system worked, it worked for the American military. By refusing to face the truth about itself revealed by Vietnam, and
by blaming the civilians for what went wrong, the military has manipulated Vietnam to its own advantage.
Having learned nothing from Vietnam, the military now speaks of "theaterlevel" nuclear war with all the confidence it once expressed in its ability to conduct a successful counterinsurgency war. The institutional flaws continue, and
under a President who has proclaimed a Vietnam a noble crusade, the American
military has emerged from the shadow of Vietnam with more status, influence,
and power than it had at the beginning of the war. The stab-in-the-back thesis
has allowed the military to flush Vietnam down the 1984 memory tube and construct its own version of events.
American society deserves more than assurances that its military officers are
unlikely to seize power. Our democracy may well rest on having a military that
can realistically assess the Vietnam tragedy. Failing that, the American military
will never awaken from the Vietnam nightmare. Worse, its nightmare will become the waking reality for all Americans.

The author wishes to thank the National Endowment for the Humanities for a grant that supported his research on the American military and the Vietnam War, and his colleaguesBruce
Atkins, John Marciano, Henry Steck, and Donald Wright for their criticisms and suggestions.
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Peace vs. Development
IVAN ILLICH

~e.

T h e invitation to speak to a Japanese audience both honors and frightens
..
I am grateful for such trust, but at the same time beg forbearance for
my ignorance of things Japanese. After a few weeks in Japan, I am more keenly
aware of this ignorance than when I first arrived in the country.
You have invited me to speak on a subject that eludes the modern use of certain English terms. Violence now lurks in many key words of the English language. John F. Kennedy could wage "war" on poverty; pacifists now plan "strategies" (literally, war plans) for peace. In this language, currently shaped for aggression, I must talk about the recovery of a true sense of peace, and bearing in
mind always that I know nothing about the Japanese vernacular tongue. Therefore, each word I speak today will remind me of the difficulty of putting peace
into words. To me, it seems that each people's peace is as distinct as each people's
poetry. Hence, the translation of peace is a task as arduous as the translation of
poetry.
Peace has a different meaning for each epoch and for each culture area.
This is a point on which Professor Ishida Takeshi has written. And, as he reminds
us, within each culture area peace means something different at the center and
on the margins. At the center, the emphasis is on "peacekeeping"; on the margin,
people hope to be "left in peace." During three so-called Development Decades,
the latter meaning, "people's peace," lost out. This is my main thesis: under the
cover of"development," a worldwide war has been waged against people's peace. I
believe that limits to economic development, originating at the grass roots, are
the principal condition for people to recover their peace.
Culture has always given meaning to peace. Each ethnos-people, community, culture-has been mirrored, symbolically expressed, and reinforced by its
own ethos-myth, law, goddess, ideal-of peace. Peace is as vernacular as speech.
In the examples chosen by Professor Ishida, this correspondence between
ethnos and ethos appears with great clarity. Take the Jews; look at the Jewish patriarch when he raises his arms in blessing over his family and flock. He invokes
shalom, which we translate as,"peace." He sees shalom as grace, flowing from
heaven, "like oil dripping through the beard of Aaron the forefather." For the
Semitic father, peace is the blessing of justice that the one true God pours over
NOTE: First delivered as a speech in Japan in December 1980.
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the twelve tribes of recently settled shepherds. To the Jew, the angel announces
shalom, not the Roman pax. Roman peace means something utterly different.
When the Roman governor raises the ensign of his legion to ram it into the soil of
Palestine, he does not look toward heaven. He faces a far-off city; he imposes its
law and its order. There is nothing in common between shalom and this pax romana, though both exist in the same place and time.
In our day, both have faded. Shalom has retired into a privatized realm of
religion, and pax has invaded the world as "peace," paix,pace. Through two thousand years of use by governing elites, pax has become a polemical catchall. The
term was exploited by Constantine to turn the cross into ideology. Charlemagne
utilized it to justify the genocide of the Saxons. Pax was the term employed by
Innocent III to subject the sword to the cross. In modern times, leaders manipulate it to put the party in control of the army. Spoken by both St. Francis and Clemenceau, pax has now lost the boundaries of its meaning. It has become a sectarian and proselytizing term, whether used by the establishment or by dissidents, whether its legitimacy is claimed by the East or by the West.
The idea of pax has a colorful history, in spite of the fact that little research
has been done on it. Historians have been more occupied filling library shelves
with treatises on war and its techniques. Huo 'ping and shanti seem to have meanings today that are not unlike those of the past. But between them there is a gulf;
they are not comparable at all. The Huo 'ping of the Chinese means smooth, tranquil harmony within the hierarchy of the heavens, while the shanti of the Indians
refers primarily to intimate, personal, cosmic nonhierarchic awakening. In
short, there is no "identity" in peace.
In its concrete sense, peace places the "I" into the corresponding "we." But
in each language area, this correspondence is different. Peace fixes the meaning
of the first-person plural. By defining the form ofthe exclusive"we" (the kami of
the Malay languages), peace is the base on which the inclusive "we" (the kita) can
arise. This distinction between the kami and the kita of the Malay languages
comes naturally to most speakers around the Pacific. It is a grammatical difference utterly foreign to Europe, and completely lacking in Western pax. Modern
Europe's undifferentiated "we" is semantically aggressive. Therefore, Asian research cannot be too wary of pax, which has no respect for kita, the Adat. In the
Far East it should be easier than in the West to base peace research on what ought
perhaps to be its fundamental axiom: War tends to make cultures alike, whereas
peace is that condition under which each culture flowers in its own incomparable
way. From this it follows that peace cannot be exported; it is inevitably corrupted
by transfer; its attempted export always means war. When peace research neglects this ethnological truism, it turns into a technology of peacekeeping: either
degraded into some kind of moral rearmament, or perverted into the negative
polemology (war science) of the high brass and their computer games.
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eace remains unreal, merely an abstraction, unless it stands for an ethnoanthropological reality. But it would remain equally unreal if we did not
attend to its historical dimension. Until quite recently, war could not totally destroy peace, could not penetrate all levels of peace, because the continuation of
war was based on the survival of the subsistence cultures that fed it. Traditional
warfare depended on the continuation of people's peace. Too many historians
have neglected this fact; they make history appear as a tale of wars. This is clearly
true of classical historians, who tend to report on the rise and fall of the powerful. Unfortunately, is equally true for many of the newer historians who want to
act as reporters from the camps of those who never made it, who want to tell the
tales of the vanquished, to evoke the images of those who have disappeared. Too
often these new historians are more interested in the violence rather than the peace
of the poor. They primarily chronicle resistance, mutanies, insurgencies, riots of
slaves, peasants, minorities, marginals; in more recent times, the class struggles
of proletarians and the discrimination battles of women.
In comparison with the historians of power, the new historians of popular
culture have a difficult task. Historians of elite cultures, of wars waged by armies,
write about the centers of cultural areas. For their documentation they have monuments, decrees engraved in stone, commercial correspondence, the autobiographies of kings and the firm trails made by marching armies. Historians from
the losing camp have no evidence of this kind. They report on subjects that often
have been erased from the face of the earth, on people whose remains have been
stamped out by their enemies, or blown away by the wind. The historians of peasants and nomads, of village culture and home life, of women and infants, have
few traces to examine. They must reconstruct the past from hunches, must be attentive to hints that they find in proverbs, riddles, and songs. Often the only verbatim records left behind by the poor, especially women, are the responses made
by witches and rogues under torture, statements recorded by the courts. Modern
anthropological history (the history of popular cultures, l'histoire des mentalites)
has had to develop techniques to make these odd remnants intelligible.
But this new history often tends to focus on war. It portrays the weak principally in their confrontations with those against whom they must defend themselves. It recounts stories of resistance and only by implication reports on the
peace of the past. Conflict makes opponents comparable; it introduces simplicity
into the past; it fosters the illusion that what has gone before can be related in
twentieth-century uniquack. Thus war, which makes cultures alike, is all too often used by historians as the framework or skeleton of their narratives. Today
there is a desperate need for the'history of peace, a history infinitely more diverse
than the story of war.
What is now designated peace research very often lacks historical perspective. The subject of this research is peace, purged of its cultural and historical
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components. Paradoxically, peace was turned into an academic subject just when
it had been reduced to a balance between sovereign, economic powers acting under the assumption of scarcity. Thus study is restricted to research on the least
violent truce between competitors locked into a zero sum game. Like searchlights,
the concepts of this research focus on scarcities. And they permit the discovery
of unequal distributions of scarcity. But in the process of such research, the peaceful enjoyment of that which is not scarce, people's peace, is left in a zone of deep
shadow.
The assumption of scarcity is fundamental to economics and formal economics is the study of values under this assumption. But scarcity, and therefore
all that can be meaningfully analyzed by formal economics, has been of marginal
importance in the lives of most people through most of history. The spread of
scarcity into all aspects of life can be chronicled; it occurred in European civilization since the Middle Ages. Under the expanding assumption of scarcity, peace
acquired a new meaning, a meaning without precedent anywhere but in Europe.
Peace came to meanpaxeconomica. Pax economica is a balance among formally "economic" powers.
The history of this new reality deserves our attention. And the process
through which pax economica monopolized the meaning of peace is especially
important. This is the first meaning of peace to achieve worldwide acceptance.
And such a monopoly ought to be deeply worrisome. Therefore, I want to contrast pax economica with its opposite, and complement, popular peace, in this
paper.
Since the establishment of the United Nations, peace has been progressively ·
linked with development. Previously this linkage had been unthinkable. The
novelty of it can hardly be understood by people_under forty. The curious situation is more easily intelligible for those who were, like myself, adults on January
10, 1949, the day President Harry 'Ihlman announced the Point Four Program.
On that day most of us met the term development for the first time in its present
meaning. Until then we had used "development" to refer to species, to real estate,
and to moves in chess. But since then it can refer to people, to countries, and to
economic strategies. And in less than a generation we were flooded with conflicting development theories. By now, however, most of them are merely curiosities for collectors. You may remember, with some embarrassment, how generous people were urg~d to make sacrifices for a succession of programs aimed
at "raising per capita income," "catching up with the advanced countries," "overcoming dependencies." And you now wonder at the many things once de~med
worthy of export: "achievement orientation," "atoms for peace," "jobs," "windmills," and, currently, "alternative life-styles" and professionally supervised "self-
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help." Each of these theoretical incursions came in waves. One brought the selfstyled pragmatists who emphasized enterprise, the other, would-be politicians
who relied on "conscientizing'' people into the foreign ideology. Both camps
agreed on growth. Both advocated rising production and increased dependence
on consumption. And each camp with its sect of experts, each assembly of saviors always linked its own scheme for development to peace. Concrete peace, by
being thus linked to development, became a partisan goal. And the pursuit of
peace through development became the overarching unexaminable axiom. Anyone who opposed economic growth, not this kind or that, but economic growth
as such, could be denounced as an enemy of peace. Even Gandhi was cast into
the role of the fool, the romantic, or the psychopath. And worse, his teachings
were perverted into so-called nonviolent strategies for development. His peace,
too, was linked to growth. Khadi was redefined as a "commodity," and nonviolence as an economic weapon. The assumption of the economist that values are
not worth protecting unless they are scarce has turned pax economica into a
threat to people's peace.
The linkage of peace to development has made it difficult to challenge the
latter. Let me suggest that such a challenge should now be the main task of peace
research. And the fact that development means different things to different people is no obstacle. It means one thing to TNC executives, another to ministers of
the Warsaw Pact, and something other again to the architects of the New International Economic Order. But the convergence of all parties on the need for development has given the notion a new status. This agreement has made of devel
opment the condition for the pursuit of the nineteenth-century ideals of equality
and democracy, with the proviso that these be restricted within the assumptions
of scarcity. Under the disputes around the issue of"who gets what," the unavoidable costs inherent in all development have been buried. But during the seventies
one part of these costs has come to light. Some obviou~ "truths" suddenly become controversial. Under the ecology label, the limits of resources, of tolerable
poison and stress, became political issues. But the violent aggression against the .·
environment's utilization value has so far not been sufficiently disinterred. To
expose the violence against subsistence that is implicit in all further growth, and
that is veiled by pax economica, seems to me a prime task of radical peace research.
In both theory and practice all development means the transformation of
subsistence-oriented cultures and their integration into an economic system. Development always entails the expansion of a formally economic sphere at the cost
of subsistence-oriented activities. It means the progressive "disembedding" of a
sphere in which exchange takes place under the rules of a zero sum game. And
this expansion proceeds at the cost of all other, traditional forms of exchange.
Thus development always implies the propagation of scarcity-dependence on
9
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goods and services perceived as scarce. Development necessarily creates a milieu
from which the conditions for subsistence activities have been eliminated in the
process of making the milieu over into a resource for the production and circulation of commodities. Development thus inevitably means the imposition of pax
economica at the cost of every form of popular peace.

T, illustrate the opposition between people's peace and -pax economica, let

.J.~e turn to the European Middle Ages. In so doing, I emphatically do not
advocate a return to the past. I look at the past only to illustrate the dynamic opposition between two complementary forms of peace, both formally recognized. I
explore the past rather than some social science theory to avoid utopian thinking
and a planning mentality. The past is not, like plans and ideals, something that
might possibly come about. It is not something that ought to be. The past has
been. It allows me to stand on fact when I look at the present. I turn toward the
European Middle Ages because it was near their end that a violent pax economica
assumed its shape. And the replacement of people's peace by its engineered counterfeit, pax economica, is one of Europe's exports.
In the twelfth century, pax did not mean the absence of war between lords.
The pax that church or emperor wanted to guarantee was not primarily the absence of armed encounters between knights. Pax, or peace, meant to protect the
poor and their means of subsistence from the violence of war. Peace protected
the peasant and the monk. This was the meaning of Gottesjrieden, or Landfrieden. It protected specific times and places. No matter how bloody the conflict
among lords, peace protected the oxen and grain on the stem. It safeguarded the
emergency granary, the seed and time of harvest. Generally speaking, the "peace
of the land" shielded the utilization values of the common environment from
violent interference. It ensured access to water and pasture, to woods and livestock, for those who had nothing else from which to draw their subsistence. The
"peace of the land" was thus distinct from the. truce between warring parties.
This primarily subsistence-oriented significance of peace was lost with the
Renaissance.
With the rise of the nation-state, an entirely new world began to emerge.
This world ushered in a new kind of peace and a new kind of violence. Both its
peace and its violence were equally distant from all the forms of peace and violence that had previously existed. Whereas peace had formerly meant the protection of that minima). subsistence on which the wars among lords had to be fed,
.henceforth subsistence itself became the victim of an aggression, supposedly
peaceful. Subsistence became the prey of expanding markets in services and
goods. This new kind of peace entailed the pursuit of a utopia. Popular peace
had protected precarious but real communities from total extinction. But the new
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peace was built around an abstraction. The new peace was cut to the measure of

homo economicus, universal man, made by nature to live on the consumption of
commodities produced elsewhere by others. While the pax populi had protected
vernacular autonomy, the environment in which this could thrive, and the variety
of patterns for its reproduction, the new pax economica protected production.
It ensured aggression against popular culture, the commons, and women.
First, pax economica cloaks the assumption that people have become incapable of providing for themselves. It empowers a new elite to make all people's
survival dependent on their access to education, health care, police protection,
apartments, and supermarkets. In ways previously unknown, it exalts the producer and degrades the consumer. Pax economica labels the subsistent as "unproductive," the autonomous as "asocial," the traditional as "underdeveloped."
It spells violence against all local customs that do not fit a zero sum game.
Second, pax economica promotes violence against the environment. The
new peace guarantees impunity-the environment may be used as a resource to
be mined for the production of commodities, and as a space reserved for their
circulation. It does not just permit, but encourages the destruction of the commons. People's peace had protected the commons. It guarded the poor man's access to pastures and woods; it safeguarded the use of the road and the river by
people; it reserved to widows and beggars exceptional rights for utilizing the environment. Pax economica defines the environment as a scarce resource that it
reserves for optimal use in the production 6f goods and the provision of professional care. Historically, this is what development has meant: starting from the
enclosure of the lord's sheep and reaching to the enclosure of streets for the use
of cars and to the restriction of desirable jobs to those with more than twelve years
of schooling. Development has always signified a violent exclusion of those who
wanted to survive without dependence on consumption from the environment's
utilization values. Pax economica bespeaks war againsUhe commons.
Third, the new peace promotes a new kind of war between the sexes. The
transition from the traditional battle for dominance to this new all-out war between men and women is probably the least analyzed of economic growth's side
effects. This war, too, is a necessary outcome of the so-called growth of productive forces, a process implying an increasingly complete monopoly of wage labor
over all other forms of work. And this, too, is aggression. The monopoly of wagerelated work entails aggression against a feature common to all subsistence-oriented societies. Though these societies be as different from each other as those
of Japan, France, and Fiji, one central characteristic is common to all ofthem:
all tasks relevant to subsistence are assigned in a gender-specific way, to either
men or women. The set of specific tasks that are necessary and culturally defined
vary from society to society. But each society distributes the various possible
tasks to either men or women, and does so according to its own unique pattern.
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In no two cultures is the distribution of tasks within a society the same. In each
cutlure, "growing up" means to grow into the activities characteristic there, and
only there, ofeither man or woman. To be a man or a woman in preindustrial
societies is not a secondary trait added on to genderless humans. It is the most
fundamental characteristic in every single action. To grow up does not mean to
be "educated," but to grow into life by acting as a woman or as a man. Dynamic
peace between men and women consists precisely in this division of concrete tasks.
And this does not signify equality; it establishes limits to mutual oppression.
Even in this intimate domain, people's peace limits both war and the extent of
domination. Wage labor destroys this pattern.
Industrial work, productive work, is conceived as neutral and often experienced as such. It is defined as genderless work. And this is true whether it is paid
or unpaid, whether its rhythm is determined by production or by consumption.
But even though work is conceived as genderless, access to this activity is radically biased. Men have primary access to the paid tasks that are viewed as desirable,
and women are assigned those left over. Originally, women were the ones forced
into unpaid shadow work, although men are now increasingly given these tasks,
too. As a consequence of this neutralization of work, development inevitably
promotes a new kind of war between the sexes, a competition between theoretical
equals of whom half are handicapped by their sex. Now we see a competition.for
wage labor, which is neither paid nor capable of contributing to subsistence.
Pax economica protects a zero sum game, and ensures its undisturbed progress. All are coerced to become players and to accept the rules of homo economicus. Those who refuse to fit the ruling model are either banished as enemies of
the peace, or educated until they conform. By the rules of the zero sum game,
both the environment and human work are scarce stakes; as one gains, the other
loses. Peace is now reduced to two meanings: the myth that, at least in economics, two and two will one day make five, or a truce and deadlock. Development is
the name given to the expansion of this game, to the incorporation of more players and of their resources. Therefore, the monopoly of pax economica must be
deadly; and there must be some peace other than the one linked to development.
One can concede that pax economica is not without some positive value-bicycles have been invented and their components must circulate in markets different
from those in which pepper was formerly traded. And peace among economic
powers is at least as important as peace between the warlords of ancient times.
But the monopoly of this elite peace must be questioned. To formulate this challenge seems to me th~ most fundamental task of peace research today.
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few years ago I was traveling around the countryside of the state ofMorelos in Mexico with my friend the Brooklyn-based playwright Jack
Gelber and his wife, Carol. We lost our way in that maze of mountains and cane
fields and rice paddies and stopped to ask an old peasant the name of the village
we had wandered into.
"Well, that depends," answered the peasant. "We call the village Santa Marla
in times of peace. We call it Zapata in times of war."
That old campesino knew what most people in the West have assiduously
ignored since the seventeenth century: that there is more than one time in the
world, that there is another time existing alongside, above, underneath the linear
time of the calendars of the West. This man who could live in the time of Zapata
or the time of Santa Maria, depending, was a living heir to a complex culture of
many strata in creative tension.
I suspect he has a brother inlndia for whom the past is never the past but
rather an unending present, a present perpetually enriched by what the West
would have condemned to the past. I suspect he has yet another sibling in China
who conceives time as a purely dynastic proposition and-a nephew, perhaps, in
North Africa, for whom time, far from developing in a horizontal line from past
to present to future, is perceived as a parallel and vertical ascent of Man and God.
I further imagine he has a young grandson living among the Imerima people
in Madagascar, who refuse to exile the old time in benefit of the new; one and the
other, instead of mutually driving themselves put, add themselves up in a perpetual accretidn. There, everything is alive and present; the Imerima resume all possible histozy in two<slopes of reality: the heritage of the ears and the memory of
the lips.
The ears and the lips of those of us who hail from that motley array of nations known, for lack of a better name, as ''Third World," hear and say that perhaps this coming decade in time must be the decade ojtime if time, in whatever
form we wish to speak of it, is to survive as the capacious cradle of life itself.
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By the decade of time I mean a time in which the critique of time becomes
paramount as the explicit or implicit reality behind many, perhaps most, of the
problems we shall be facing. The critique of time proposes a critique of history
as exclusive future orientation; a critique of the idea of progress and consequently
a reevaluation of what Miguel de Unamuno called "el sentimiento trdgico de lq
vida," the tragic sense of life; and, finally, a critique of hegemony and subserviency on the international scene-for, as we shall see, the imposition of only one
concept of time is a denial not only of the plurality of times of the civilizations
far from the privileged basin of the North Atlantic region, but of the civilizations
themselves, insofar as their difference in time is but the sign of their cultural difference. As we consider time we shall consider culture: as a uniformity imposed
on all by two rival power centers; or as a diversity shared and nurtured by all and
springing from multiple centers.
Also, I believe that if the '8os offer the danger of a time that can be the .end
of time, then literature will play a fundamental role in understanding time as the
theme of the decade. If the future is to have a future, it will have to have a past .
.More than any other discipline, literature forcefully tells us that if you chase the
past out of the window it will come back through the front door wearing the
strangest disguises. The wars against memory are finally lost by those who undertake them.
This shall be especially true of the decade we are now embarked upon when,
from my perspective, the perspective of a Mexican, a Latin American, that is, a
man from the eccentric reaches of the West, at least three basic realities loom
rather large in our lives.
The first is the reemergence of the cultures as an expression of dissatisfaction
with the synthetic quality of the ideologies and with the sacrifices imposed by the
indiscriminate rush toward the dogmatic values of the future and progress.
The second is the internal tension, within the cultures themselves, between
the technocratic, multinational demands of the-so-called global village (in reality
a very tiny, if far-flung village, containing a small minority of mankind) and the
assertions of local differences, regionalisms, decentralizations, and subcultures
(what we might call, in opposition to the global village, the root metropolis, the
familiar first city of mankind).
The third is the reassertion of the cultures-at the level of the region, the national states or the historical continents-as new centers of political and econom"
ic power.
The latter reality promises strife and tension in order to sutpa~s the bipolar
hegemony in international relations in favor of a multipolar~ld. The dangers
are great because never, since the end of the Second World War, have the two
strongest nations on our globe witnessed such an erosion of both their internal
and external powers. Their temptation to strike back at the world, in confusion,
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in order to prove their machismo, invoking the danger of a driftless vacuum if
they do not reassert themselves, can only be surpassed effectively by the political
action of the emerging multipolar powers-China and Japan, Western Europe,
India and Islam, eventually Latin America and Black Africa-in order to deflect
confrontation and multiply flexible, regional, or bilateral alliances and solutions
instead of universal collision courses. Mexico and Venezuela in the Caribbean,
West Germany and France in Europe, have demonstrated what new centers of
power can do in terms of cooperation where .the old powers would simply meet
eyeball to eyeball.
The second reality I referred to-the tension between multinational and local demands-validates the importance of the national state as the historical filter, the center of decisions between multinational power at the top and regional
power at the bottom.
And finally, the first reality proposes the reelaboration of the concept of
time, of central and eccentric cultures and powers, of the destiny of progress and
the tragic destiny and of the role of language and imagination in this recasting of
our civilization in agreement with our deeper and not more ephemeral traditions.
Since it is at this level that my own task, that of a writer, is engaged, let me follow
its path-not a broad highway, I grant you, but rather a maze of mountains and
fields and paddies resembling the lands where our old peasant friend was able to
distinguish two times for his life as a man.

r'"f1e West has been in love with its successive, linear, and positivistic notion
_)_ ~f time, and not without reason. It has been a highly successful time, the
bearer of progress, scientific inquiry, technology, capitalist expansion, and ideological conviction. At least since the eighteenth century, the dominating strain of
the Western world has condemned the past to death as the tomb of irrationality
and celebrated the future as the promise of perfectibility.
When Voltaire exclaimed "Ecrasez l'injame!" I suspect he was not only referring to the transcendental church he wished to supplant with a secular church,
but to the totality of a barbarous past based on irrationality, witchcraft, and superstition. But Voltaire was not only abolishing the past. Along with Locke,
Hume, Montesquieu, and Condorcet, he was proclaiming the essential and constant character of human nature everywhere and therefore the illusory character.
of variety.
· Montesquieu's character demanded in puzzlement: "How is it possible to
be a Persian?" Indeed, how is it possible, within this limited vision of time and
the human beings who live different times, to be a Tanzanian, an Algerian, a
Pakistani, or a Mexican? Eurocentrism depended on this contradiction: human
nature is constant, the same, but actually it is only the human nature of the eight-
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eenth-century Europeans who have had the privilege of moving, from Oliver
Twist's grimy back streets or Catherine Earnshaw's gloomy moors, to the bucolic
commercialism of Jane Austen's balls and parishes or to the heights! why not, of
Becky Sharp's Vanity Fair, all the while reading the philosophes and discovering
that their nature-that of Voltaire as well as that of Elizabeth Bennett-is universal human nature.
Since in this operation the past is abolished as irrational, the constant and
identical human nature can only be that of Enlightened Europeans of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as they perceived it. Since it is always the same, it
cannot be historical. But since it is always the same, it must be universal.
Perhaps what we call "the modem world" (and what will modernity, in the
future, call us?) is born, as much from the wanderings-the going out of themselves, of their enclosed societies-of two opposite gentlemen, as from the geographical revolution of Columbus or the physical revolution of Copernicus (certainly much more than from the fall of Constantinople to the Turks). One, Don
Quixote, leaves the world of certainty, where everything resembled everything
else, and discovers in astonishment the world of difference-where nothing, any
longer, resembles anything. Don Quixote rises from the shadows of the Spain of
the Counter-Reformation-the Spain of the Habsburgs-to remind the modem
world that its conquests are illusory, that its realism is unreal, that its glorious present is corrupt and that in life, as well as in literature, a bargain has to be struck between the analogy of the past and the differentiation of the present. Don Quixote's enduring legacy to the novelists who emulate him (and which one of us
doesn't?) is a conflict: how to recapture resemblance without sacrificing variety?
The other, Robinson Crusoe, is the first capitalist hero, the first self-made
man of the modern novel. He is shipwrecked on an island, left to his resources,
his ingenuity, his Protestant values. He is constrained by nature, yet free to subdue her. He takes private enterprise, future orientation, and his sense of human
dignity and freedom to a godforsaken island inthe Third World. Alone, he is the
admirable paradigm of modernity. Accompanied, he reserves human rights for
himself but denies them to his subject, Friday. As he meets the world, Robinson
ceases to be modern: he falls back on slavery, the oldest shame of the human race.
As he goes out of himself, he does not share his values: he colonizes; that is, he
alienates the other as he abstracts his values.
What we call "modernity" is more often than not this process whereby the
rising industrial and mercantile classes of Europe gave unto themselves the role
of universal protagonists of history. The rest of the world could be Friday-in
effect, the cast of thousands in the epic of the white man's burden, and Locke
would be as generous as he could when he stated that human understanding is
assumed to be in all places the same, although imperfectly developed in children,
idiots, and savages. He was inviting children, idiots, and savages to join the march
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toward happiness in the future proposed, headed, and dished out by the West in
an unending progression, as Condorcet put it, of humanity toward final perfection. Locke's utopia had a name: Capitalism-since men unite in government
with the sole purpose of defending private property. And Condorcet's optimism
had a name: Death. He wrote his supreme exercise in beatitude-A Sketch on the
Progress of the Human Spirit-under the shadow of the guillotine, condemned
to death by the Terror and finally poisoned by the agents of Robespierre. Locke's
utopia, indeed, was no utopia at all, but a radical anti-utopia, since utopian
thought places the values of the community above the values of power or the individual as such, including the property values of one or the other. And Condorcet's optimism only demonstrated that history, for all the good wishes of the Enlightenment, continued to be the place of violence.
The most lucid man of the French Revolution, the glorious, terrible, and
unfortunate Saint-Just, confronted head-on what he referred to as the struggle
between the demon of hope and the demon of fatality in historical violence: cross
and crossroads of the revolutions in which first, according to Saint-Just, words
at last become acts (and this is the glory and the hope of history), and then, the
force of things leads us to results we had not foreseen (and this is the confusion
and contradiction of history). The Revolution against the enemies of the Revolution is epic; the Revolution against the partisans of the Revolution is tragic.
Trotsky seemed to know this when he asked for a revolutionary art that would
reflect all the contradictions of the revolutionary social system. He praised tragedy as "a high expression of literature because it implies the heroic tenacity of
strivings, of limitless aims, of conflicts and sufferings." He was not sure whether
revolutionary art would succeed in producing "high revolutionary tragedy." But
he was sure that Socialist art would revive tragedy. "Without God, of course," he
added. Stalin gave Trotsky a revolutionary tragedy without God, and Trotsky
was one of its victims.
A century before Stalinism, another unfortunate youth, the German poet
George Buchner, dead of typhus at age twenty-four, wrote in his drama of the
French Revolution, Danton's Death: "Never again will it be possible to accuse
God, because God does not exist. Rebellious freedom has occupied all the space
of the world."
The time of the West, the time of rebellious freedom, the internal time of
Luther and Adam Smith, of Rousseau and Jefferson, became, in its exterior manifestation, the time of Robinson Crusoe and Gunga Din, the violent time of a
history imposed against those who did not share the time of the West or the values
of the West: the East, the South, and, in a time deprived of a position in space,
the cultures of all the people who live in the sacred, circular time of the origins.
The Enlightenment consummated the secularization of Judeo-Christian
millenarianism and, for the first time, place~ the Golden Age, not only on the
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earth, but in the future. From the most ancient soothsayer to Don Quixote, from
Homer to Erasmus, all of them seated around the same bonfire of the goatherds,
the time of paradise was in the past. But, starting with Condorcet, with the age
ofthe American and French revolutions, the idyll of mankind has only one time,
the future. On its promises the industrialized world is built. And the promise of
the future is called happiness ....
Felicidad, bonheur,jelicita, happiness. We promise you you shall be happy.
All of us? Well, no, first white men, then property owners, then, perhaps, maybe .... When? Well, tomorrow, probably, as soon as we finish this tremendous
trial against God, tragic pessimism, and historical barbarity-as soon as we educate our little brown brothers sufficiently, as soon as we eradicate the bourgeois
class enemy lurking behind every dissident voice, as soon as we remake the more
unfortunate races in our Caucasian image, as soon as we teach Latin Americans
to elect good men to office, as soon as we teach the Czechs and the Poles that they
cannot learn socialism by themselves. Tomorrow denies us its face, but only tomorrow will happiness exist. All the advanced industrial states hinge on this heritage; capitalist and Marxist regimes share the religion of futurity. In its cloudy
mirror we gaze blindly at the terrible question our times hollowly ask us: Why
are we being oppressed in the name of justice, enslaved in the name of freedom,
murdered in the name of life?
.In part, I believe the answer lies precisely in the ability with which the industrialized societies have learned to forget the past in order to enshrine the future.
Let us consider the second problem first, since our most patent danger in the or'der of time, in the measure that we exist in an order of time, is that an unwitting,
unselective, and amnesiac rush toward the future is endangering our future; that
in the name of the future, we are in danger of having no future at all.
This enslavement to an acritical futurization of all things is all the more dangerous because it so intimately informs both the vision that the industrial powers
have of the rest of humanity and of the spurious necessity that is said to drive the
economic world. Both visions lead us to an insane separation that condemns the
past to death and nourishes what Michel de Certeau has called "the discourse of
separation."
Certeau, who is French, Freudian, and Jesuit-a dangerous combinationtells us that the modern history of the West is nothing if not the constant separation between past and present with the purpose of seeing to it that the past is really
the past so that we ourselves, in accordance with the ideological, economic, and
political project of the industrialized societies, shall always be other, different
from the past, new' and in consequence hungry for novelty in the arts, fashion,
entertainment, gadgets, machines: novelty has become the certificate of our happiness. The price consists in forgetting that our destiny is also to become the other
dead when the future decides that we are the past.
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It means forgetting, too, the tragic perspective that is at the root of the civilized freedom of the West. The religion of progress, basically allied to forms of
causal thinking, could not admit the tragic vision whose death Nietzsche laments
because it deprived us of that figure, embodied in Oedipus, "destined to error
and misery despite his wisdom, yet exercising a beneficent influence upon his environment in virtue of his boundless grief." The tragic poet, adds Nietzsche, tells
us that a man who is truly noble is incapable of sin. Though every law, every natural order perish by his actions, those very actions will create a circle of higher
consequences above to found a new world on the ruins of the old. The tragic
hero suffers, warns, and restores the values of the community.
Hegel said that tragedy is the conflict between right and right. Max Scheler
and, most recently, Camus, would translate this idea into an affirmation that I
find particularly valid for us, for our writing, today: 'Ifagedy happens within the
sphere of values, not of virtues, and it represents a conflict between equally vigororous values-the city and the individual (Antigone), the wife and the mother
(Medea), the freedom of the Creator and the freedom of the creature (Prometheus). Thus, tragedy does not admit the notion of guilt. The tragic conflict is not
fatal; neither is it free. It is necessary. It is the means by which freedom reconquers
itself beyond the limits of fatality. And when we deny the existence of the tragic,
we are deceiving ourselves in respect to the goodness of the world we inhabit; we
can also be sure that tragedy is preparing to launch an attack against us, taking
advantage of our complacency. The pretension of abolishing the tragic is in itself
tragic.
These warnings were not heard by history, and the tragedy of history became
the absence of tragedy. Guernica, Auschwitz, the Gulag, My Lai, the prisons
and tortures in Chile, Uruguay, and Argentina, the genocide in Guatemala or El
Salvador are not tragedies, they are crimes. They are a corruption of the tragic,
for in tragedy the conflict must lie between equal values, whereas in modern history an inferior value can destroy the superior value of life, and when an object
of superior value-the life of a girl named Anne Frank in Holland, the life of a
writer named Rodolfo Walsh in Argentina-is destroyed by an object as evil as
Nazism or as insignificant as a South American dictator, tragedy becomes impossible but history becomes irrational.

0

ctavioPaz has noted that the modern agehasjustifieditselfbyitsconsecration of criticism, including criticism against itself. If Montesquieu
could call economics the science of human happiness, Carlyle, a century later,
would call it "the dismal science." Thus modernity is that rarity: an age that cannot consecrate itself without losing its critical claim to legitimacy. Now, as we en-
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ter the '8os, we can observe that this critique, a condition, indeed, for the legiti- .
macy and the exclusion of self-consecration for the modem age, was not sufficiently distanced. We call the supreme value of contemporary life progress. But
this value, which is a value, seems inferior to the degree that it has not been capable of engendering, as was true with classic values, the external or internal opponent to progress itself. The free enemy ofthe freedom of progression would have
been called the tragic sense of progress and it would have eliminated what Hannah
Arendt saw as the criminal banality with which the exceptions to progress-or
are they the rules of indiscriminate optimism?-have had to confront the history
of the twentieth century. Progress has lacked the capacity to criticize itself beyond criticism, that is, in the tragic sphere; to amputate its errors as it discovers
them in the bosom of its success. As it could not shed its errors tragically, it did so
criminally: the century of material freedom has also been the century of criminal
calamity.
Dostoevsky, whose most profound message is the assertion of tragic humanity in all its consequences, did not forget, and his terrible, ironical, and haunted
legacy as the first tragic novelist of the modem age is that he evoked the specter
of an order of values worthy of destroying us.
We are not immortal. Shall we at least have the freedom, in the coming years,
to choose a death that does not overly diminish us, that does not banalize us more
than the radioactive dust that awaits us? Simone Well writes of The Iliad: "Those
who dreamed that because of progress force was forever banished to the past,
have now seen the living testimony of violence in this poem." The great JudeoChristian philosopher was writing in 1940 as the Panzer divisions were rolling
across Holland and Belgium and France, but she refused to see in them, in their
ridiculous and diabolic force, the mirror of that internal historicity of power and
violence that "in the heart of every human testament encounters in The Iliad its
purest and most beautiful mirror."
What Simone Well, one of the two or three greatest philosophical critics of
our times, reminds us of is truly of the other possibilities of the West, the forgotten alternatives to its agonizing course that abound in the extremely rich heritage
of the culture that extends from the Mediterranean to the Baltic or, as de Gaulle
would have it, from the Atlantic to the Urals. But can you see yourself if you do
not see others? Ah, there is an intuition here that I want to grab by the tail, because it so marvelously serves the intention of my plea-my hopeful plea, not my
requiem, not my elegy.
Remember, says Simone Weil, we made The Iliad, let us not forget it; it is
not of another planet simply because it is of another time; remember what humanity, our humanity, knew so long ago: that when might tries to extend as far
as nature it makes things of persons, it violently crushes and beheads themin the
name of glory, but when glory unmasks itself it shows that its true face is death.
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And that men should have death for their future "is a denial of nature." Nature
knows not death: history, our violence, do. The epic and tragic genius of Greece,
says Simone Weil, is rediscovered only when modem men learn how never to admire might, or hate the enemy, or despise those who suffer.
There is a double lesson here, a lesson for the West to come out of the criminal pratfall of its violent glory through an understanding of itself that shall be inseparable from the understanding of others. Both the intelligence of self and the
intelligence of the other are indispensable to overcome the blind Western refusal
to recognize the other, the strange, the different.
Other cultures refuse to be judged by a simplistic anachronism. What is different from the time of the West is not "medieval" or "barbaric." To say this is to
prolong an imperial ethnocentrism. It is to forget that what for a man in Europe
may be medieval, for a man in Central Asia may be the present. Or, as J. B. Priestley states in his foreword to the novel by the Cuban author Alejo Carpentier, The
Lost Steps: "We are apt to forget that all humanity is not living with us in the midtwentieth century. . . ."
To discover the other is to discover our forgotten self. The West that fails to
understand that the uniformization of cultures and their times would mean a perpetuation, even an exacerbation, of the very factors that have contributed to the
difficulty oflife in our age, is the very West that in its heritage possesses the keenest appreciation of the other-the Homeric lesson, how never to admire might,
or hate the enemy, or despise those who suffer, yes, but also, along with the great
German philosopher of science Leibniz, the conviction, expressed more than
three hundred years ago, that Europe could profit by the experience by cultures
older than or different from its own; the final recognition of the humanity of
Robinson as he recognizes the humanity of Friday, for Friday shall save Robinson from a fate worse than that of being the slave owner.

T

his reflection on Robinson Crusoe leads me to consider the paradox that
the West, on the one hand, offered the colonized peoples of the South
and the East its values at an abstract level 1 fully knowing that the concrete conditions for their fulfillment were not there: the Bill of Rights, the Code of Napoleon, British jurisprudence ... yet the eccentric, colonial world took the West at
its word and, no matter how grave or ludicrous its failings, continues to adhere
to the values it, the Third World, really made into universal values, really set to
the test. That human rights should today equally move the people of Uganda
and Argentina, Cambodia and El Salvador, South Africa and Chile, is the ironical triumph of the West-ironical because it, the West, is recognized more fully
by the marginal peoples of the world than it ever recognized them.
On the other hand, the West, through its literature, internally elaborated a
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plurality of times in stark contrast to its external, chosen adherence to one time,
the future-oriented time of progress. Both paradoxes come together in another
searing problem: the problem of law, of the relation between concrete freedom
and the enunciation of the law. The supreme human right, the supreme freedom,
which for me is the right and the freedom to give shape to your destiny because
both you and the world are unfinished, is at the heart of this debate that unites
time, tragedy, history, and destiny in an inseparable cluster; these are the fruits
we can pick together.
If history has been criminal, time must again become tragic if history is to
have any sense. This tragic time is a creation, above all, of some writers. Dostoevsky first and then, in our own century, Kafka, Hermann Broch, Faulkner, and
Beckett.
Freedom already exists. This is the implicit postulation in all the legislation
of progress. Are not the entrepreneur, the laborer, the child, the woman, the individual, indeed humankind, already free because the law deelares them to be so?,
If we are all free, then nothing is tragic. From Dostoevsky to Beckett, the tragic
writers tell us this is not so: true freedom consists in the minimal possibility of offering a sense to reality, of giving a sense to the world. Freedom, thus, is always
something to be achieved. Not even the sullen Machiavelli dared say the contrarY.
For the author of The Prince, "God will not do everything, for that would deprive
us of our free will, and of that share of glory which belongs to us."
What the truly conscious voice of the modern West demands is that the identification of freedom with the struggle for freedom not become an infinitely postponed abstraction: a freedom in the future. The struggle is now and the voice belongs to the poet Schiller when, in his famous conference at the University of Jena
in 1789, he demanded the future now. The very same year of the outbreak of the
French Revolution, Schiller refused a promise constantly deferred in order that
it would always be a lie without any possible confirmation; thus, always a truth,
always a proinise at the expense of the wholeness of the present.
The modern world had to wait for the twentieth century to simultaneously
consecrate totalitarianism and nihilism so that, in the Kafkian legislation, reality
would have a fmal, defmitive sense given to it by The Law. It is therefore declared
useless to look for another sense. Do you insist, Herr K? Then you shall be eliminated in the name of the Law. The Enlightenment ends in Kafka: You must be
happy, or else ... or else you are a b-u-g, bug.
The absurdity of freedom and the law in Kafka is a forceful reminder that
the true coincidence of man and society requires the tragic vision, which is a vision
of conflict and reconciliation, as against the Manichaean vision, which is a vision
of guilt and extermination. When a religion claims historical foundations, suggests Nietzsche, itis because it wants to justify its dogmatism ''under the severe,
rational eyes of orthodoxy'': You must be guilty if I am to be innocent. Tragedy
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exclaims with the Aeschylean Prometheus: "Whatever exists is both just and unjust, and equally justified in both."
This is the tragic wisdom we can achieve only if we ask the perplexing questions of our time beyond the Manichaean simplicity-! am innocent, you are
guilty; I am happy, you are not; I am free, you are a slave. This is the order of
separation. We strive for the order of reunion when we ask ourselves how to be
guilty because we are innocent, unhappy because we are happy, enslaved because
we are free.
And who, if lfuth and Justice do not coincide, embodies these realities at a
more disquieting level than Ivan Karamazov, who crosses a threshold of sorts
when he chooses to be on the side of Justice against Truth? This is a deeply disturbing choice because, as Camus explains, in tragedy the forces in conflict are
equally legitimate, equally moral in the deepest sense-that of being capable, if
they are defeated, of attaching value to their experience. Value, not virtue.
And one of the dimensions of value as it tends toward reunion with its opposite must certainly be, even as it is ignored and sometimes even violated, the value
we can, finally, call the time of the other. The tragic theme in Faulkner is the restoration of the community divided, not by history (in this instance, the military
and economic force of the North) but by men and women who have already divided their lands and their souls: both their natures. Faulkner marvelously identifies this theme through a reunion of all the times of his characters in the present
instant. And this present time is a collective time; no one talks alone in Faulkner.
Miss Rosa Coldfield, the Sutpens, and the Comptons all share their time,· for the
unity of all times is the only po~sible response to division: the affirmation of the
collective l-Am against the forces of alienation: "The ode, the elegy, the epitaph,"
says Faulkner, "born from some bitter and implacable reserve of non-defeat."
So we must come to a new reunion with the true values of the West because
it is in literature that the West has best applied its critical mind to the problem of
time. Yet another paradox, if you please: if on the econoriiic and political plane
the West has been incapable of recogniZing the variety of time, in its literary heritage, from Homer to Faulkner, in the writings of Sterne, Coleridge, and Henry
James, from Cervantes's critique of reading to Joyce's critique of writing, at the
heart of Proust's bedchamber, Kafka's castle, or Virginia Woolrs lighthouse, it
does nothing but offer us a dazzling ars combinatoria of the possibilities of time.

W:

e live today. Tomorrow we shall have an image of today. We cannot ignore this, as we cannot ignore that the past was lived, that the origin of
the past is the present. I am paraphrasing Merleau-Ponty when he says that history is a strange object: an object that is ourselves. A false history, I would add,
is a history that is not ourselves. And a false language, alanguage that has ceased
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to be the first social reality, perhaps the truest instance of the collective, the name
of our first identity.
Language permits us to know. And the name of the knowledge of literature
is imagination, including the imagination of time. Giambattista Vico, on founding modern historiography in La Scienza Nuova of 1734, warned that if history
is the work of humankind (and he was, perhaps, the firstthinker to say this), this
privilege imposes on humankind the burden of imagining history. No one was
present in the past, but there is no living present with a dead past.
In the West and its eccentric reaches, including Latin America, the most precise function of literature in history has been defined by the novel. The novel is
the literary form that, with most complexity, permits us to reappropriate time.
The novel, as I see it, is a reintroduction of man into history and of the subject
into his destiny; it is, thus, an instrument for the attainment of freedom. There is
no novel without history; but the novel, while introducing us into history, also
permits us to seek a way out of history in order to see history and therefore be
truly historical. To be immersed in history, lost in history without the possibility
of a way out is to be, simply, the victims of history.
In the '8os, I believe this traditional function of the novel will be enhanced
by the necessity of introducing different civilizations to each other. As never before, the choice is stark: we shall either know each other or exterminate each
other. The future promised by the optimism of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries is here. The future has now taken place. We have seen the future-and
it does not work. And again: we have seen the future and it looks like Sevesso,
Three Mile Island, and Love Canal. It looks like the grim streets of Kafka's
Prague. At long last, the hubris of the Homeric hero can be satiated: we are now
capable of destroying Nature. Nature, like the Hero, can now know death.
We can only be-be today, which is the only way of being tomorrow-by refusing to promise that same future all over again, as if it had never happened. We
might offer ourselves, for a change, the time of our cultures, the plural civilizations we have created as men and women, as children and artists, the time where
nothing is assassinated and condemned to a dead past in order to free more space
-as in a basement sale-for the novelty that becomes old as soon as it sets foot
on the scene.
The future has happened. The millennium of progress and happiness is
here, but it does not explain or justify injustice and unhappiness.
Michel Foucault has written memorably that ancient philosophy taught us
to accept our own death, whereas modem ideology teaches us to accept the death
of others. Before, Nietzsche had said that history explains everything except the
unexplainable; the mission of art is not to explain but to affirm the multiplicity
of what is real.
I would add: including the multiplicity of time.
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A writer for the '8os, then? Borges: "He believed in an infinite series of
times, in a dizzily growing, ever-spreading network of diverging, converging,
and parallel times."
A writer for the '8os? Faulkner: "All is present, you understand? Yesterday
will not end until tomonow, and tomorrow began ten thousand years ago."
A writer for the '8os? Virginia Woolf: "Let us contrive to synchronize the
sixty or seventy different times which beat simultaneously in every normal human system."
A writer for the '8os? Proust: "But let a sound, a smell, already heard or
breathed before, be heard or breathed again, at once in the present and in the
past, real without being actual, ideal without being abstract, then the essence,
the permanent and habitually hidden essence of things is liberated and our own
true self awakens."
A writer for the '8os? Kafka: "There shall be much hope, but not for us."
A writer for the '8os? Beckett: "This earth could be uninhabited."
These words are important. They are telling us that there is a common place,
not an abstract place, not an Olympus but an Agora, the shared space where we
live our history and say our words.
Societies are sick when they accept that history-the history we have made
-and words-the words we have made-are finished, complete, perfect, and
that the correct answers must be imposed by orthodox judges on the totality of
the culture.
Societies are healthy when they accept that history and language are an unfinished business-our unfinished business-and bring questions and skepticism
to bear on that unsatisfaction. In the world of the 198os, the surest guarantee of
a healthy world community is understanding this through the aspirations of the
societies that do not dare consider themselves finished, that perpetually propose
themselves as a problem, that constantly reclaim their present, this present, as
the time of their living past and their living future.
The industralized world has known no greater challenge. Will it admit the
other cultures into the present? Will it share the space of presence with them?
Will it cope with the hazards of dealing with cultures instead of states in international relations? Within its own civilization, the West has been able to reshape
time in the varied molds of literature, particularly the novel. Today can it exclude whole civilizations, whole constellations of time from the formal and material embrace it requires to go on being a civilization?.
On the nature of our answer to this question depends the nature of our writing, our thinking, indeed our living. We shall now live together or die together.
This is the final option of time.
Humankind has tried to save itself from death by demanding one more night
and one more story: a few more words to stall destruction. Scheherazade is the
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mother of literature. Proust's narrator is her modem son. They are not the Caliph,
they are not the Caesar. Their battlefields are not in the seas and trenches and the
bombarded air. They are in the mind, in the speech, in the hearts of human beings who are no less courageous for upholding a human language in the fields of
La Mancha than for sinking an Ottoman fleet off Lepanto, for living through
the dream and agony of Leopold Bloom's day in Dublin than for fighting in the
bloody wastelands of the Marne.
For how could we know ourselves without a language?
And if we do not know ourselves,· how are we to know the other?
And if we do not know the other, how are we to care for him, love him, respect him, avoid destroying him?
Writing in time, a time for writing, urgently. Simply because we know, in
the words of Beckett, that "This world could be uninhabited."
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.Japanese Democracy and
the American Occupation
TSURUMI SHUNSUKE

~ocracy

T h e most large-scale, concentrated, and dramatic attempt to export de•
to another culture was during the U.S. Occupation of Japan,
1945-52. This experiment is generally regarded as a success, and with good reason. Today secular political authority, popular sovereignty, parliamentary gov. ernment, civilian control of the military, and other principles important to democracy have to a large extent become the operating principles of Japanese politics. Certainly there is no Japanese democrat, however critical of the present
shape and direction of the government,. who would prefer to go back to 1944.
But whether the present system of government-is preferable to the previous
one is a different question from whether it is a "democracy." There are several
considerations here. First, the principles brought by the American Occupation
forces were not the universal principles of democracy, but the principles of democracy as understood by Americans in a specific historical period, that of the
transition from the New Deal to the cold war. The Occupation proclaimed contradictory notions, and these have remained at the center of Japanese politics
ever since.
Moreover, even when the Occupation authorities were being consistent,
the message sent was not always the same as the message received. This is because
of the difference in culture, but also because of the difference in historical situation. The Occupation was not a conversation between equals. America had won
the war, Japan had been defeated. The perspective from which ordinary Japanese people viewed their conquerors was entirely different from the way the conquerors viewed themselves. A..nd that difference applied also to the ideas the
Americans brought: to the Japanese people, these were principles imported by
conquerors.
Finally, the "success" of the Occupation takes on a somewhat different light
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if one includes Korea in the discussion. Prior to the end of the war, Korea had
been a part of Japan for thirty-five years, though never on an equal basis. It was
the victorious allies who gave Korea its independence, and a true evaluation of
the•effect of postwar U.S. policy in the area cannot be made without taking into
consideration the political situations of both Japan and Korea.

0

n August 30, 1945, General Douglas MacArthur, commander in chief of
the Allied military forces, arrived in Japan with his characteristic confi
dence. Aerial photographs had assured him that his landing would not be resisted.
This fact had made him magnanimous.
MacArthur was a conservative who had first made a name for himself by
crushing the Bonus Marchers in Washington, D.C. in the summer of 1932, the last
year of the Hoover administration. By an irony of history, the staff officers who
arrived in Japan with him were men of the New Deal generation. MacArthur had
a soldierly affection for these staff officers, who had fought with him in the Philippines. Their New Deal faith in the ability of a government to plan the economy
and life-style of a society fit well with the task of drawing a blueprint to remodel
Japan-a job that MacArthur, in a generous mood, was prepared to enjoy.
The overall result was a kind of historical time lag between domestic U.S.
politics and the politics of the Occupation in its initial stage. For the spirit of that
initial stage-which lasted roughly until the outbreak of the Korean War in June
1950-was the spirit of the earliest period of the New Deal reincarnated in an
even more purified state than had existed in Washington in 1933.
Right from the beginning, however, there were two opposing factions among
MacArthur's staff officers. Opposing the liberal group was the chief of the G-II
section, General Charles A. Willoughby. Under the cover of his intelligence and
counterespionage activities, Willoughby maintained contact with former officials of the Japanese Special Thought Police. The information he received, with
its extreme anticommunist bias, seemed plausible given Willoughby's own political views. At the same time, he also gathered information on other Occupation officials whose activities seemed undesirable to him, and forwarded it both
to MacArthur and to the House Committee on Un-AmericanActivities. This information was used to get a number of the New Dealers replaced. A particular
object of Willoughby's enmity was Colonel Charles L. Kades, who had served
under Secretary of the Interior Ickes in the Roosevelt cabinet. Kades had worked
on the original draft of the war-renouncing constitution, on land reform, on the
breaking up of the zaibatsu, and on the purge of war leaders. Willoughby managed to force him out of Japan by publicizing his relationship with the Vicountess
Torio Tsuruyo.
But the Occupation began in a spirit of high optimism, an optimism under-
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standable if one considers that it combined the reforming zeal of the New Deal
with the absolute power of military conquest. In the later stages of the Occupation, "democracy" was redefined as anticommunism, and what came to be known
as the Reverse Course phase began, as the U.S. and Japanese governments entered a long period of cooperation in systematically undermining and overturning the principal Occupation reforms. All of this took place in the context of an
American attitude of paternalism, an attitude whose content was most clearly
revealed by MacArthur's description of the Japanese people to the U.S. Congress
in 1951 as having the mentality of twelve-year-old children. Then the Japanese
people could see not only the contempt but also the ignorance with which they
were regarded by their conquerors.
For the ordinary Japanese the situation was not so romantic as it was for the
Americans. With the exception of Kyoto, every major city had been burned almost completely. In Tokyo, we could stand in the street and see the horizon in all
direction. Many people were living in holes in the ground, in sewer pipes and airraid shelters. At the last stage of the war a novelist who had been recruited for
compulsory labor service, and who found himself carrying earth in a crude straw
basket, observed that Japanese life seemed to have returned to its most ancient,
mythic period.
For most people the problem was finding food. What life was like then was
symbolized by one of the most advertised events of the period, the arrest of a man
named Kodaira Yoshio. Kodaira would approach a young woman in the ticket
queue at a railroad station, and tell her that he had found a reliable source of food
in the countryside and that he would take her there. Since the telephone system
was out of operation then, the woman would follow him to the country without
contacting her home. All told, Kodaira had raped and murdered seven women
between June and December, 1945. He had acquired his taste for rape-murder in
the war in China in 1927-28, where he had been decorated for bravery.
Next to the problem of food, other problems seemed trivial. To the Japanese, the Occupation made its most durable impression as a provider of food.
Tons of food-flour, corn, powdered milk-were released by the Americans. The
impression left by this food-and for those who were children then, the even deeper impression of chocolate and chewing gum, which the Americans also provided
-formed the basis of the friendliness that was generated by the seven years of
occupation.
One of the first acts of the Occupation was to order all references to the militarist ideology expunged from the textbooks, and schoolchildren were set to
work painting black ink over the offensive pages that only recently they had been
busily studying. At the same time, from December 9, 1945, the national radio
station, under orders from General Headquarters (GHQ), began a series called
"This is True," which was supposed to reveal the facts of the war. It gave the im-
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n the earliest phase of the Occupation, before the turning point on February
I, I948, when MacArthur banned the General Strike being planned under the
leadership of the Japan Communist Party, major reforms were undertaken to
eliminate what was believed to be the remnants of feudalism. War criminals were
put on trial; leaders were purged; the thought police and the Public Order Maintenance Law were abolished; political prisoners were released; zaibatsu economic
groups were broken up; land reform was enacted; the emperor announced that
he was a human being; a new constitution was drafted giving women the right to
vote and renouncing the right of war; and the school system was remodeled. These
reforms had varying effects. The dissolution of the zaibatsu was never fully carried out, and all of them quickly returned to power. The land reform, on the other
hand, had an enormous effect in reshaping the Japanese mentality: it gave the
farmers, for the first time, the mentality of property owners, and made them the
staunch supporters of the conservative party that they are today. The purge originally had the clear purpose of removing all militarist and ultranationalist leaders
from responsible positions in government, industry, and mass communication;
but its logic crumbled when its criteria were interpreted as justifying the removal
of Communist party members and sympathizers. In June I950 all members of
the Japan Communist Party were purged from public office, and between I949
and I95I more than twenty thousand suspected Communists lost their jobs, most
of them permanently.
As late as June I948, General Courtney Whitney of the government section
stated that the purged leaders should stay purged for life and that the Occupation
authorities would hold the Japanese government responsible for this. This statement was in accordance with the Potsdam Declaration, but it was revoked within a year. Even while the Occupation continued, depurging began, and when the
Occupation ended, the purge was lifted. Within a few years the old political
forces had gathered together and, now with the support of the United States,
were able to reinstate wartime leaders into power. Kishi Nobusuke, who was appointed premier in I957, and who even today wields great power behind the scenes,
was a depurged Class A War Criminal and a member of the Tojo cabinet.
Opposition groups displayed a similar ambiguity. For example, the Communist party had also published its own list of war criminals, which contained
some I ,6oo names. In general, it was a list ofthose who had not come back to the
party line after the defeat. Borrowing a term from logic, we may say that the clas'sification of "war criminal" was quasi-heterological. That is, while a homological
term names a category in which the term itself is included ("English" is an English
word, "noun" is a noun), a heterological term is not self-referential. In postwar
Japan, the term war criminal was typically applied to a member of a group to
which the accuser did not belong.
Probably the most uncontroversial achievement of the Occupation was in
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the field of public health. The situation immediately after the war was one in
which epidemics were highly likely, and the Occupation's Health and Welfare
Section handled the problem in a way the Japanese people could never have expected from their own government. From 1895 to 1945 the average life expectancy for a male was around 42 years; for a female, 51 years. Between 1946 and
1951 this figure leaped to 61 years for males and 64.8 years for females.
The most direct attempt of the Allies to teach the Japanese people their sense
of justice was through the trials of war criminals. The Tokyo War Crimes Trial
-formally named the International Military Tribunal for the Far East-was set
up by General MacArthur in accordance with the Potsdam Declaration. It was a
trial of twenty-eight wartime leaders by eleven Allied nations. The trials lasted
for more than two years, and the prosecution and defense gathered voluminous
documentation. A total of 4,336 exhibits were admitted as evidence, 419 persons
testified in court, and 779 testified by deposition. The court transcripts amount
to 48,412 pages gathered into 113 volumes.
Not much of this information reached the ears of the Japanese people. At
the time of the trials many people's radios had burned up with their houses, and
the newspapers were printed on a single sheet of paper, half the size of the present ones. Nevertheless, mainly by word of mouth, the Japanese people gleaned a
sense of the fifteen years' war. They learned for the first time of the Rape of Nanking and other atrocities. They learned that Joseph B. Keenan, the chief prosecutor, had accused the former leaders "in the name of civilization." They learned
that the emperor was never called to account. Those items are what remain in
their memory.
As has often been noted, the War Crimes Trials, in seeking to establish a
new category of war crime that would include conspiracy to carry out a war of
invasion, inevitably entailed the element of retroaction, labeling acts as "criminal" that had not been established as criminal at the time of their commission.
This necessity that the trial jump over its own illegality, combined with the fact
that it was conducted by the conquerors, left most Japanese people with the impression that the trial was a modern legal facade for a primitive form of retaliation, which had to be accepted as a physical necessity.
Moreover, though the prosecutors said that the preservation oflaw was the
primary purpose and that punishment of criminals was only secondary, this was
not convincing. The sparing of the emperor, though a relief to most people, denied the logic of the trials: throughout the war it had been axiomatic that all orders came from the emperor. When the war leaders denied their responsibility it
was not a subterfuge but a subjective truth. And of course everyone knew that
the conquerors had spared the emperor for political reasons. The public was left
with the clear impression that the accused, in particular the seven war leaders,
had been chosen at random and had died as scapegoats-scapegoats for the larger
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number of responsible leaders, or for the emperor, or for the Japanese people as
a whole.
The same impression extends to the other war crimes trials that were conducted simultaneously in other parts of Japan, and in the USSR, China, the Dutch
East Indies, Burma, North Borneo, Hong Kong, Australia, French Indochina,
and Guam. In most cases the quality of the language interpretation provided by
the court was poor, and many were sentenced to death without any clear idea of
what they had been charged with. Tarumoto Shigeharu, who was sentenced to
life imprisonment in Singapore and later returned to Japan, told of the case of
Navy Petty Officer Kaneko, who was informed by the judge that though he was
innocent of the crime for which he had been charged, he was to be sentenced to
death for a crime for which he had not been charged. Tarumoto also told of cases
in which witnesses identified the accused by the number plate that had been placed
on their chests by the prosecution. There were no doubt many such cases, but we
do not know how many, because the documents were carried away to the respective countries of the Occupation. But 30 percent of the trial records remain in
Japan with the Correction Bureau of the Department of Justice, and these contain many instances of unfair trials. Of course, there is no denying that terrible
crimes were carried out by members of the Japanese military, but the question
here is what relation was established between-those crimes and the persons imprisoned and executed-i.e., the question of justice.
Of the approximately Io,ooo Japanese who were arrested as war criminals,
I ,o68 were sentenced to death, 422 were sentenced to life imprisonment, and
2,763 were given imprisonment for a lesser term. Many of those who were executed wrote last testaments, and in I953· a total of 70I ofthose were published in
a volume entitled Last Testaments of the Century. The letters express the following attitudes of these men toward their own deaths: acceptance of execution for
the sake of the state (62.6 percent); continued belief in the war aims of Japan ( 12.3
percent); salvation in religion (II.4 percent); resentment against the trials (7.6
percent); denial of all war (3.4 percent); other (2.7 percent). This classification,
which I made based on the dominant tone of the testaments, is not the only possible one. For example, sociologist Sakuda Keiichi analyzed the same letters and
found four attitudes toward death, in order of predominance: (I) death as a sacrifice; (2) death as the achievement of solidarity with the dead; (3) death as atonement for one's sins; (4) natural death. Those who saw their death as a sacrifice
were in effect seeing it as an incident in the war. Those who saw it as the achievement of solidarity with the dead were following the tradition of ancestor worship
that is at the basis of Japanese religious consciousness.
In sum, the trials seldom met with fierce resentment even from the victims.
This does not mean, however, that the criterion of justice of which they were supposed to be the expression was fully accepted. Rather, the trials were accepted as
I
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some kind of physical calamity that had to be endured.
Japanese reactions to the trials received almost no systematic expression at
the time. Opinion leaders tended to follow either U.S. or Soviet influence. In the
whole proceedings the only public expression of a differing view was that of the
Indian member of the Tribunal, Radharinod B. Pal. Pal wrote a lengthy dissenting opinion in which he questioned the legitimacy of a tribunal conducted only
by the victors; pointed out the ambiguity in the definition of war crimes; argued
that the prosecution had failed to present evidence proving a conspiracy between
the Japanese, the Germans, and the Italians to achieve world domination; and
compared 'fiuman's decision to use the atomic bomb to Hitler's policy of genocide. Pal was the only one of the Tokyo 'fiial judges to represent the viewpoint of
the Third World on the Pacific War, free from the influence of the Western imperialist powers. The Japanese, who were living in the conditions of the Third
World, might have welcomed Pal's opinion if they had been able to think out the
problem at the time. But newspapers and magazines gave it very little attention.
Though the Constitution has taken root among the Japanese people, in the
years since the war (during which time they had to defend it against U.S. efforts
to undermine the antiwar clause) the War Crimes trials have faded somewhat
from memory. Japan's former prosecutor has fought two wars in Asia .since then;
U.S. ambassadors to Japan have made ita custom never to mention the trials in
any public statement. The trials have come to be felt as a sort of moral debt to
Japan by the U.S. government, which since 1950 has consistently urged Japan's
war leaders to play a more dominant role in Japanese and Asian politics. And on
the site of former Sugamo Prison, where the seven condemned in the Tokyo llials
were hanged, stands fashionable Sunshine Sixty, Asia's tallest building, fmanced
by millionaire rightist Sasagawa Ryoichi, who had once been imprisoned there
by the Occupation.
A certain number of literary works have been written on the subject of the
trials, such as Shiroyama Saburo's The Sunset Aglow ( 1976) 1 and Takeda Taijun's
Luminous Moss (1954). 2 Particularly important is Kinoshita Junji's Between
God and Man ( 1972). 3 This play is composed of two parts, the first a collage of
the proceedings of the Tokyo War Crimes Trial, based on the actual records; the
second a fictional account of the conviction and execution of a private in a warcrimes trial on a South Pacific Island.

1 Trans. John Bester as War Criminal: The Life and Death ofHirota Koki (Tokyo: Kodansha
International, 1980).
'

2 Trans. Shibuya Yusaburo and Sanford Goldstein as The Outcast Generation and Luminous
Moss (Tokyo: Tuttle, 1967).

3 Trans. Eric J. Gangloff (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1979).
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In the first part the prosecutor condemns the war criminals with the vehemence of one who has brought about unconditional surrender and with the full
confidence of one who has already achieved civilization passing judgment on
those who have not. There are then three sequences, in the first of which the defense's challenges to the legal bases of the trial are swept away in a flood of indignation. In the second sequence, it turns out that the massacre and dumping into
a mass grave of seventy persons in Vietnam counts as a war crime if they are Vichy
French but not if they are Vietnamese of the Liberation Army. In the third sequence, the question of the atomic bomb is raised and the universalistic pose of
the lawyers is exposed by a nationalistic squabble between the Russian and American lawyers.
In the second half of the play the wife, the ex-lover, and the former fellowprisoners of one Private Kanohara gather in a park in Tokyo after the war and
gradually piece together the story of what had happened to him. Kanohara had
been condemned by mistake-or rather through the efforts of his superior officer to cover up his own activities. Kanohara tried hard to defend himself. Hut he
could not forget a scene he had witnessed in which a native woman he knew,
whose husband had been falsely accused and executed as a spy by the Japanese
army, climbed a tree and threw herself to her death in front of her young son.
This had happened. Someone had to atone for it. Kanohara says,
To be hanged-to be hanged. As far as they're concerned, anyone will
do, just so long as there is a criminal. But their logic applies to us as well.
Besides-I didn't do anything personally, but I don't have any proof
that I was totally innocent either, when I was in a situation where something had to be done. Isn't that so? Isn't that so? Isn't that so? To be
hanged-to be hanged. That, however, I prefer to think of as a person~
ally selected means of committing suicide-a means of suicide chosen
by my own initiative.
And later his spirit says,
You know the place on the side of the stone where the date of death is
carved? I want the date and the place where I died in battle carved there.
At the end, the private's old lover, who is a vaudeville comedienne (manzaz)
gives a performance on the street in which she juxtaposes the last poem of General Tojo to the last words of an ordinary soldier. Toj o had entrusted to his priest
customs of a warrior.
a thirty-syllable poem, according to the
.

.

After tomorrow
Who is there
to fear?
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In the Buddha's lap
I shall sleep peacefully.
.. . ·.!

The other poem-which Kinoshita selected from among the 701 published letters
of executed war criminals, referred to earlier-had been uttered by a sergeant as
he crossed a small river on the way to his execution.
Where
does it flow to?
This tiny river.

........ ·

Tojo died courageously, convinced of his righteousness, blind to the last, never
acknowledging the misfortunes he had brought upon millions of Chinese, Koreans, Filipinos, Burmese, Japanese, Europeans, and Americans. Kanohara-as
expressed in the latter poem-dies to atone for the misdeeds of his fellow countrymen, though he is not sure how the mistake occurred and how his atonement
will bear fruit. Though his feelings may seem trivial alongside either the ringing
words of the prosecutor or Tojo's brave response, they are true to the Japanese
religious tradition of little people, a tradition that has not assimilated the ideology of universal justice expressed by Tojo and the prosecutors. If we disregard
this tradition we will not have a politics built on the spontaneous beliefs ofthe
people.
In the town of Nakanojo, in Gunma Prefecture, there is an organization of
purged military leaders called Azume ("East") Society, forined in 1952at the termination of the Occupation. The men talk about their memories of the war and
the hard days under the purge. In 1961 (just at the beginning of postwar prosperity) they put up a stone monument, two meters high and one meter wide, on the
face of which was engraved, "The Monument of the Stupid"-a truthful expression of the sentiment of these local subleaders who cooperated in the fifteen
years' war.
There is an ambiguity in the symbol of stupidity that binds the men together,
and it cannot be clarified by interviews. Are they ashamed of the stupidity, or are
they proud of it? Our living thought cannot be clarified of such ambiguity and
replaced by propositions of exact meaning. With the ambiguity remaining, the
symbol bears the belief that the war crimes trials and purge conducted during the
occupation was a randoni selection, bringing down the innocent with the guilty.
It expresses distrust of the government of Japan, of the United States, and of
government in general.

I

n 1952 the Occupation was over. It was the middle of the Korean War, and
the United States was giving its full support to the return of Japan's old wartime leaders to politics, business, and defense. U.S. military procurements poured
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money into the economy, producing the "takeoff' that brought Japan a prosperity undreamed of at the time of the surrender. Japan pulled itself out of the conditions of the Third World, leaving Okinawa behind; there those islands remain,
with their vital areas still under de facto occupation in the form of U.S. military
bases. Today Okinawa is the only direct link between the Japanese and the Third
World.
Japan's economic success and also its relative success as a democracy are intimately related to the series of events th~t led to the division of Korea and the
series of dictatorships that have plagued that country. To the extent that Japan's
postwar political condition can be attributed ~o U.S. policy in Asia, so can that
of Korea, at least in the South. U.S. occupation forces in Korea, unlike those in
Japan, of course lackedthe New Deal reformist element; it was pure "Reverse
Course" anticorrimunism from the beginning. It is often forgotten that Syngman
Rhee was flown into Korea, to set up a separate anticommunist government in
the South, in MacArthur's private plane while MacArthur was Supreme Commander Allied Powers in Japan; it was under the same title that MacArthur commanded the U.S. military at the beginning of the Korean War.
This is not the place to document all the intimate, largely hidden ways in
which the United States, Japan, and Korea have been intertwined since the war.
It is perhaps sufficient to remind the reader that Korea had been "occupied" by
Japan since 1910, had been bitterly exploited, an~ subjected, as second-class citizens, to a forced assimilation policy. This connection was severed by Japan's defeat, but the cold war made short work of Korean independence. U.S. policy in
the area sought to make South Korea a bastion of anticommunism, and Japan,
one step removed from the Iron Curtain, a showcase of democracy and "modernization." At the same time all sorts of old Japan-Korea connections, especially right-wing-gangster-militarist connections, reemerged. Former South
Korean dictator Park Chung Hee, for instance,_ had been an officer in the Japanese Imperial Army during World War II, with the Japanese name of Okamoto
Minoru. 4
But at a deeper level these two "occupations"-that of Japan by the United
States and that of Korea by Japan-may shed light on one another. The intense
exploitation of and deep prejudice toward Koreans by Japanese is well known.
But this relationship between the two peoples is a modern one. During the Tokugawa period, the Korean delegation to Japan was received with courtesy and
veneration. Toward the end of that period, there were some years of no cultural
4 It should also not be forgotten that the present South Korean dictator Chun Doo Hwan was
trained at Fort Black, North Carolina, and Fort Benning, Georgia, and that he got his military
experience as a regimental commander in Vietnam, where General Wickham, the present U.S.
commander in South Korea, had been one of his superior officers.
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contact between the two countries, and hence of emotional neutrality. It was
after the Meiji Restoration of 1868, when the passion for "civilization" (Westernization, actually) took possession of the Japanese government, that they began to look down on Koreans as less "civilized." The Western image of the "ladder of civilization" seized the imagination of the Japanese, and both leftists and
rightists began drawing up plots and plans for forcing so-called civilization on
Korea. The final result was the annexation of 1910 and the subsequent assimilation policy whereby Koreans were forced to bow to the emperor, learn Japanese,
and take Japanese names. But of course this should not be surprising. The idea
of the "ladder of civilization" had originally been developed in Europe as an idea
to legitimize colonialism.
At the end of the war there were two million Koreans in Japan, three-quarters of whom had been brought as forced laborers during the war. The Occupation had virtually no policy for these people except to repatriate them, leaving
the details to the Japanese government; thus they were treated much as they had
been before. Many returned, but after the country was divided into North and
South going back became more difficult and, for some, impossible. Another factor was that the Japanese government allowed them to take out only one thousand yen, which meant that those who had managed to accumulate any wealth
had to leave it all behind. Today about 6oo,ooo Koreans remain in Japan, most
of the second and third generation, yet still not Japanese citizens. Discrimination against these Koreans is, if anything, growing more intense.
An attitude of discrimination can also be found even among Japanese democrats critical of the South Korean dictatorship. All too often the response to
such news as the Kwangju massacre, or the plight of Kim Dae J ung, or some new
oppressive law, is an attitude of pity mixed with contempt for a people still one
step down on the ladder of democracy. But in Korea as well as in Japan, a politics that does not begin with a basic respect for the spontaneous thoughts and
feelings of the people cannot be democratic.
We cannot say that these attitudes were created by the Occupation, but certainly they were given ample support. In the end, the United States had treated
defeated Japan with much more care and consideration than liberated Korea.
What explanation can there be, other than that the United States made a judgment of the relative levels of civilization of the two peoples? Whatever the cause,
the Japanese attitudes of respect for American life and contempt for Korean life
are two aspects of a single way of thinking. The contradiction that lies at the
basis of the idea of "exporting democracy" was not solved by the Occupation,
and it has not been solved yet. ,
Yet there are indications that the image of the "ladder of civilization"-in
fundamental contradiction to true democracy-is fading. Japan fought the fifteen years' war with this image clearly in mind. The result of the war and the Oc-
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cupation changed the notion of who was at the top, and also began to weaken
the image itself. Probably the most important seed of doubt was planted by the
war-crimes trials. A further source of disenchantment has been the rapid economic development that has caused Japan to overtake the West in some areas.
All this may generate a framework within which it will be possible for the Japanese people to develop a new conception of democracy that would involve, this
time, both Japanese and Koreans.
For Korea, along with the other countries at the fringes of Western power,
cannot be ignored in the struggle for democracy. On the contrary, South Korea
today should be regarded as one of its world centers. We know now that the attempt to support a prosperous democracy at the center with military dictatorships at the fringe cannot succeed. The center will soon come to resemble theregimes it has created and supported. This does not mean that the Japanese should
follow the Occupation and seek to "export" democracy to Korea. On the contrary, it means that we must recognize that today it is the people of South Korea
who are at the vanguard of the worldwide democratic movement. Should they
succeed, then perhaps the spirit of their fresh, new democracy can be exported
back to reinvigorate the tarnished democracies at the power centers of the United
States and Japan.
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D

iscussion of social identity in the United States is currently entangled
in two incongruous metaphors. The master symbol for ethnic assimilation, the melting pot, is surrounded by plants of many varieties looking about
for their "roots." The search for roots is made necessary, it would seem, by the
fact that many of the plants were not autochthonous but were produced synthetically. Awkward as this relation of roots to chemistry may be, the popularity of
the root-and-plant metaphor is fully in keeping with the two assertions about the
melting pot most fashionable during the last twenty years. The point about the
melting pot, insisted Nathan Glazer and Daniel Patrick Moynihan in 1963, is
that it did not happen. The point about the melting pot, declared Horace Kallen
back in 1915, is that it undermines democracy. 1 The rediscovery of Kallen's dictum
and the appeal of Glazer and Moynihan's in the climate of the 1960s and 1970s is
understandable: just when many Americans were developing new and admirable

1 Nathan Glazer and Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Beyond the Melting Pot (Cambridge, Mass.:
MIT Press, 1963); Horace Kallen, "Democracy Versus the Melting Pot," Nation 100 (1915) pp.
191-94• 217-20. For a helpful study of the various uses to which the symbol of the melting pot
has been put, see Philip Gleason, "The Melting Pot: Symbol of Fusion or Confusion?" American Quarterly XVI (1964), pp. 20-46.
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sensitivity to the destructive effects of WASP ethnocentrism upon non-WASPS,
it was reassuring to know that ethnic life "beyond the melting pot" was real, and
was an important bulwark of a free society. The "Americanizers" had failed,
thank God! Whatever ills American society had, it was at least resiliently pluralistic in its culture. Whatever reforms or revolutions might be entailed by a critical
renewal or revision of democracy, one could at least be sure that the task demanded enthusiastic support for ethnic particularism. To think otherwise was to
betray a lingering affinity for the nativism of Henry Adams, or to descend to the
political level of Archie Bunker.
The superficiality of the "new ethnicity" has not escaped everyone, but most
critics of it have been willing to settle for the puncturing of a few of the more outrageous balloons floated by the likes of Michael Novak and Peter Schrag.2 Stephen
Steinberg's The Ethnic Myth is a more sweeping and aggressive critique of ethnic
particularism and its chief ideological support, "cultural pluralism." It brings
sharply into focus a number of truths that ought to help demystify the phenomenon of ethnicity and dispell the illusion that the reinforcement of ethnicity can
do much to strengthen democracy. If there is a point to be made about the melting pot, it is, according to Steinberg, that the melting pot works, and in so doing
serves democracy better than its critics have recognized. Steinberg also argues
that an elementary understanding of American social structure and its historical
development renders cultural pluralism a dream at best, and at worst an invitation to ignore the class basis of the problems of exactly those Americans who rail
against the evils of assimilation.

A

rguments over the transforming powers of the American melting pot turn
on the significance of indicators that are in themselves subject to very little
dispute. No one doubts, for example, that more and more grandchildren and
great-grandchildren of the European immigrants of 1880-1924 have been mar~
rying outside the ethnic group of their origin. It is with reference to this particular immigration that the issue of assimilation has been most energetically discussed, and Steinberg draws upon many of the studies showing a decline not only
in intraethnic marriage but in the use of languages other than English, in residential concentration, and in the holding of distinctive attitudes toward politics,
religion, sex, and vocation. There do remain ethnic enclaves, dominated by the
least well-off of the descendants of immigrants and by the professionals whose
livelihood depends upon serving an ethnic market. One can insist that these enclaves are saving remnants upon which a new cultural flowering can be based,

2 Michael Novak, The Rise of the Unmeltable Ethnics (New York: Macmillan, 1971); Peter
Schrag, The Decline of the WASP (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1971).
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but Steinberg warns that many of the forces that have diminished the once-large
ethnic communities are stronger than ever. A continual and substantial flow of
new immigrants from the parent country was a crucial support for these communities, but this support has not existed since Congress curtailed massive immigration in 1924. Economic opportunities continue to lie overwhelmingly outside the ethnic context; an ethnic culture can scarcely be expected to endure when
the basic economic activities of most of its potential members are without an
ethnic connection. The survival of such a culture would also depend on a degree
of control over education that even the Catholic parochial schools do not provide. Moreover, the blatant prejudice against Poles, Italians, Jews, etc., that
once led members of such groups to depend chiefly upon one another has declined since the 1920s. What has most sustained the recent pride in "ethnic neighborhoods," it would seem, is not the fear that they shall cease to be ethnic, but
that they shall cease to be white.
Steinberg has much less to say about the Asian and Latin American immigrations of the last fifteen years, but he believes the same rules apply. He sees no
reason to doubt that in the long run, descendants of these Asian and Latin American immigrants will assimilate on terms comparable to those on which the Europeans and, more recently, the Japanese have done so. The pace of the process is
bound to differ, and will be primarily determined by the economic position of a
given ethnic group at the time the process begins. Jews, Steinberg reminds us,
were equipped by urban and commercial experience to take greater economic
advantage of the American scene than were their peasant contemporaries among
other immigrant peoples from Eastern Europe. A similar contrast can be drawn
today between the often highly skilled Asian immigrants and their counterparts
from Haiti and Guatemala. The case of American blacks is complicated, but
here, too, Steinberg singles out economic opportunity as the crucial factor in
their destiny in twentieth-century America: "If blacks had been allowed, at the
turn of the century, to compete for the industrial jobs thafprovided opportunity
to millions of immigrants, they would today occupy a position in the class system
similar to that of Irish, Italians, Poles, and other immigrants who were entering
the industrial labor market for the first time" (p. 22 1).
Steinberg has no use for the popular notion that the values inherent in a given
ethnic tradition determine the rate and extent of success in America. He delights
in undermining the claim that distinctive attitudes toward women and the family
controlled the different destinies of Irish and Italian women. The frequency with
which Irish women entered domestic service and the infrequency with which Italian women did so depended, Steinberg points out, on economic and demographic
circumstances in Ireland and Italy, yielding in the Irish case many more young,
single, female immigrants. These Irish women, Steinberg adds, "fled 'the service'
just as quickly as they could establish families of their own or gain access to more
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desirable employment" (p. 166). Steinberg makes analogous points about therelation between economic opportunity and the values associated with Jewish,
black, and Catholic competitors in the great race for wealth and social standing
in America. Steinberg consistently underestimates the staying power of systems
of value, but this is less troubling than it would be were he not doing battle against
the more widespread tendency to treat values as autonomous forces. Steinberg is
correct to see the relevant systems of value as subject to modification, and as
having been sustained, to begin with, by continuities in the "preentry" social and
economic conditions experienced by each ethnic group. Although Steinberg's
historical sketches are threadbare and unsophisticated, his summary of selected
monographic works serves to get across the essential inequality of the American
ethnic groups at their time of entry into the American social system. 3
If this point is not altogether new, it needs the reinforcement provided by
Steinberg's relentless pounding. The harmonious orchestra of cultures envisioned
by Kallen and his successors Inight make some sense if all ethnic groups had entered American life roughly equal in wealth, education, and occupation. Each
group might then be expected to go its own way, treating the American state as
merely a useful legal canopy under which to stand while serving its own gods and
perpetuating its own customs. Yet even those European groups whose original
involvement in America was, to the degree allowed by the dynamics of world
capitalism, 4 a matter of choice were unequal among themselves and were especially unequal in relation to the dominant "ethnic group," the native-born Americans of largely British ancestry. This inequality created pressures upon individuals to become part of the mainstream culture, where opportunities for a fuller
life were obviously to be found. In the absence of genuine equality, therefore,
the cultural pluralist program threatens to reinforce existing inequalities by discouraging the entry of individuals into the mainstream. Even when blessed with
a supply of ethnic groups that have successfully struggled to reduce their own inequality, the cultural pluralist program is flawed. The members of these groups
will have become less ethnic while becoming more equal. Without a panorama
of distinctive and authentic ethnic cultures, the cultural pluralist program has
nowhere to go.

3 For a more carefully written and well-informed popular history of the problem of identity in
America, see Arthur Maqn, The One and the Many: Reflections on the American Identity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979).
4 The extent to which "voluntary'' immigration from Europe was produced by the impact of
American capitalist expansion on Eastern Europe has been helpfully explored by Gabriel Kolko,
Main Currents in American History (New York: Harper & Row, 1976), pp. 61-79, esp. 61-72.
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Insofar as democracy entails the reduction of inequality, Steinberg has
grounds for declaring that "democracy and pluralism are not as compatible as
the ethni<; pluralists would like to think" (p. 260). He recognizes the democratic
character of Kallen's aims, and grants that Kallen's ideas helped to protect immigrants from the "xoo percent" Americans who would use the melting pot as a
weapon of blatant WASP domination. Yet Steinberg sensibly goes on to acknowledge a conflict between the "democratic" principle that "guarantees individual
freedoms and specifically proscribes various forms of discrimination," and the
"pluralist" principle that "sanctions the right of ethnic groups to maintain their
separate cultures and communities" (p. 258). Democracy has been "enhanced,"
Steinberg observes, by legislation and court decisions that prevent neighborhoods, schools, and private clubs from discriminating "on the basis of race, religion, creed, color, national origin, or sex," but the same enactments and rulings
"narrowly circumscribe the areas in which ethnic exclusivity is possible, and therefore make it difficult for ethnic groups to maintain institutions that are essential
to their collective survival" (pp. 257-58). Ethnic groups generally try to have it
both ways, Steinberg observes: "It is not uncommon" for them "to invoke democratic principles to combat the ethnic exclusivity of more privileged groups, but
to turn around and cite pluralistic principles in defense of their own discriminatory practices" (p. 258).
Glazer and Moynihan tried to reconcile the two principles by distinguishing
between "positive" and "negative" discrimination: the latter is based on "naked
prejudice," while the former is "for the purpose of defending something positive
rather than simply excluding someone because of his race" (p. 259). Steinberg
properly dismisses this bit of casuistry: "Glazer and Moynihan forget that when
Jews and Irish were excluded, upper-class Protestants also expressed a desire to
preserve the ethnic character of their neighborhoods and clubs" (p. 259). This reminder is made all the more forceful by Steinberg's informative chapter on Har~
vard University's successful effort in the 1920s to discriminate against Jewish applicants, and thereby to preserve much of Harvard's traditional character. The
Harvard case differs from affirmative action, Steinberg insists, because Harvard's
leaders sought "to give preferential treatment to an already privileged group,"
while "affirmative action programs are aimed at groups so underprivileged that
they would otherwise be denied educational opportunity" (p. 252). Thus Steinberg ends up with his own version of the positive-negative distinction. His version is at least based on an empirically visible difference, but readers in search of
a theoretical justification of affirmative action as ultimately more "democratic"
than the so-called merit system,will need to look elsewhere. At least Steinberg is
willing to live with, rather than to deny, the tension between democracy and the
right of people to act in groups for the purposes of perpetuating particular
traditions.
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he limits of Steinberg's analysis are measured by his willingness, at the very
end of The Ethnic Myth, to raise and to leave unanswered the question,
Assimilate into what? This is the rhetorical question asked repeatedly by champions of ethnic particularism, and Steinberg walks into the trap with an innocence that he, of all people, should have overcome. "Our society has not created
alternatives for the rich and closely knit communities that we identify with our
immigrant grand-parents" (p. 262), muses Steinberg, falling uncritically into the
idiom of ethnicity's mystifiers, whose clinching argument for ethnic allegiance is
always the cold and abstract quality of American life. To get real Gemeinschajt,
we are invariably told, one must nuzzle up to one's old-world clan; there is no
"peoplehood" to be had elsewhere in this supremely modern Gesselschajt. Steinberg mocks as the "ultimate ethnic myth" the "belief that the cultural symbols of
the past can provide more than a comfortable illusion" (p. 262), but having labored so long to identify this belief as an illusion and to establish the priority of
class over ethnicity, Steinberg seems willing to avert his eyes while his readers drift
on back to the world of their fathers. To those who ask, "What else is there?"
Steinberg has nothing to say.
One thing he might have said is that identity with one's class is enough. To
endorse the longing for something more dense and particular, one might argue,
is to impede the development of class consciousness, to invite divisions subject
to manipulation by more powerful classes, and to turn one's back on the historic
universalism of the Left. This view would be consistent with The Ethnic Myth,
but Steinberg is probably better off not trying to defend it. The legendary reluctance of Americans to identify themselves in terms of class scarcely needs to be
belabored here; only someone prepared for a career of lonely prophecy should
seek to convince Americans that they must so identify themselves, and that they
must, in the process, refrain from forming communities that appear to cross class
lines. One has to be terribly sure of the direction of history, moreover, to demand
that working-class people, in particular, shourd in the interests of the historic
role of their class do without the sustenance that can be found in communities
that cross class lines. Yet Steinberg could have indicated where Americans might
look for a sense of peoplehood less likely than ethnicity to obscure the class basis
of their discontents, and less subject, perhaps, to mystification.
American nationality is one obvious place to look. Yes, it too has been mystified, and has often enough served as a mask for exploitation, but its democratic
potential has been overlooked in the necessary, if sometimes myopic, efforts of
the 196os and 1970s to renounce imperialism. The tradition oflambasting American realities on account of their failure to measure up to American ideals has
been inhibited by the suspicion that making too much of "American" ideals has
been part of the problem. Who, after all, has had more to say about American
ideals than the men who led and defended the Vietnam War? Yet there are good
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reasons to try to overcome this inhibition, and to help make more available to
Americans the sense ofpeoplehood that American nationality can provide.
One good reason is that the melting pot has now done so much to de-AngloSaxonize that nationality. Commentators on American society have often observed that a de facto Anglo-Saxon particularism once operated quietly under
the aegis of the Enlightenment universalism basic to our political tradition and to
the standard Statue-of-Liberty myth. National institutions, it was pointed out,
have been dominated
by "real Americans" of the stock who "built this country,"
I
which is to say, who endowed the United States with its language, constitution,
and the controlling conventions of its public life. The domination by distinctly
WASP elites has diminished during the last half-century. It is easier than ever for
non-WASPs to feel that American traditions are truly theirs, available to be built
upon or to be reformulated as one sees fit. Decisions concerning just what aspects
of American culture deserve to be kept and developed need not be made on the
basis of an analysis of the ethnic ancestry of each aspect. Jefferson and Melville
were "British Americans," but critical engagement with them need not on that
account be resisted by Americans of non-British ancestry or regarded as a duty
by Mayflower descendants.
Another good reason for cultivating American nationality is the very degree of abstractness held against it by many of those who envy the more deeply
rooted and homogeneous nationality characteristic of France, Germany, or Israel. To be an American, it has often been observed, is only to come into possession of a set of abstract rights. How rootless and superficial a nationality compared with that drawn upon by de Gaulle, Herzl, Bismarck, or Churchill! Yet
the porous texture of American nationality has the virtue of mitigating the tribalist potential inherent in nationality itself. We live in an age when ancient religious and ethnic divisions are being reasserted, often fanatically, in many parts
of the world: it is not a time for Americans to apologize for their relatively generous and flexible approach to national identity. An ideal sense of peoplehood
surely entails a balance between concrete, historical elements and abstract, general ones; the first provides the dense and specific experience into which each new
generation is submerged, while the second provides the tools for interpreting
and criticizing that experience in terms of what can be discerned about the universe as a whole. American nationality, the product now of more than two centuries of struggle within a single, if evolving, set of abstractions, can be fairly said
to embody a distinctive balance between these elements. America is not the only
setting of democratic political culture, but simply to be an American is to enter a
historic dialogue with democr.acy.
That this dialogue is an extension and refinement of many themes in Western history has sometimes been felt to render America too commodious and indefinite an entity for one to identify with in the way that one identifies with an
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ethnic group. "America," the old saw goes, "is a nation without a people." Yet this
apparently problematic scope of American nationality can be another reason
for actually preferring it. What looks vast and intimidating from within a local
lodge of an ethnic fraternal order can be seen as smaller and more definite when
viewed from a more cosmopolitan standpoint. Many of the people who helped
form the ethnic groups of the United States had not thought of themselves, prior
to immigration, as being importantly Italian or Hungarian; they had identified
instead with smaller, local collectivities in the old world rendered obsolete by a
new social setting in which being Italian or Hungarian came to seem very definite
indeed. "Ethnic" identity is always historically contingent. Now that we possess
unprecedented awareness of the diversity of the living world, and of the numerous civilizations that have come and gone, America ought not to seem so prodigious. If identification with it requires that one stretch one's soul a bit, it could
be well worth the pain.
Does not such a process of enlargement make culture more coarse, sacrificing for a larger communion the finely wrought social webs that can sustain intimate rapport and stimulate the creative elaboration of particular cultural achievements? This results only if the sense of peoplehood is allowed to become an entire way of life. Simply "being American" is not an adequate life,,any more than
it is enough to simply "be" Norwegian or Jewish or Japanese. Senses of peoplehood are gross. Without this quality, they could not perform the vital but limited
function of identifying a people as a people. This identity does sometimes spill
across its ideal limits and drown in a conformist torrent the diversity of other, simultaneous identities-narrow or broad in scope, casual or intense in spirit-the
precious capacity for which happily distinguishes human beings from other species. We are reminded of this danger by the history of committees on "un-American" activities. But these smaller identities threaten also to lose their ideal proportion, and to imprison people in what Steinberg describes as "parochial disregard for events outside the ethnic province" (262), an obliviousness to the world
that can impoverish and endanger residents of any given province. It is a truism
that any society experiences a tension between unifying and diversifying forces,
but this experience is especially intense in the heterogeneous United States; it is
in the course of mediating this constant and often creative tension that American nationality has evolved. So long as the United States remains the institutional framework within which are worked out the rules that most affect Americans
of all faiths, regions, and ancestries, American nationality will remain a more
realistic investment in social identity than will stocks of local issue.
If a sense of peoplehood is too coarse a thing from which to derive a detailed
blueprint for culture, so also is it too coarse to provide any specific political program. Any sense of peoplehood does constitute a minimal foundation for politics, but even so explicitly political an entity as American nationality can be
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claimed with equal ease by Ronald Reagan and by democratic socialists. The direction that the American tradition ought to take will of course be contested. Yet
in any specific contest, so blunt an instrument as a "sense of peoplehood" can
perform only limited service; the temptation therefore exists to forsake altogether this level of abstraction, and to ignore the indications that many Americans
are searching for a greater sense of peoplehood than has been available to them.
Not everyone shares in this search, but signs of it surely include the recent quickening of religious interests as well as the preoccupation with "roots." Since the
quality and quantity of energies put into public life depend in part on feelings of
identity, anyone concerned about the state of American public life ought not to
be silent when the question is asked, Assimilate into what?
A sense of peoplehood may be a tiny fraction of a polity's life, but it can be
terribly important, especially if it isn't there. A renewed commitment to American nationality as the locus of social identity is no substitute for the material and
cultural benefits now conferred so largely on the basis of class, but this commitment can at least implicate people in a political language in which to seek more
effectively the equitable distribution of these benefits. If the figure of the melting pot is to be replaced in the popular imagination by the figure of the reflective
plant looking for its roots, Americans would do well to remember that the plant
they have become is a formidable growth upon the extensive and cross-fertilized
soil of Western culture. It will not do to try to find in little flowerpots the roots of
American trees .
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S~eel's

onald
Walter Lippmann and the American Century is our best
and most complete account of Lippmann's life and writing. Steel admires Lippmann-he calls him "the nation~s greatest journalist"-but he sees
Lippmann warts and all, and his analysis has a good critical edge.
According to Steel, the tensions in Lippmann's personality allowed him to
be involved intellectually in politiCal life, but kept him apart from it emotionally.
Since Steel is very much engage, he regrets this, and he rejoices that Vietnam "rekindled" Lippmann's "sense of outrage," resulting in what may have been Lippmann's "finest hour."
If Lippmann was emotionally too distant from politics, however, Steel argues that intellectually he was too close. While Lippmann wanted to observe and
speculate, he was interested only in ideas that could affect political practice: "the
true use of philosophy is to help us live." This pragmatic stance, Steel contends,
left Lippmann without a "theory," and that lack more than once prevented him
from understanding events.
Steel has a point. Yet Lippmann did have a political teaching of remarkable
consistency that ran the gamut of his ideological phases, and it is that doctrine I
want to examine. I will not consider Lippmann's notions of foreign policy; Steel
spends a good deal of time with them and concludes, rightly, that Lippmann was
often shrewd but that his "realism" was vacuous. By contrast, Lippmann's most
fundamental principles were far from empty. He saw many of the shortcomings
of American liberalism and, implicitly, he turned from Madison to Machiavelli.
Lippmann remained, however, a partisan of the modern project for the mastery
of nature-common ground for Machiavelli and the liberals-a commitment that
limited his comprehension of our political life. The discontents that Lippmann
chronicled, and our own disenchantment with the "American Century," are
rooted in the omissions and flaws of that grand design.
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ipprnann's childhood shaped his later theorizing. His "dazzling" mother
alternately ignored and imposed on him, applying to her son the essentially
coquettish style by which she dominated her husband, and Lippmann's needs
and feelings were likely to be disregarded or subordinated to some demand of his
mother's. Lippmann referred to certain childhoods as governed by shame, fear,
and "stale tradition," so that the child learned to surround "instinct" with "terror." He was, as Steel observes, undoubtedly writing about himself. Lippmann's
early life taught him that custom, opinion, and tradition are "stale"-hostile or
indifferent to human needs and desires. At the same time, emotion was associated in Lippmann's mind with his early sense of weakness and "terror," and dependence seemed inseparable from humiliation.
While in college, Lippmann proclaimed it his political goal to "build a citadel of human joy upon the slum of misery." His imagery suggests a desire for a
place in which it would be safe to feel. Equally, it indicates his conviction that life
as human beings lived it was a miserable "slum." Lippmann began with Machiavelli's premise that "how we live" is distant from "how we ought to live." He wrote
easily of a human "conflict with life," contrasting life's "actual limitations" with
humanity's "noble dream." In this basic tenet of Lippmann's, it is life in general
-the whole of nature-that is defective; human as well as physical nature needs
to be overcome. Fact is at odds with value; nature ignores or wars against right.
A good political society, in these terms, is contrary to nature, something that can
be fashioned only by the art of founders.
All his life, Lippmann admired men of virtu, political men with the skill and
force necessary to make their visions and instincts prevail over human nature,
established opinion, and social institutions. Strength of purpose ranked high on
Lippmann's list of excellences. He despised "hesitancy" and "drift"; his most enduring hero was Theodore Roosevelt-"pure act," in Henry Adams's telling description. By contrast, he carne to see Woodrow Wilson as "not robust enough
to stand the strain of allowing himself to feel too deeply;" The great leader, then,
is strong enough to feel. His virtue is "robustness," a courage of and in the passions, rather than justice or wisdom.
Lippmann rejected the philosopher king: reason and theory were instruments only, with no claim to rule. He accepted Dewey's idea that thought is a "gesture" toward action, and he argued that a philosopher's work is the record of his
own struggle with nature. Reason is the servant of the passions. It also reflects
weakness; thought is only a "gesture," a half-step or symbol, decisively inferior
unless combined with practical forcefulness.
Political practice, however, has its own shortcomings. Since politics requires
dealing with the base materials of real life and "stale tradition," it is an inescapably low activity. Moreover, the detailed demands of politics and governance
tend to crowd out any attention to ends, and hence the inertia of opinion and the
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"limitations of life" ordinarily prevail over value. Since the human goal is at odds
with nature, it demands a vigilant "mastery'' asserted against the "drift" of things.
Lippmann acknowledged that one cannot "see the play and be in it too,"
but he rejected both alternatives. He intended to direct the play, as a critic prodding the actors if not as a playwright contriving the drama itself. For there was
cunning in his admiration of heroes. Correctly, Steel traces Lippmann's hope for
great leaders to a quest for "substitute fathers," but Lippmann wanted a father
strong enough to curb his mother yet not strong enough to possess her. Lippmann
dreamed of a father essentially subordinate to himself, and his attitude toward
his heroes paralleled Bacon's stance in relation to nature: he would follow so long
as his leader would obey.
In one way, Lippmann was direct in insisting that political rulers be ruled ..
Fundamentally, he did not see even great leaders as creative. Rather, they discern,
by intellect or intuition, the direction of history and necessity. Theodore Roosevelt, Lippmann wrote admiringly, began to move America "in the direction in
which it had to go in the Twentieth Century." The strength of leaders, then, is
epiphenomenal. The keys to power are held by those who see the direction of history and the human imperative, and the wise political leader will attend to the
foresightful man of affairs. Although Lippmann spoke of the ruler and his adviser as if the two were equal partners, his teaching presumes the superiority of
the latter.
This, in turn, helps explain Lippmann's notion of journalistic "objectivity"
and "detachment." As Steel shows, Lippmann was often entangled with political
leaders. In Europe he was virtually a spokesman for JFK's foreign policy, even
suppressing his own disagreements with Kennedy. He promoted Dwight Morrow; he plumped for Al Smith; he succumbed, for a considerable period, to
Lyndon Johnson's celebrated persuasiveness. Evidently, Lippmann did not
equate objectivity with lack of involvement. Instead, he meant that the journalistic adviser should retain his moral and emotional autonomy, his sense of a separate, essentially superior, vocation.
That conviction made it easy for Lippmann to justify disloyalty to political
leaders and personal friends. The tendency to idealize heroes and then to devalue
them ran strong in his personality, but his creed, far from restraining such inclinations, provided a rationalization for betrayal.
Consider, for example, Lippmann's attack on Dean Acheson at the time
when Acheson was aprime target for the McCarthyite right. Acheson, Lippmann
argued, failed as a leader because, too inclined to "distrust the instinct of the
people," he had not educated this "instinct" and lackedthe public support necessary to govern. The argument is cogent, yet it seemed a severe standard-especially given Lippmann's critique of mass opinion-to apply to a friend. In fact,
Lippmann's case suggests that politically, there are only summer heroes and sun-
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shine patriots: any misstep or weakness is grounds for desertion. This is more
than surmise: Lippmann wrote that it was a "pity" that Acheson had testified on
behalf of Alger Hiss.
Steei is entirely too sympathetic with Lippmann on this point, since he regards the attack on Acheson as "brave" because Lippmann put "public responsibility" above "personal loyalty." It was hardly brave, since Lippmann was going
with the McCarthyite current. There are better grounds for saying that he acted
out of concern for the public good. Yet both Steel and Lippmann seem blind to
the fact that personal loyalty, and the trust of one citizen for another, is an element of the common good. For Plato and Aristotle, phi/a (fraternity or fellowship) is the heart of the good city. Lippmann's theorizing, by contrast, led him to
the modern view that mastery is a higher goal than friendship.
In the end Lippmann also deserted John Kennedy, but after Kennedy's
death, Lippmann praised his legend. The man himself Lippmann found "fumbling," too "cautious," and too eager for popularity. The Kennedy myth, however, exemplified the belief that a "new age has begun and men can become masters of their fate."
But if the mastery is the highest good, the life of a successful tyrant-were it
possible-is preferable to that of a citizen, and such a tyrant is worthy of the citizen's admiration. In these terms, dominion is a treasure to be coveted, while it
can only be an indignity to be ruled. Democracy can find little to honor in such a
teaching. At the very least, any political society informed by the ideal of mastery
will have to expend much of its strength in overcoming the sullen resistance of
the ruled. On the other hand, since friends share all things, phi/a urges us to share
rule; paradoxically, this soft ideal promotes a political society that can devote all
its resources to common endeavor. Lippmann's "hard" doctrine, per contra, is
more vulnerable than he seems to have realized.

N

evertheless, there is a sense in which Lippmann believed that human beings are political animals and that political society exists to elevate rather
than to dominate those who are ruled. The "need to be civilized and the capacity"
are "inherent in men's natures." By nature, we need to be educated for life in civil
society, and this civilizing presum~s the existence of government and politics.
Political regimes, consequently, are educational. Democracy, Lippmann wrote
in 1912, is "not so much a way of expressing the wisdom the people have, as it is a
way of enabling them to get wisdom."
There is not much to object to in this formulation, but classical democratic
theory suggests that one form of expression, citizenship, is invaluable in "getting"
wisdom. Lippmann worried from time to time about political indifference among
Americans, but he did not regard citizenship or political participation as essential
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to human excellence. H. L. Mencken wrote that although Theodore Roosevelt
deluded himself, "he didn't believe in democracy; he believed simply in government." Like his hero, Lippmann insisted that human beings need to be governed;
he was not persuaded that they need to govern themselves.
Democratic theory, Lippmann contended in Public Opinion, has been too
preoccupied with the "origin" of government and too little concerned with its
conduct. The people, he conceded, are the right "source" of political power, but
the "crucial interest" is the exercise of power. "What determines the quality of civilization is the use made of power. And that cannot be controlled at the source."
Ancient democratic theory, however, does not fit Lippmann's argument,
since ancient political philosophy was not particularly concerned with the origin
of politics nor did it agree that the "will of the people" legitimates power. Democracy, to its Greek interpreters, was defined by citizenship-the exercise, not the
origin of power-and it was justice, not consent, that made government rightful.
Lippmann's modern view reflects the belief that, since politics is not natural, the
primary concern is to induce human beings to quit the "state of nature" and set
up governments. As Steet observes, in this essentially contractarian view, the first
concern "is not justice, but tranquility."
Consent is the proper source of government for Lippmann, as it was for the
founders of liberal political philosophy, because it is the price of social peace.
Popular will is not justified by its goodness-in Public Opinion, Lippmann described democracy as "hypnotized" by this belief-but by its power. Civilized society, he wrote in The Phantom Public, must find a place for "the force which resides in the weight of numbers"; this "sheer necessity" is the justification formajority rule. The case for majoritarianism, then, is that naturally apolitical individuals will not agree to be governed except by their own consent or by force majeure, and majority rule is a "sublimated and denatured civil war."
In equating majority rule with force he was only following John Locke's
principle that "it is necessary that the body move that way whither the greater
force carries it, which is the consent of the majority; or else it is impossible it
should act or continue one body, one community ...." But Locke limited his remarks to the "state of nature" because he understood that in civil society, force
and numbers are not easily equated. Lippmann, by contrast, imports the argument into civil society. In Lippmann's own time, however, it had become anachronistic to identify "the many" with "the stronger." Up to the time when Marx
wrote the Manifesto, there was a rough similarity between numbers and force; in
industrial society, numbers count for a good deal less. As Belloc remarked, what
matters is who has the'Maxim gun. Since democracy, as Lippmann understood
it, rested on its superior forcefulness-and hence its effectiveness in producing
order-he was bound to regard the foundation of democratic politics as increasingly uncertain.
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Lippmann also departed from the liberal tradition in another way. He is willing to give temporal priority to the "origin" of government, but morally he holds
that the conduct of government is supreme. Maintaining that government defines the "quality" of civil life, Lippmann turns from Locke to Machiavelli: government does not exist merely to protect private life, but must concern itself with
the polity as a whole. Liberalism hoped to make "civilization" control, and ultimately displace, politics, subordinating state to society. Lippmann, by contrast,
asserts the supremacy of the political.
But since government must be founded on-and follow-majority opinion,
Lippmann's own argument disturbed him. Whatever faith he had in popular judgment was undermined by his growing recognition-stimulated by World War Ithat the public was hopelessly dependent on and manipulated by the mass media.
Further reflection led him to the conclusion that the public was fundamentally
irrational and inept. Democratic theory, as Lippmann interpreted it, had "assumed that the people understood crucial issues and could make rational judgements about them," but the "omnicompetent citizen" was mythic. Stereotypesour habits, emotions, and prejudices-define and shape what we regard as fact
and distort our perception of events.
Lippmann's observations helped demolish traditional empiricism, with its
image of the mind as a more or less passive receiver of"facts." Yet he retained the
rationalistic presumption that habits and feelings invariably distort opinion,
and his hope to "master" the "mechanisms of unreason" often seemed to assume
that if "unreason" were conquered, reason would regain its rightful place as the
guide of conduct.
This stance, however, fatally weakened Lippmann's understanding of democracy and democratic theory. The rational, "omnicompetent" citizen may
have been a "centerpiece" of nineteenth-century liberal doctrines that interpreted
politics in terms of market economics. The great interpreters of democracy-theorists as diverse as Aristotle, Jefferson, and Rousseau-had no illusions about
the public's ability to reason. They argued that prescription, "right opinion," or
"moral sentiment" was the foundation of democracy, and praise for democratic
life turned on the stability of feeling as opposed to the mutability of reason and
on moral as opposed to intellectual virtue.
It was for that reason that classical democratic theory insisted on small states
in which public life was within the reach of the senses, as opposed to large political orders that we can understand only as abstractions. Indeed, Lippmann con.ceded that in small communities, citizens can make adequate judgments. The
modern world, however, had grown beyond the reach of the senses, "out of reach,
out of sight, out of mind." Modern life requires large and complicated states, and
opinion is too slow and too parochial to keep pace with events. Yet Lippmann
rejected the central argument of The Federalist. "Public opinion," he observed,
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"becomes less realistic as the mass to whom information must be conveyed ...
grows larger and more heterogenous."
To a democrat, this historical vision might suggest the need to resist or even
turn back modernity. At the very least, it would call for the comment that history
is at odds with what is politically best. Lippmann, however, made no such remarks. He did not lament the pace of change or the passing of the polis, and he
was scornful of suggestions that we return to "feudalism, folk-dancing and handicrafts." He did not want to adapt history to democracy; democracy must suit itself to the times. The domination of nature, raising humanity from the "misery
and confusion and strife" of the human past, was always for Lippmann the ruling principle of politics and political art.
Of course, Lippmann recognized the troubled state of modern society. He
noted the decline of family and community and the corresponding weakening of
authority. In 1932 he remarked that the isolated individual becomes "demoralized," and he continued to warn of the danger of an "escape from freedom." But
he did not propose to protect "ancient habits," nor did he seriously question the
value of progress. Change made institutions outdated and unreliable. Hence, in
A Preface to Morals, he contended that the individual would have to learn to rely
on his own resources, becoming "disinterested" and living with neither "doubt nor
ambition ... frustration nor fear." Steel is right to call Lippmann's teaching "less
a high religion than an intellectual justification for rolling with the punches."
Many things might be said about Lippmann's privatistic "humanism." Later,
he himself expressed doubts about it, treating his argument as merely an "adjustment" to personal problems. On its own terms, however, few human beings
could live up to Lippmann's doctrine, especially-as Santayana wrote-because
Lippmann insisted on making demands that only a "high religion" could sustain
on the basis of "pure science." It was not a doctrine for the masses, and Lippmann
became convinced that nothing less was required.

L

ippmann reserved a high form of happiness for political founders because
all "creating ... enhancing ... inventing ... exploring ... making" came
down, finally, to "drawing together the broken, suspicious, frightened, bewildered and huddling masses of men," the pathetic humanity of Machiavelli's Prince.
It seems unlikely, then, that Lippmann ever hoped for much from "government
by experts," although he often spoke of the need for such rule and, in his early
writings, hoped that such technocrats would be free from prejudices and stereotypes. Like Weber, Ljppmann regarded bureaucrats as soulless, needing the inspiration of charisma. His esteem for bureaucracy fell, in part, because it became
clear that the experts had their own stereotypes, and that these resisted high visions. Experts, he discovered, are the enemies of founders, not the allies he once
hoped they would be.
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As time went on, Lippmann's fears of bureaucratic despotism and his distaste for the tropism of experts increased, and he saw terrible dangers in the growth
of governmental power. The Good Society, for example, is in part a strident attack on the "collectivism" of the New Deal. But Lippmann continued to argue
that economic planning was at least inevitable-"world-wide, cumulative and irresistible." Similarly, he maintained that property was not a right but a means
"subordinate to the grand ends of civil society," and he contended that economic
well-being had become a "fundamental duty of the state."
Before the Depression, Lippmann advanced the pluralistic thesis that government should "harmonize" rather than "direct" the community. Lippmann
knew, however, that harmony can take many forms, and that "harmonizing" a
polity does not merely reflect, but chooses its direction. This was especially important to him since he loathed "the party bosses, the agents of pressure groups
and the magnates of the new media of mass communication." Lippmann preferred art to force, but he insisted that the polity be ruled.
Bureacracy disturbed Lippmann most because it was so often content to follow public opinion. Lippmann was attracted by Keynesianism because it taught
the need to "counteract the mass errors. of the individualist crowd"; he judged,
correctly, that Keynes's theories presumed officials who were relatively independent of public opinion and willing to oppose it. He rejected democratized planning, but not planning itself.
Modern politics posed a terrible dilemma to Lippmann. Government with
mass support could become totalitarian, but government without strong mass
support was too weak to survive. Lippmann admired the "rule of law" when it
channelled and limited public opinion (he opposed FDR on the Court). Herejected it when it interfered with governing: to his shame, he supported the Japanese internment. Lippmann always fell back on the hope for a Pericles, a great
prince able to win the masses but restrained by his vision of the public good.
With the possible exception of Charles de Gaulle, lfowever, leaders continued to disappoint Lippmann. Lippmann's reflections on the "disordered" relation between leaders and followers made him, I think, more inclined to see rulers
and ruled as parts of a whole and more disposed to worry about ''public philosophy," the common understandings and modes of speech that shape the relations
between leaders and led.
He turned to natural law, in The Public Philosophy, because he hoped that
it would provide a restraint on mass opinion, making the ruled more inclined to
limit themselves and the rulers more willing to disregard public sentiment. Natural law served Lippmann for a political myth, a secular symbol with religious
associations invoked to support his personal version of virtu.
Certainly, Lippmann valued natural law for its practical results rather than
its truth. He spoke of the public philosophy as "the assumptions which have to
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be accepted in order to live in the historical ... political order to which we belong."
Similarly, he remarked that "words like liberty, equality, fraternity, justice have
various meanings which reflect the variability of the flux of things ... none good
for all times." This relativistic historicism, as Steel observes, is at odds with both
the tradition of natural law and the more modern idea of natural right. Describing "Jacobin theory," the primary heresy against natural law in his teaching, Lippmann attacked Pestalozzi's theory of education. "In no way that is relevant to
the problems of politics and education is a man similar, as Pestalozzi says he is,
to a tree planted near fertilizing water." That argument, however, rejects Aristotle
"-s well as Pestalozzi. Education, Lippmann went on, must distinguish between
our "first nature" and the "second, civilized nature" it aims to produce. Heidentified our first nature with Hobbes's grimly apolitical state of nature. Our second
nature is "made" in order to "rule over the natural man" and reflects what man
"is living for and should become," an "image" that can be seen in "the mirror of
history." Lippmann was not concerned to defend human nature or its laws.
Rather, he insisted on our ability to master and control that nature through institutions and ideas.
Ideas are "efficacious," he wrote, because we treat them as if they were reality, and hence, they can "organize human behavior." In just this sense, doctrines
of natural law can be said to have a "superior validity" when they are "workable"
and have a "consensus of support." Lippmann concluded that this sort of natural
law prescribed human behavior as it should be rather than attempting to describe
what it is. If so, good ends are equivalent, fundamentally, to what works, since
consensus is valuable without respect to its content because it avoids disorder
and opposition. In the quest for consensus, Lippmann spoke gently to adherents
of natural law and was willing to try to satisfy our "need to believe." For Lippmann, however, the highest law was sheer efficacy, Machiavelli's verita ejjettuale,
because the first law of human life is the quest for mastery.
Lippmann's thought reflects, as it helped shape, the great weakness of the
"American century." Democracy needs citizens, not masters, and is badly taught
if it is not instructed in the older wisdom that those who would command need
first learn to obey.
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t is now some fifty years since Adolf Berle and Gardiner Means announced
the "splitting of the property atom" in The Modem Corporation and Private
Property. In that famous first statement of "managerialism," they argued that
the development of the large scale public issue corporation, which already dominated national economic life, had radically altered the traditional imperatives of
private wealth and power. The massive diffusion of stock ownership characteristic of such firms made owners were more numerous, but less important. Their
very number and attendant problems of organization tended to produce a vacuum of leadership in the giant firm which was filled by inside management.
The result was profound. "In the corporate system," Berle and Means said,
"the 'owner' of industrial wealth is left with a mere symbol of ownership while
the power, the responsibility and the substance which have been an integral part
of ownership in the past are being transferred to a separate group in whose hands
"
lies control." 1
The idea that ownership and control were separated ~thin the modem firm
was not original with Berle and Means. Thorstein Veblen's The Theory of Business Enterprise had already noted that "management is separated from the ownership of property more and more widely as the size of corporation finance widens,"
and the declining power of the ordinary shareholder had been a major obsession
of Veblen's concluding work on Absentee Ownership. In "The Decline of LaissezFaire," no less a personality than John Maynard Keynes had pointed to business's
peculiar tendency to "socialize" itself through managerial control. As firm managers turned their attention from profit maximization to insuring ''the general stability and reputation of the institution," Keynes observed, "the battle of Socialism
against unlimited private profit is being won in detail hour by hour."
1

Adolf A. Berle, Jr., and Gardiner C. Means, The Modern Corporation and Private Prop-

erty (New York: Macmillan, 1932), p. 68.
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Despite their precursors, it is Berle and Means who are commonly credited
with the separation thesis. It was they who tied it to a detailed study of America's
two hundred largest nonfinancial corporations, and publicized it repeatedly as the
central feature of modern business organization. At the time, it was important too
that Berle and Means made strong claims about how the revolution in corporate
governance would profoundly alter the political system as a whole.
Within Berle and Means's analysis, the absolute separation of ownership
and control of the large firm left the role of newly powerful managers wholly indeterminate. They could serve as trustees for enfeebled ownership interests. They
could serve themselves, plundering the corporate vaults from within. Or they could
serve the public. For reasons never given in The Modern Corporation, Berle and
Means thought the third path of managerial freedom the most likely one. The
decorous leaders spawned by the managerial revolution would transform capitalism from within:
It is conceivable,-indeed it seems almost essential if the corporate sys-

tem is to survive,-that the control of the great corporations should develop into a purely neutral technocracy, balancing a variety of claims
by various groups in the community and assigning to each a portion of
the income stream on the basis of public policy rather than private cupidity.2
Despite its immense appeal, after another half-century of private cupidity,
this bald assertion of system transformation and corporate largess commands
only limited support. But the other central components of the managerialist thesis--the separation of ownership and control and the discretionary power of corporate managers-have gained widening, indeed near total acceptance. Apart
from solemn pronouncements on the vitality of "corporate democracy" in an
age of limited shareholder power, mainstream discussions of corporate control
have focused on the degree towhich managers have strayed from traditional ownership objectives. Managerially controlled firms are regularly assailed in the literature for seeking for relatively safe markups in the oligopolistic market e'the
best of all monopoly profits is a quiet life''). Corporate managers are attacked
for their "expense preference" (the excessive deployment of corporate resources
to their own maintenance and comfort) and apparent interest in maximizing growth
her than profits. These discussions proceed from the shared assumptions of the
managerialist premise, and consist in a technically more sophisticated elaboration of the second alternative model of management behavior posed by Berle

2

Ibid., p. 356.
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and Means. Outside the mainstream, managerialism has been periodically attacked from the left and the right, 3 for ignoring the operational primacy of ownership within the capitalist system. But these criticisms have been successfully
deflected, or ignored. As a theory of corporate structure and control, managerialism has triumphed. It remains for Edward Herman, in his superb Corporate
Control, Corporate Power, to declare the triumph meaningless.

H

erman's reappraisal of the."managerial revolution" is avowedly ambitious. He wishes not only to demolish a set of specific understandings
about the internal operation of the fttm, but to provide a view of the workings of
corporate power as a whole. The reasons for tliis are straightforwardly political:
the shape of the corporate system directly affects the shape and capacities of government. We live in an age of oligopolistic competition and vastly increased aggregate concentrations of private wealth and power. Far from Adam Smith's
"obvious and simple system of natural liberty;'' it is a universe in which the size
and operation of corporate giantS, the deeply corrosive progression of global
capitalism, the diminished capacities of independent political organization and
government, all pose obvious challenges to the possibilities of political freedom.
Through a long, dense argument, Herman explores the structure of power withitt the American political system by focusing on the control and power of that
system's only viable actor, the giant corporation.
Herman's discussion of corporate control centers on the notion of "strategic position,'' which he defines as "a role and status irt an organization-usually
assoCiated with high executive office, a directorship, and high official committee position in the bureaucratic Structure-that enable their possessors to participate in the making of key decisions." Much later he observes that "The more basic

3 But for different reasons. For the left, the valorization of managerial discretion deflects attention from the enduring strength of the ruling class and undermines the political significance
of the concept of capitalist rule. For the right, managerial discretion threatens claims about the
efficiency of the "free market." On the latter, a heat defensive tactic, widely practiced by economists, has been to elaim the existence of an auxiliary efficient "market for corporate control,"
whose workings dictate that managers not responsive to ownership interests will be disciplined
by stockholder acceptance of takeover bids by other, bettter-managed (i.e., more profitable)
firms. But there is no compelling evidence that this auxiliary market generates efficient outcomes
either. Cash-rich corporate giants commonly gobble up smaller firms that are bettet managed
and tnore profitable. And depending on firm history, the threat of takeover may induce growth
maximization rather than profit maximization as the best defense, or focus the attention of managers so single-mindedly on short4erm ownership interests in profit-taking and stock price that
they neglect the long-range planning necessary to insure future strength and competitiveness.
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question of who has power over the key decisions, as a practical matter, revolves
ultimately on determining who has the power to name and displace the top executives of the corporation." Thus in asking who controls the modern corporation,
what is being asked is whether managers name and displace themselves, or whether that power resides elsewhere. This narrow question is posed against a set of
background considerations aimed at clarifying the meaning of "control" itself.
The most important of these is a distinction Herman draws between "literal control," or the power to make key corporate decisions, and the "power to constrain,"
or the ability to set outer limits on the range of those decisions. The terms are not
mutually exclusive, however, since the negative exercise of constraining power
often fades into affirmative demands for participation in the making of major
decisions. Nor is literal control necessarily more important than constraining
power.
There are . . . important constraints on managers that arise out of the
profit, risk-taking, and growth expectations of board members, large
owners, financial community, and working members of the organization itself-expectations that may be formalized into rules and plans,
and internalized in managerial objectives and understandings. It may
be argued that if the system of constraints forces managers to choose
policies within a narrow range of profit opportunities compatible with
stockholders or creditor interests, the constraints may be as or more
important than the specific discretionary choices of managers in determining corporate objectives and actions.
Indeed, it is a major argument of the study that management control, while
clearly the dominant form of governance within the large firm, permits managerial discretion in corporate decision making only within very tightly defined
boundaries.
Within the formal governance structure ofthe firm, the major competitor
to management prerogative is the board of directors, which is formally responsible for the articulation of firm policy and the selection of officers to implement
it. Such a conception of the board's role is consistent with managerial control if,
as is often the case, the top officers determine who will get on the board. In addition to serving themselves as "inside directors," corporation officers commonly
preselect the nominees for other slots, or at least "sign off' on potential nominees. More importantly, insiders' block voting and superior access to the internal
apparatus of the corporation, along with the enormous "information gap" separating outside directors (i.e., directors not employed by the firm or one of its subsidiaries) and inside management, insure a largely nominal role even for those outside directors who wish to preserve some independence from the management
team. Finally, as Herman notes, the degree of "outsideness" of the boards of large
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corporations is commonly overestimated. While some 56 percent of the directors
of the largest one hundred industrial corporations are "outsiders" in the broad
sense offered above, more than half of them are former employees, relatives of
key insiders, representatives of firms doing business with the corporation, or individuals sharing other board directorships with insiders. Whatever the hoopla
about corporate boards' new "openness" to outsider influence, or the myriad liberal reform proposals to change the nature of corporate behavior by appointment of an occasional "independent," there appears to be no change in the passive role of boards vis-a-vis management, nor much prospect for change in the
near term.
Outside the interaction between officers and the board, the major limitations
on managerial control in the past have come from owners themselves, or from
banks and other financial institutions. Here too the external controls on management are in decline. From examination of his basic sample of the two hundred
largest (measured by asset size) nonfinancial corporations in America, Herman
finds a substantial increase in management control of the large firm during the
last fifty years, continuing the trend noted by Berle and Means, and a correlate
erosion of ownership and financial control positions. By Herman's count, managerial control accounts for 82.5 percent of the number and 85.4 percent of the
assets of the top two hundred nonfinancials, and 78 percent of the number and
So percent of the assets of the one hundred largest industrial firms. Data from
I900-I90I indicate management control of only 23.8 percent of the number of
large fmns surveyed. This percentage rose to 40.5 percent by I929. The trend toward management control of larger firms is clear. Elsewhere, ownership control
by number dropped from 45 to 42 percent during the I900-I929 period, dropping further to I6 percent of the number and I3 .2 percent of the assets of the nonfinancials by the mid-I970s. In the industrial sector, ownership figures are 2I
percent by number and I9·3 percent by assets. Financial control has declined
from 3 I. 3 percent by number in the I9oo- I90 I sample, to I I .8 percent in I929,
to 0.5 percent in the mid-I970s.
.
How can this be explained?
Ownership decline can be attributed to a number of factors. Within Herman's sample, the backward and forward integration and diversified growth
strategies characteristic of larger firms has contributed to the stability of dominant corporate actors. Increasingly, the large-scale corporate universe is a closed
one, in which new owner-entrepreneurs play an insignificant role or are quickly
absorbed by older establishedfrrms. Within established firms, sustained growth
vastly expands capitalization requirements, which are met through the issuance
of new stock to public securities markets. The expansion of stockholdings tends
to diminish the relative size of original owner/family holdings, while leading to
an immense diffusion of ownership shares. Restrictions on foundation owner-
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on increased market concentration (as opposed to aggregate concentration) of
corporate power remain largely inconclusive, they suggest at least a nominal increase during the past fifty years. More important, perhaps, has been the increased organizational capacity of business, evident in the continued growth of
interlocking directorships, joint ventures, trade and business organization, government advisory committees and other less formal modes of communication
and coordination. Herman's detailed discussion of these issues cannot be done
justice here. 5 But its abiding theme-the independence of corporations from
structures of public accountability, the elusiveness of defining concerted firm
behavior, and the vast power of corporations to stalemate or undermine "antibusiness" legislation-is suggested in the following acid paragraph:
It is difficult to assess the significance of specific linkage such as interlocking directorates, because there are so many modes of communication-formal.and informal, direct and indirect-that it is hard to say
whether any one particular mode has unique importance. The law prohibits a direct interlock between Du Pont and Union Carbide, but it
does not prohibit common membership of officers and directors of
the two companies on oth~r boards or organizations; two directors of
DuPont are on company boards on which directors of Union Carbide
also serve. Furthermore, Irving Shapiro of Du Pont and F. Perry Wilson of Union Carbide were both members of the executive committee
of the Business Roundtable, and Shapiro and William Sneath of Carbide were policy committee members of the Business Roundtable in
the late 1970s. And the law does not prohibit the executives of DuPont
and Union Carbide from playing golf or calling one another on the telephone to talk about the weather. Only a few selected vehicles of communication between competitors are prohibited; otherwise, interfirm
communications are subject only to ru1es -on what may be communicated via the large number of available channels. Obviously, policing
the subject matter of intercompany communication at times of innocent merriment or joint efforts in the social interest (e.g., lobbying
against a department of consumer affairs, or serving on an advisory
body to a government department) is not easy.

.• ·

5 To give one example, Herman devotes a few pages to considering joint ventures between major companies, noting that, despite the antitrust questions they raise, they have proliferated in
mineral-extraction industries. He tqen traces major joint ventures during the early and mid-1970s
among the twenty largest U.S. oil companies, displaying the results in a matrix table indicating
more than 2, 700 such ventures during a period of a few years and the realization of more than
90 percent of the possible combinations among firms.
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This is not, of course, to underestimate the powerful centrifugal tendencies
of intercapitalist competition either at home, where the marginal increase in market concentration ratios has been accompanied and contradicted by a breakdown
of market barriers and increase in market size, or abroad, where the big multinationals compete vigorously in an increasingly integrated global economy. It is
merely to state the irrelevance of the mechanism of public power to the operations of the giant private firm.
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The changes in who exercises control within the large corporation, of course,
.J.. ~e interesting only to the degree that they tell us something about the actual
conduct of business activity. This is particularly the case with managerial versus
owner control. Berle and Means and a variety of subsequent managerialists argued that the detachment of ownership and control of the large corporations left
management behavior indeterminate or at least underdetermined by the traditional owner goals of profit maximization. Berle and Means, as noted before,
argued that managers were "a purely neutral technocracy." Other, less heady observers have worried that managers, conceived as relatively unconstrained economic actors, will engage in behavior that maximizes their own return, rather
than that of the owners. These worries are misplaced. In addition to their own
considerable ownership interests, managers are constrained by the rationalization of the internal structure of firms that has taken place during the twentieth
century-principally, the shift from functional organization (acquisitions, sales,
finance, etc.) of the firm to organization along product division lines (each division assuming all basic handling for its product). This shift, described in detail in
Alfred Chandler's The Visible Hand, has both increased the efficiency of coporate operation and facilitated the application of standardized performance measures to its constituent parts. Instead of comparing apples and oranges (e.g., the
efficiency of sales personnel and production managers), officers within the firm
can compare the relative profitability of different product lines (e.g., tomatoes
and toasters). Equally, it has effectively forced top management within the firm
to formalize criteria for allocating capital among divisions. As Herman notes,
"The existence of this internal capital market produces a bias toward rate-of-re~
tum consideration and away from growth in sales or market share per se, because
the latter do not provide a basis for deciding between interdivisional claims on
scarce corporate capital."
The changes in the intern.al structure ofthe firm, undertaken in pursuit of a
more strategically competitive corporate structure, thus tend to produce their
own pressures for the application of profitability and rate of return criteria to
the internal performance of the firm. More generally, traditional ownership interests retain a "brooding omnipresence effect," deeply inculcated in the com-
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munity within which managers move and seek employment, and by which their
performance will be judged. ''With a formalization of corporate objectives, the
continued power and ideological dominance o( ownership must prevail, as it defies the only generally acceptable criteria of performance within the business community. . . . The pursuit of subgoals may persist, but on an ad hoc basis by secretly pursuing real objectives (such as sales, expense preference) different from
those explicitly proclaimed and bureaucratically imposed within a complex organization."
Finally, Herman does not see, as many do, an emphasis within large manager controlled firms on growth rather than profits. Corporate goals remain defined in terms of profitable growth, as they have been for the past century. What
needs to be explained about the relationship of forms of control to corporate
strategy is the degree to which a shift from predominantly ownership to predominantly managerial control affects that strategy, and how a shift in control form
affects the motivational base of key corporate actors. This has not been done in
the suggestive but ultimately simpleminded literature on "satisficing," "expense
preference," and relative aggressiveness of owner- versus manager-controlled
firms. In the modern corporate environment, growth and profits are mutually
dependent. It is impossible to separate one from another to establish a clear motivational chain.
In his own survey of seventy-two large firms during the 1967-1976 period,
Herman found that there was no significant relationship between earnings rate
or growth and form of control. Thus, while owners play a less significant role in
controlling the modern larger corporation, the corporation continues doing what
it has always done. It seeks profit.
This should not be surprising, given the weakness of the case that has
been made for a transformation of corporate objectives-a case that
has rested on the comparison of an unswervingly profit-oriented entrepreneurial corporation which never existed, to a vision of a managerial corporation that is equally removed from reality by different oversimplifying assumptions. In fact, organizational changes, continued
technical progress and competitive pressures, and the "brooding omnipresence" of ownership interest, operating through both market and
nonmarket forces, have led to an internalization of profitable growth
criteria in corporate psyches and in.the rules of large managerial corporations. There are expense preference tendencies and other substantial deviations from profitability criteria in theiroperations, but such
deviations existed, and still exist, under owner control.
Thus the managerial revolution, while a significant shift in the operating structure of private power, changes not at all that power's basic application.
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We are left at the end with a set of fairly straightforward propositions about
corporate control and corporate power: (1) that the absolute and relative importance of giant corporations has increased during this century; (2) that corporations have remained largely autonomous of external controls; (3) that the system
of internal control of the large firm has shifted from predominantly owner or
banker control forms to managerial control, but this control is exercised within
a sharply constrained arena of discretion; (4) that the rationalization of corporate structure has led to greater uniformity in structure, organization, and goal
preference among the larger firms, and that that goal is profitable growth; (5)
that the widely predicted "satisficing" and "expense preference" behavior of managers has not materialized, or at least is not directly associated with a shift in the
form of control. Needless to say, the neutral technocracy, the long awaited "countervailing power," the structuring of enterprise by criteria other than private cupidity, have also not appeared.
Prospects for a change in this system are dim. The new sense of "corporate
responsibility" to communities or workers has not blossomed. Feeble efforts to
change corporate behavior by tinkering with the proxy machinery, adding new
directors, or boycotting the consumption of select products, have all had mixed
or no success. Within government, powerful and ubiquitous business organization at all levels undermines the effectiveness of those rare state attempts to pose
limits to corporate autonomy, while unceasing attacks on government waste and
ineptitude drain democratic process of moral authority. The notoriously "feudal" character of American government, extolled by Madison as a check on the
emergence of a centralized and capable state, the absence of nonbusiness-dominated political institutions, the vast challenge to national authority posed by the
international character of business enterprise all lead to contradictory or ineffective government action. In Herman's figure, state-corporate relations now
approximate "a blindfolded man leading a herd of untamed buffaloes."
This grim picture becomes even darker upon contemplation of the nearterm development of the American economy as a whole. Herman projects an
"optimistic" low-growth scenario of wage/price policy guidelines, business/government partnership, and an increased role for government as employer of last
resort. The main planks of the program closely resemble the reform proposals
now being promoted by the investment bankers populating the left wing of the
Democratic Party. If enacted, they would bring the United States into closer approximation to the states of Western Europe and Japan. He can imagine "less
benign political arrangements': issuing from any of a number of possible shocks
to the political and economic systems, however, including military flare-ups,
nuclear war, critical material supply disruption, trade wars, international liquidity crises, or domestic social unrest. "In a revised 'stages of growth' model,"
says Herman, "instead of Third World political economies becoming like us, un-
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der conditions of slower growth, severe factionalism, and major systemic shock,
we may become more like them."
In sum:
We may be approaching full circle in the West, from the distant
era when decentralized economic power was strategic to the emergence
of personal freedom . . . to the present stage of evolution where economic freedom has produced an environment dominated by vast, impersonal organizations that pride themselves on their rootlessness (the
"international" corporations) and that respond only to material incentives. These corporations have helped create enormous wealth, but in
the process they have broken down traditional community links and
brought forth new problems whose solutions require protective and
control mechanisms-private and governmental, local, national, and
international-that do not now exist. Governments have grown large
and potent along with large firms, but they continue to lose the power
of initiative in a world of increasingly rapid change, international mobility of resources, and internal political conflict and stalemates. As
both governments and large firms continue to expand, a qualitative
change in social relationships, in the distribution of power, and in the
capacity of societies to respond to crises is taking place. The hope for
the future must be that a series of survivable small shocks or minor catastrophes will occur, leading to the emergence of new ideologies, values and institutional arrangements that will strengthen the powers of
small groups and nations to protect themselves and to cope with the
lack of international authority. The autonomy and power of the business system, the weakness of government, and the resultant immobility of the whole are such, however, that a bleaker forecast is plausible.
Indeed it is.

There are problems with this book. It is curious that in a discussion of the effeet of the corporate order on government, so little attention has been given
to conflicts within the business community at levels of aggregation greater than
those between individual firms. Conflicts between national and international
capital, and multinational and domestically centered producers, or among and
between industrial sectors, critically structure the initiatives of private power.
For no clear reason, they are largely ignored in Herman's account. More grievously, the state, too, is effectively ignored, and with it, the specificity of capitalist democracy. Apart from a few welcome references to the pro-business philanderings of the national press, the means by which consent to corporate domina-
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tion is secured go unexplored, as do common arguments about the power of
workers to constrain capital through the exercise of the franchise. One can agree
with Herman that the costs and effectiveness of government "regulation" of business have been exaggerated or misunderstood entirely, but still wonder about the
mediating role the state plays in the relation of capital and labor. Put crudely,
there has been an increase in the social wage. How can this be explained without
reference to political structures? Without a theory of capitalist democracy more
sophisticated than the one implicit here, there can be no hope of articulating any
strategy for change.
These criticisms in no way vitiate Herman's enormous achievement, however.
He has provided a powerfully convincing analysis of corporate control, a huge
assemblage of data, and a discriminating vocabulary for talking about strategic
interdependence between autonomous corporate actors in the highly fluid setting of political decay, economic reversal, and sharply heightened international
competition. What Herman has to say about the structure of corporate power
cannot be ignored. The decline of external controls on the firm points to the difficulties of coordinating even a modest strategy of triage in the nation's declining
cities and regions. In the face of declining trade union power, mass business reorganization renders talk of a new political accord between labor and business
merely facile. Elsewhere, liberal policy analysts have recently discovered that
political decisions within the American system require "equity judgments," and
innumerable plans for the "revitalization" of this country's productive capacity
are now making the rounds. Relying for their success on a detachment of economic decision making from the last enfeebled structures of popular discourse
and debate, their generally antidemocratic thrust has been remarked often
enough. But their more elemental failing is a universal silence on the most basic
facts of American public life-that it is dominated by business to a degree unrivaled by any other advanced industrial state, that no mass political structure exists that can compel the giant firms, that unless its holdings are seized, capital can
move, divest, and strike, that any true movement of democratic renewal proceeds
in the face of an almost incalculably great and hostile private power. In addition
to clearing away the debris left by decades of misguided discussion of corporate
governance and control, Herman demonstrates again the daily application of
these simple truths of the American political system. Drastically constraining the
possibilities of democratic action, they furnish nonetheless its necessary agenda.

CLASSICS
OF DEMOCRACY

Looking FOrward

10gether:
Feminists and
Edward Bellamy
WILLIAM LEACH

S

ince the late nineteenth century a majority of American feminists have
been drawn to the state to achieve greater equality. At the same time, however, by relying on the power of the state and especially on the power of the modern technocratic, welfare state, feminists have often found themselves supporting practices that threaten to subvert the democratic-egalitarian core of feminism. No episode in the history of feminism better illustrates or sheds greater light
on this contradiction than the brief feminist involvement with Edward Bellamy's
Nationalism movement, an indigenous socialist movement that projected so
clearly and remarkably the essential features of the corporate, welfare state.
American feminists were attracted to Nationalism, with its strong feminist orientation, because it promised to provide what no political movement had yet
provided: the creation of a democratic society in which both sexes would enjoy
the fruits of individual freedom.
The principal text of Nationalism was Bellamy's Looking Backward, written in 1887 in the wake of the Chicago Haymarket Square riot. This book had a
far-reaching impact on middle-class thought in America and abroad, and con-
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tinues to claim the attention of social critics, reformers, and historians. 1 By 1889
the book had reached sales of ten thousand weekly and by 1890 had ushered into
existence hundreds of Nationalist Clubs from New York to California. The membership came largely from the swelling ranks of the professional middle class,
people who longed for security and certainty as well as for social justice.

A

merican Nationalists leveled a bold attack on laissez-faire capitalism and
on competitive individualism, which they believed had hurled countless
numbers of Americans into poverty and degradation and spread unstable conditions of life throughout the entire society. By making unfair use of interest, profit,
and rent, by relying on the wage system, and by controlling established political
parties, capitalists had both fleeced the people and produced huge concentrations of power unresponsive to the people's needs. Trusts and corporations had
caused chronic overproduction and economic crisis, and had proletarianized
farmers and workers. Nationalists were most alarmed by the presence of what
they thought to be a foreign growth on the American body politic-class conflict
and class dominance.
The Nationalist program had four basic features: it proposed a new society
of solidarity and "brotherhood" based on the golden rule; it charted out an immense expansion of state power; it made heavy use of scientific organization and
bureaucratic regimentation; and it conceived of a new economy of abundance
and leisure, accenting material gratification rather than prudence and thrift.
Bellamy expressed his convictions about social solidarity by means of an organic
analogy that maintained that society resembled the human body with its interdependent complex of organs and functions. He thought that the old competitive
order, dragging on under the weight of a chaotic "subdivision of capital," would
inexorably and peacefully yield, like rivers to the sea, to Jhe full ascendancy of
organic, corporate capitalism. A single syndicate, assuming power without force
or violence, would govern this system with the blessings of the capitalists who
helped make it.
Fulfilling the logic of liberalism, Nationalists opposed everything that prevented the development of solidarity and order. Advocates of sanitary cleanliness, they argued that all disease, subversive to public health and order, had to

1 For some recent discussions of Bellamy, see Franklin Rosemont, "Free Play and No Limit:
An Introduction to Edward Bellamy's Utopia," Cultural Correspondence (fall 1979): 6-16; R.
Jackson Wilson, "Experience and Utopia: The Making of Edward Bellamy's Looking Backward," Journal ofAmerican Studies(April 1977): 45-60; Dolores Hayden, The Grand Domestic
Revolution: A History of Feminist Designs for American Homes, Neighborhoods, and Cities
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1981), pp. 127-51.
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be driven into the "sunlight." Politically, they excluded all parties and bosses, all
linguistic and geographical frontiers, and, sweeping away sectarian religions,
they installed a syncretic, all-purpose religion of humanity. They longed for the
"unification of the world as one organic nation."
As part of their dream of "brotherhood," they imagined a private world
purged of impulse and conflict, a world where love between the sexes "would
wear a smile." Instructed in sexual truths and confessing all sins to each other,
men and women would have no secrets between them. The "excesses" of male
sexual behavior would pass away, since women, now economic equals with men,
would have complete mastery over their bodies and over reproduction. Integrated into recreation and work and released from competitive necessity, the
sexes would become cooperative and loving. Passion, obedient only to reason,
would lose its power. "When our Elysium comes," wrote a female Nationalist,
"there will be no such thing as la Passion." "Love will be without tragic overtones," wrote Bellamy, "a cheerful comradeship only of people who suit but do
not adore each other. Men and women will be broader and less intense correspondingly in their relations with one another." 2
Reflecting the general desire for rationalization that overwhelmed reformist thought in the late nineteenth century, Bellamy hoped that science would destroy the irrationalities that impeded the smooth, organic flow of personal life.
Just as he imagined a public realm without "friction," so he fantasized a private
life emptied of jealousy and guilt, a life without discontent of any kind. Although
he was about to probe the past brilliantly to uncover the roots of social injustice,
in most of his writings the enemy he sought to vanquish was time, above all past
time and memory. For Bellamy, who believed that one day everybody would carry
"portable memories" around with them to remind themselves of what they should
remember, unhappy memories too often trapped people in a prison of anxiety
and pain. Human memory, Bellamy thought, was, like everything human, troubled and flawed. "Memory," declares one of his most unattractive heroes-Doctor Heidenoff, a physician who has the skill to extirpate "inconvenient recollections"-"is the principle of moral degradation. Remembered sin is the most utterly diabolical influence in the universe. There is no such thing as moral responsibility."3

2 The Nationalist, October r88g; and Bellamy, quoted in Arthur Morgan, Edward Bellamy
(New York: Columbia l:Jniversity Press, 1944), p. 83.
3 Doctor's Heidenoffs Process (New York: Appleton, r88o), p. I 20. In this novel and in many
of his short stories, Bellamy repudiates the past, while the Duke of Stockbridge, his first and best
novel, examines, with great attention to historical truth, the class oppression leading to Shays's
Rebellion.
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This conception of solidarity and uniformity, with its attack on memory and
past time, is closely connected to an immense inflation of state power. Building
on the older Federalist notion of the state as the principal instrument for popular
welfare, Nationalists proposed the full nationalization of production and distribution. An interdependent society demanded that the state both direct the growth
of capitalism and insure the "harmonious development" of every person. Left
alone and unfettered, male capitalists swindled and degraded everyone-other
men, women, children, the sick and old. To eradicate this behavior, Bellamy's
state employs all the people at an equal income level, thus ending the need for
profits, wages, rents, interest, and money. It guarantees health benefits and education to all citizens. The state protects women from the rapacity of men and both
sexes from the guild of capitalists; the sick and aged from the callousness of the
young and healthy; children from the neglect and abuse of parents.
The power of the state and the dependence of the individual are both encouraged by the expanded role of mechanization and professionalization in the
new order. Since "machines are truer than the hand," machines are everywhere,
casting out the demon of human waste and stupidity. Similarly, professionals are
truer than amateurs. No one makes music in the home, because "professional
music is so much grander and more perfect." Awarded ribbons and accolades,
privileges and immunities, professionals have a favored status, and none more
favored than the physician, who seems to symbolize best for Nationalists the
highest expression of "objective" expertise.
Industrial organization and bureaucratic regimentation structure work in
this machinelike utopia. Arranged in armies commanded by generals, everyone
between the ages of twenty-one and forty-five must work. The "strictest discipline" reigns over the workers, who learn "obedience, subordination, and devotion to duty," and have liberty of movement and choice only under special conditions. Everyone, moreover, must train for work according to ability and in the
welfare of the sovereign public. In Nationalist thought we encounter, perhaps
for the first time in American history, the unmistakable language of the organization man.
Moved out of the home and into the industrial streets, converted into cooperative industries in every household line, female work is socialized in the same
fashion as male work. In conjunction with domestic technology, guaranteed incomes, and a bigger educational system to teach and care for children from kindergarten on, cooperative industries make women as independent as men. "There
is nothing in the maternal function," Bellamy said, "which establishes such a relation between mother and child as need permanently interfere with her performance of social and public duties." Women belong in the armies, which Bellamy
first segregated by sex in Looking Backward but integrated later in Equality
( 1897). Nationalists dismantled the sexual spheres and with them the conception .
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of women as the dependent and "religious sex." 4
This commitment to full employment and strict organization leads us to the
raison d'etre of Nationalism. Nationalists, spreading the "gospel of good food,
good clothes, good homes-good everything," envisioned a democratic economy
of consumption, leisure, and abundance for all. In the future, they said, property
will not be "invested," "only enjoyed, drunk, and consumed." This gospel determined their approach to work. Everyone is paid equally well for equally esteemed
work, thus fostering an endless production of goods and "increasing the purchasing power of the people." At equal pay men and women can buy what they labored
so hard to produce, doing away with panics, poverty, and overproduction.
Apart from these aspects, work has few charms, a duty merely on the path
to freedom and leisure. As Bellamy put it:
It is not our labor, but the higher and larger activities which the performance of our task will leave us free to enter upon, that are considered the main business of existence. Whatever the differences between
our individual tastes as to the use we shall put our leisure to, we all agree
in looking forward to the date of our discharges as the time when we
shall first enter upon our full enjoyment of our birthright, the period
when we shall first really attain our majority and become enfranchised
from discipline and control, with the fee of our lives vested in ourselves. 5

Bellamy's vision of work was so bleak that he reduced work hours, cut short the
period of industrial service, and extended vacation time. Distancing himself even
further from the Marxist and romantic traditions with their critique of alienating
industrial labor, an admirer of the great productive power of capitalism, he accepted alienation in factories and bureaucracies as an unfortunate fait accompli.
With a kind of benighted innocence, he believed that people would work without
bitterness because they could "look forward" to their "true birthright," never looking backward, never remembering the time of "discipline and control." For Bellamy private leisure and consumption, not work and production, are the locus of individual freedom and fulfillment. They are the rewards oflabor, accommodating
workers to the exigencies of the industrial system.
Looking Backward is a book about consumption. More words are lavished
on "pleasure palaces," especially on department stores, than on any other institu-

4 Mari Jo Buhle, "Bellamy Nationalism and the Women's Movement: The Feminism of Economic Reconstruction'' (Paper delivered at the Organization of American Historians, April 17,
1975), p. 16. Buhle builds upon this important assessment in her forthcoming book. On this relationship, see also Howard Quint, The Forging ofAmerican Socialism (Columbia, S.C.: University of South Carolina Press, 1953).
·
5 Looking Backward: 2000-1887 (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1888), p. 196.
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tions. Bellamy and other Nationalists felt extreme ambivalence toward the "mammoth department stores," symbols of markets newly flooded by commodities,
overshadowing city life by the 189os. They hated advertising. They loathed the lust
for wealth that eviscerated small retailers. Yet Nationalists were also immensely
attracted to the big stores; like other monopolistic businesses with_ efficient economies of scale and the capacity to bring "numerous employees together in an effective and harmonious manner," the stores, Nationalists argued, set the way for
the rise of the Nationalist state. Indeed, many Nationalists believed that the department store, especially since it appeared to democratize consumption, offered
the best model for the new state.
Bellamy wrote his book in 1887, the year Sears and Roebuck mailed their
first catalogue. Montgomery Ward had pioneered the field three years earlier. In
1889 John Wanamaker took office as Postmaster General of the United States,
launching his crusade for rural free delivery. Many Nationalists wanted Wanamaker to run for President. These facts illuminate the significance of Bellamy's
book: they show how attuned he was to the main course of American economic
and social development.
Consciously or unconsciously, Bellamy applied mail-order principles to
consumption in Looking Backward. Every country town and big city has its own
"sample" department store where commodities speak for themselves, freed from
commercial hype, as they were in the early Sears catalogues. Since retail middlemen no longer exist, people don't buy in these stores, which function as catalogues. People simply read the labels on the goods, choose what they want, present their "credit cards," which everyone, including children, owns, and then order directly through wholesale entrepots. Immediately, all kinds of goods are
rushed to consumers through a system of tubes that join all places in a web of
consumption, thus uniting the society in the consumption of identical products.
By linking country and city, Bellamy realized the dreams of Wanamaker and
Sears and Roebuck.
Nationalism shifted American values away from prudence and thrift and
toward material gratification and consumption. We see this shift in Bellamy's
ideas on memory, on technology and professionalization, and on the relationship between the sexes. Under Nationalism men and women will forget therestraints and deprivations of the past and make new identities geared to leisure
and consumption. In no fundamental sense, therefore, did Bellamy critically
challenge the direction American society was taking in the 189os. However, he
did conceive of his kingdom of Oz in the most rational, harmonious terms. Bellamy and his followers had no intention of pitching men and women into hedonism, which they thought distinguished behavior under the old regime. They
wanted to channel and rationalize desire, to create symmetrical, independent
human beings who desired only what they needed, abjuring all excess.
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omen take to Nationalism," declared Frances Willard, powerful president of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) and a
Nationalist herself, "like a duck to water." 6 In the 189os many American feminist
leaders closed ranks with the early advocates of the welfare state, folloWing a practice already marked out in the '7os and '8os. Feminists held positions of leadership
in the Nationalist Clubs, founded clubs everywhere, wrote for Nationalist papers,
and often outnumbered men in the local membership. They cajoled Bellamy into
strengthening his feminist stance. Many feminists of the older generation of leadership, who dominated the recently formed National American Woman Suffrage Association, entered the Nationalist organization, among them Julia Ward
Howe, Lucy Stone, Mary Livermore, and Lucinda Chandler. 7
Younger feminists also adopted the Nationalist ethos. Alice Stone Blackwell, Lucy Stone's daughter, played a pivotal role in subtly broadcasting Nationalist ideas in the Woman's Journal. In 1889 she devoted a long article to refuting
an attack on suffragists by an antifeminist who claimed, with some truth, that
anarchism and socialism had infiltrated feminism. Blackwell denied the charge
of anarchism; but socialism, she said, "in its best form is held by many excellent
people," among whom she might have mentioned herself. Many months later
she wrote that "competition" is a "wrong principle." "I hope to see it superseded
by cooperation." 8
Not all Nationalist recruits, however, were young or from older feminist
ranks. Zerelda Wallace, for example, one of the most astonishing feminists of
the late nineteenth century, burst into fleeting prominence as a Nationalist. The
mother of twelve children, stepmother of Lew Wallace, author of Ben-Hur and
a governor of New Mexico, who was also a Nationalist, Zerelda Wallace swept
through the lecture circuit in the late 188os with enviable vigor, speaking on temperance, suffrage, and Nationalism. In 1890 she delivered an exhortation on "A
Whole Humanity" before a NAWSA convention, portraying for them the bless6 Woman's Journal, October 5, 1888.
7 A long-time feminist leader, Thomas Higginson, also joined the Nationalist movement, because "I have made up my mind that the tendency of events is now toward Nationalism or State
Socialism, if you please" (Nationalist, September r88g). Other older feminist leaders such as
Jane Croly (mother of Herbert Croly), Laura DeForce Gordon, Emily Collins, Augusta Cooper
Bristol, Caroline Severance, and Frances Ellen Burr were Nationalists.
8 Woman's Journal, February 25 and March 3, 1888, and November 30, r88g. Clara Colby,
editor of the Woman's Tribune, the second most important feminist journal of the time, opened
her paper to Nationalism even more than Stone Blackwell did the Woman's Journal. She published innumerable articles by Nationalists, offered her. readers a "social science" bibliography,
listing the works of Bellamy and other socialists, and supported Theosophy, the spiritualist philosophy ideologically akin to Nationalism. Other, more recent, converts to Nationalism were
Florence Kelley, Helen Campbell, and Imogene Fales.
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ings of an "organized," "interdependent" society of "cooperation" and "harmony."9
Many important feminist leaders failed to join Nationalist Clubs, but their
thinking did display the impact of socialist ideas. Elizabeth Cady Stanton had
long dabbled with socialism. Like Bellamy, she learned much from Marie Howland's socialist novel, Papa's Own Girl, and even wrote Howland that she "would
rather be the author of Papa's Own Girl than mother of half the children of America." 10 Fabian socialism, the English variant of American Nationalism, intensely
appealed to Stanton and, when she went to England in 1891, she sought out the
company of Fabian Annie Besant, the only woman, aside from the queen, whom
she wanted passionately to meet. Upon her return home, Stanton's speeches
steadily took on a more socialist cast, although she continued to articulate a
staunchly individualist position. At one NAWSA gathering she declared that
once women gained political power they would use their "maternal" gifts to establish "equal distribution among all." Women would "prevent extremes of poverty and wealth, secure clothes, food, shelter, and education for the whole people." "The socialistic and the woman's rights movement," she said, "are but
equal throbs of one great impulse toward liberty for all." 11
Stanton's daughter, Harriot Stanton Blatch, a Fabian socialist in the 189os,
digested and developed her mother's ideas. She condemned the competitive system, which, made to suite men, handicapped the power of "mother-love," the
only power capable of preventing "race decadence." Like Bellamy, she argued
that men had historically shown little respect for the "sacredness of life and the responsibility of its creation." They lorded and legislated over sex and reproduction,
frustrating positive "race development." To reverse this trend, Stanton Blatch
implored women to fashion a cooperative society where they would have financial independence, total sovereignty over "sex matters," and the freedom to wield
their maternal power. 12
Hundreds of American feminists, male and female, became Nationalists,
including one of the most famous of all, Charlotte Perkins Gilman-while many

9 Woman's Journal, May 5, 1888, March 30 and February 9, 1889; and Woman's Tribune,
April I and February 18, 1890.
IO Woman's Tribune, May 14, 1892.
II Woman's Tribune, December 27 and March 7, 1891. For further evidence that Stanton turned
to Fabianism, see Harriot Stanton Blatch's autobiography, Challenging Years (New York: G .P.
Putnam's Sons, 1940). "My mother/' she writes, pleaded for "feminism, free thought, and Fabianism," p. 74·
12 Woman's Tribune, February 28, 1891. Stanton Blatch wrote in her autobiography that the
"capitalistic system and feminism are at war." Challenging Years, p. 79·
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others sympathized with the movement or pursued a similar socialist line. These
feminists were among the leaders of NAWSA and of a multitude of other women's organizations from the National Council of Women to the Association
for the Advancement of Women, the settlement-house movement, and the Woman's Educational and Industrial Unions. 13 Combining hopes for social and economic justice with the quest for order, harmony, balance, and certainty, these
groups debated the virtues of orphan and juvenile asylums, schools for defective
children, and special protective legislation for wage-earning women and children.
They supported compulsory education as well as industrial schools and kindergartens to prepare everyone for "regular duties," "obedient" and "useful industry," and "special callings adapted to special qualifications." They backed the
construction of cooperative industries and of kitchen gardens, schools for poor
girls "in all branches of household industry." For a short time Nationalist philosophy gave ideological coherence to the programs of many of these groups.

W:

hy did so many feminist leaders, some of whom one would hardly expect to find in such company, choose to join the Nationalist movement?
Feminists seized upon Nationalism because it upheld women's right to individual
fulfillment and equality and treated seriously the political importance of women's
domestic culture. Bellamy believed that industrialization had destroyed women's
older functions, leaving them without enough work or the purpose or skills to
live productive, enriching lives. For him, feminism redressed the balance broken
by capitalism. He defended women's rights to social, political, and economic
power. Rational love, self-ownership, unlimited access to all knowledge and all
institutional life, suffrage, complete openness between the sexes, physical fitness
and rational dress-Bellamy found places in his system for all these feminist demands. By proposing guaranteed incomes, an expanded educational system,
general use of household technology, and cooperative industries (reforms feminists had wanted for years), he insured women ~economic autonomy. This individualist demand, above allthe others, claimed feminists for Nationalism,
Bellamy's popularity with feminists, however, was manifoldly increased by
his enthusiasm for the feminine values of domestic culture, inspiring Frances
Willard to call him "Edwardina, a great-souled, big-brained woman." 14 These

.. !

13 These feminists included Rachel Foster Avery, Mary Putnam Jacobi, Anna Garlin Spencer,
Jane Addams, Abby Morton Diaz, Augusta Chapin, and Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.
14 Quoted in Buhle, "Bellamy Nationalism," p. 12. In this discussion of domestic culture I have
been influenced by Nancy Cott, The Bonds of Womanhood (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1976); Bonnie Smith, Ladies of the Leisure Class (Princeton: Princeton University, 1981); Barbara Leslie Epstein, The Politics of Domesticity (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University
Press, 1981); and Nancy Shrom Dye, As Equals and As Sisters (University of Missoun Press,
1980).
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feminine values, forged in part from the experience of segregation, profoundly
etched in the lives of most women, gave women a feeling of unity, vividly demonstrated in such organizations as the WCTU and the Association for the
Advancement of Women, which middle-class men exhibited less surely in their
bonded fraternities. It generated holistic values-cooperation, intimacy, altruism, the capacity for nurture, respect for human life, and loyalty-which feminists thought would save society from destruction.
Bellamy agreed with many feminists who said, in the words of one of them,
that the "feminine principle of cooperation must be brought into the entire social
machinery." 15 Women, according to him, were the "true socialists," needed everywhere with men on an equal basis to check the male bent toward "acquisitive selfishness" and "centrifugal competition." Bellamy agreed with feminists that female
and male culture must be joined into an egalitarian harmony. And, like them, he
invested domestic culture with a theoretical clarity by drawing on Comtian positivism and social science, or on what one reformer called the "feminine" side of
political economy, much as middle-class men had earlier used the theories of
Locke and Hobbes to make respectable and lucid, and to reify, the values of the
competitive marketplace.
Nationalism tied the plea for equality between the sexes and individual autonomy to the cooperative tradition, with its roots in female domestic culture.
At the same time, however, that feminists seized upon this side of Nationalism,
they also pinned their hopes on the other side, which highlighted the role of a
centralized, bureaucratic, managerial, and regimented state in creating equal
conditions for all. Emphasis on consumption and leisure was new for most feminists, but they had for years argued that independence for women might come
through the establishment of bureaucratic institutions where women would find
positions on an equal basis with men. 16 Often less impressed by the dangers of
dependence, they had become accustomed to appealing to the state as the swiftest means of achieving a feminist revolution.
Here again, Nationalism systematically elaborated an already realized feminist pattern. It was not only the only movement to do so, although it was surely
the most radical. Progressivism, which inherited much of the Nationalist legacy,
would reinforce this feminist dependence on state power. So would many women's organizations, some inspired by Progressive ideas, such as the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, the YWCA, the Woman's Trade Union League,
the women's consumer groups, the woman's club movement-all groups that

15 Lucinda Chandler, Woman's Tribune, June 7, 1980.
r6 On formation of feminist ideology in the r87os and '8os, see William Leach, True Love and
Perfect Union: The Feminist Reform of Sex and Society (New York: Basic Books, 1980).
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went beyond their male counterparts in supporting major institutional reforms.
More often than comparable male groups, they relied directly on the state to remove the inequities and inefficiencies of the social order, a practice that would
persist so long as these organizations retained a loyalty to the feminist movement.
Feminists, then, had good reasons for becoming Nationalists. The question
remains, however, whether they made the right choice in linking feminism, committed to individual autonomy and democratic female values, to the particular
state socialism espoused by Bellamy. The answer has two sides, one affirmative,
the other negative. Certain that a humane society must free, not inhibit, individuals, feminists wisely endorsed Bellamy's efforts to liberate men and women from
a dreadful phase in capitalist history, with its sordid indifference to human misery,
its erratic cycles, its worship of money as the only measure of human worth, and
its oppressive system of wages. It was consistent with their democratic beliefs for
feminists to defend the principle that everybody, on the grounds of their value as
human beings rather than on grounds of wealth, should be entitled to the best
medical care, the best education, the best political justice, and to a minimal, just
standard of income.
In other ways, however, Nationalism struck at the democratic core of feminism and tended to transform women and men into dependent, not independent, human beings. Bellamy sought to replace older patriarchal forms of authority and order, seriously weakened by competitive capitalism and democracy,
with more benevolent, paternalist forms. Resting on a bedrock of industrial technocracy, he hoped these forms would yield greater affluence and more individual
liberty. Feminists shared the same faith in technocratic methods, the same hope
that a cooperative society would free women from domestic constraints. Theresults, though, were deeply troubling and often antidemocratic.
Public life under Nationalism, its work and politics, is sexually egalitarian
and cooperative, but it is nonetheless undemocratic. Bellamy and his feminist
supporters took for granted that most work, performed by a relatively permanent pool of male and female industrial workers, must be disciplined and controlled to sustain high levels of productive growth. To be sure, Bellamy equalized
incomes and required everybody to enter industrial service for three years. But
he allowed only a small number of men and women "gifted" with special aptitudes to escape the armies. The rest toil on for the duration, stationed at their
posts, to produce for the others. In this world, it is not money but professional
training that brings with it undemocratic prerequisites. It is regrettable that some
feminists, understandably eager to join the professional class and generally unable to obtain power through individual productive enterprise, saw no dangers in
this undemocratic conception of work, a conception that must have given others
pause for wonder, calling into question as it did the value of individual productive labor at the very moment feminists were extolling its virtues for women.
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Bellamy's intention to increase popular participation in public life notwithstanding, Nationalism discouraged the emergence of an engaged citizenry or of
any free political actiyity whatsoever. Bellamy refused the franchise to industrial
workers. He argued it would disrupt "discipline and control" and induce workers
to elect their generals-people who might serve the interests of their own workers
and not of the "whole nation"-to political office. Bellamy gave the suffrage to
retired workers and to such reliable and "objective" professionals as doctors,
teachers, and artists. He eliminated political parties and interest groups. He dissolved the jury system, greatly cut back the size of the national legislature, and
raised judges to a position of supreme power. Bellamy considered the state to be
akin to an administrative agency, staffed by a carefully elected cadre of managerial drones, men and women with the expert knowledge to run things neatly,
upon whom the rest of the people are utterly dependent. Such an aversion to ordinary political life, which feminists appeared to share, again had ironic consequences, for even while feminists were struggling to win the vote for women,
some of them were supporting a technocratic system that promised drastically to
shrink the size of the political domain.
Bellamy contended that these draconian measures in work and politics
amounted to necessities if the state were to produce enough goods and services
for the well-being and security of both sexes. To put it another way: people lost
autonomy in the public sphere only to reap great rewards in the private world of
consumption and leisure. As far as women were concerned, all the technological
means and professional expertise of the society would be employed by the state
to make them as independent as men in the private sphere. At least Bellamy, and
the many feminists friendly to Nationalism, hoped this would happen. Certainly,
fundamental feminist changes were called for, given the social and economic
conditions under which most women lived in the late nineteenth century: But the
implications of Nationalism suggest a different outcome from the one Nationalists expected, and one as antithetical to feminist goals-of autonomy and democracy in the private life was in the public.
Bellamy's centralized, technocratic state does not free women and men so
much as render them more pliant and dependent, more vulnerable to manipulation by the state. Nationalism does make people more secure and does satisfy
their material needs, but only by conditioning them so that the memory of freedom and independence has been lost.
Feminists eagerly followed Bellamy when he made technology the tutelary
servant of private life. Indeed, this was an age when every reformer glimpsed in
technology and science the panacea for all social ills, the answer to poverty, the
alternative to religion, which most reformers believed had come to bolster the
status quo, relinquishing whatever chances it may have had to direct social
change. Yet in freeing women from the burdens of child rearing, cooking, house-
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work, and whatever remained of household production, Bellamy left them fully
dependent on the technology, professional expertise, and mass-production facilities of the state. The only place he set aside for most women and nien (an elite
core of professional and managerial women and men were always the important
exceptions) was in leisure, and here he could imagine no better, more self-determining, activity than material consumption. Again we encounter another irony
for feminists, who took to Natio~alism out of hopes it would deprivatize
women. In Bellamy's state most men and women return to a greatly impoverished private sphere (the absence of poverty notwithstanding), potentially more
deferential to.the administrative organs of the state.
The same logic obtains when we consider Bellamy's excessive distrust of
passion, intimacy, conflict, and struggle. Bellamy himself feared passionate involvement with women and the encumbrances of family life, echoing what had
often been a female fear of intimacy and passion, .which not only threatened
women with unwanted pregnancies, but also left them more dependent on men in
unequal relations of submission and dominance. As Bellamy's biographer makes
plain, he wanted to safeguard his own separateness. At twenty-five he partly explained this fear by disparaging the duties imposed on men by traditional marriage and traditional womanhood. "It is the misfortune of women," he wrote in
his notebook, "that they are bound up with conservative ideas and the preservation of the status quo. Hence, a man must hate them when he rebels. Then it is
that love is a chain." 17
The Nationalist state is the ultimate guarantor of sexual independence, freeing women and men from the waste of supposedly crippling conflicts and the
dangers of romantic intimacy. In one sense Bellamy made men and women independent by imposing egalitarian integration; in another, he merely segregated
the sexes from each other in a new form, loosening the ties of personal loyalty
and obligation that might protect them from the incursions of state authority.
Paradoxically and unintentionally, Bellamy combined the worst features of capitalist individualism-which continually undermined all relationships of love and
friendship-with dependence on state power.
Finally, we come to the most dangerous bias in Bellamy's thinking, the one
that places him most squarely at the center of the liberal,. technocratic tradition.
Bellamy wanted the state, through a pervasive application of science and technology, to relieve people entirely from the "disease of memory." Memory, he believed, would have no place under Nationalism, because the state would eliminate all scarcity and inequality, encouraging everyone to "live in the present and
for the future." On the fa.ce of it, Bellamy's view of memory seems to mark a man
17 Quoted in Morgan, Edward Bellamy, p. 84. Bellamy married his foster sister, a remarkably
appropriate choice. For him the sister-brother relationship became the model for the perfect
marriage.
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anxious to save people from the distress of "inconvenient recollections" in order
to make them free. In effect, however, he looked upon remembering, as he did
upon all human imperfection, with a pity and regret verging on condescension.
According to him, mostpeople remembered matters that served no useful purpose and divided them from others: they clung to outdated cultural traditions,
to religious prejudice, and to resentments engendered by past betrayals. Under
the benevolent and expert supervision of the state, however, these memories
would disappear; people would become rational, homogeneous, efficient, and
productive.
This approach to memory struck the last blow at individual autonomy. In
Bellamy's state, immigrant Americans and back-country farmers divest themselves of their richest memories, the very things that might strengthen their resolve to resist exploitation and the irrational use of power. Native American
women, too, are cut off from their older traditions. By socializing what was left
of domestic production and promising to socialize reproduction, Bellamy and
other Nationalists abandoned female domestic culture, long an underlying current in feminist ideology. They integrated the feminine sense of solidarity, oftep
democratic, particularistic, and adversarial, into a homogeneous community
potentially incapable of critically reflecting on itself.
Well-meaning and dedicated feminists who joined the Nationalist movement were probably unaware that Nationalism could lead to such results, but it
is nonetheless disconcerting to find them in Nationalist ranks. It must be said that
not all feminist leaders, who often disagreed among themselves, chose this route
to female emancipation. Some anarchist women, notably Emma Goldman,
stood against the tide of state intervention. Several feminists, still conservative
in their religious views, unwilling to adhere completely to a rational feminist line,
found nothing appealing in Bellamy's secular perspective or in his rational hedonism, nor did they wish to see the home so thoroughly shorn of its functions.
Other, more complex, feminists, such as Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Matilda Joslyn Gage, two of the greatest feminists of the nineteenth century and
magnificent champions of freedom, often fought against the centralization of
state power, especially when it appeared to reflect the interests of traditional, patriarchal religious groups. Gage declared before the most vehemently antichurch
organization ever to appear in: America, the National Women's Liberal Unionwhich had Nationalists among its members-that "the centralization of power,
whether in the church or in the state, must be continually opposed." 18 Convinced
of the antifeminist character of evangelical religion, these women threw their energies against a contemporaty upsurge of religious forces that sought to use the
18 Woman's Tribune, March 8, 1890. Clara Foltz and Frances Ellen Burr were among the Nationalists enrolled in this union.
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state to crush moral freedom and reverse feminist gains.
Yet all of these feminists had faith in technology to erase "wearying toil,"
and all of them turned to the state when it suited their purposes. An anarchist
like Victoria Woodhull could say, invoking the technocratic state, "that what we
must come to in the end is the scientific organization of society, under the leadership of and devoted ali'egiance to the best thought in the world consecrated to the
highest uses. Politics, in the ordinary, or vulgar sense of the term, will give way
to social science." 19 Conservative feminists were quite happy to see the state enforce eugenics laws, regulate sexual behavior in repressive ways, restrict immigration, and banish intemperance. Stanton and Gage advocated that the federal
government institute a mix of reforms-a uniform divorce law, compulsory education, suffrage and equal rights, and a eugenics law. Gage, only a few years before she exhorted women to oppose centralization, said that "persons at all acquainted with the growth of government know that power again and again has
been centralized in the United States to secure larger freedom." 20
Feminists have and will probably continue to rely on the state. It is not indictment of some of them that they thought the advancement of individual freedom might be served by the state. Socialism and freedom do not have to be incompatible. As the feminist-Nationalist relationship illustrates, the problem resides less in the legitimacy of such reliance on the state than in how deep dependence should go and for what ends. It resides in how much women and men must
forfeit of their private lives, of the rich variety of private thought and expression,
to gain the fruits of material comfort and security. And it resides in the extent to
which women and men should exchange organizing their own resistance to exploitation and inequities in schools, factories, professional institutions, and domestic life for direct appeals to state power-a practice that has, as often as not,
resulted in complacency and indifference on the part of exploited groups and in
the reinforcement of undemocratic political patterns.
Today the awareness of the dangers to individual freedom posed by state
power has been greatly sharpened for feminists as they confront a managerial,
corporate elite in control of political life and a reactionary, conservative community eager to place its hands on the agency of the state. By resisting full force
these threats to freedom, feminists may learn, perhaps better than their predecessors, how to use the state to secure independence for both sexes and to widen
the scope for a genuine democratic politics in all areas of American society.

19 Quoted in Leach, True Love, pp. 294-95.
Ballot Box, January 188o.
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On'~esthetic

Engineering"
To the editors:
Thank you for printing the essay "Aesthetic Engineering" by Casey Blake. I
am a painter trying to nourish a poetic and historical imagination. I am acutely
aware of the "collective amnesia" fostered by our rationalized, capitalist culture,
with its relentless internal dynamism, its exaltation of linear, evolutionary
"growth," afid its obsession with ever shifting fashions in taste and intellect. The
role of the arti~t in this setting is difficult indeed, and it is not made any easier by
critics like Clement Greenberg. Blake outlines Greenberg's presumptuous "effort to codify artistic Modernism," his prescriptions for the further "evolution"
of painting along Modernist lines, and his redefinition of the "relationships between critic and artist, and between critic and connoisseur, along lines parallel to
the industrial division of labor between administrator and worker." Blake is
eloquent and to the point when he says, "Somewhere in all this, in the cult of novelty, in the assumption that painting is a search for an as yet unachieved flatness,
in the application of scientific method to artistic creativity, and in the evolutionistic idea of aesthetic progress, the artist and his work have been lost."
The problem for me begins just here in Blake's essay. After showing that
Greenberg's theories reverse the traditional relationship between artist and critic,
Blake asserts that this reversal actually occurred. Blake is on to something here.
But the evidence for this claim is thin, consisting only ofGene Davis's testimony
in 19(}2 that Greenberg was "the first art critic in history to have exerted a major
influence on painters." Blake reads Davis's affectionate letter to his mentor as a
"sign" that Greenberg's version of Modernism culminates in "the demotion of art
to the carrying-out principles elaborated in the aesthetic planning office." Then
Tom Wolfe gets to tweet that this is ''The new order of things in the art world ...."
This sweeping proclamation about the state of the visual arts is half true but
oversimplified.
As I see it, the history of American art since World War II is a bit more complicated than Blake (or Wolfe) suggests. I have no doubt that Greenberg's theories have had a pernicious effect on people "enmeshed in the institutional art
world of galleries, dealers, museums, universities, and journals." His writings,
with their emphasis on structure and form, trivialize the role of the artist in our
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culture and deny that art can have meaning outside itself. But, and this is a large
but, the early artists for whom Greenberg presumed to speak-the artists of the
New York school of the 1940s and 1950s-were quite intent on speaking for themselves. And that is just what they did. In numerous manifestos, articles, letters to
editors, in countless conversations among themselves, and, at times, most eloquently in their work, artists such as Mark Rothko, Barnett Newman, William
Baziotes, Jackson Pollock, Clyfford Still, Willem de Kooning, and others of the
early Abstract Expressionists asserted that more than formal considerations were
at the heart of their work.
These artists were making urgent and deliberate efforts to infuse their work
with meaning, to confront head-on the "crisis of subject matter" (as they termed
it) that had been precipitated at least in part by the pure formalist ethic of much
European Modernism-the very ethic exalted by Greenberg. In the interest of
impregnating their work with content, these artists took a new look at European
Surrealism, with its emphasis on the dark, irrational side of man's nature, its fascination with mythopoeic and dream imagery, its technique of automatist painting that supposedly tapped the unconscious for fresh images that would resonate
with universal symbolic force.
To suggest, as Blake does, that these artists were primarily following the
lead of one particular art critic is vastly to underestimate the cultural and historical forces at work on their sensibilities and to ignore the very conscious efforts
these artists were making to transcend mere formalism. And to let an intellectual
fashionmonger like Tom Wolfe, who as far as I can tell is resolutely ahistorical
and simpleminded, have the last word ("first you get the Word, and then you can
see'') is to substitute cliche for complexity.
There is, for me, a sad irony in the efforts of the Abstract Expressionists to
revitalize art and to connect it with its earlier roots in ritual and magic. These artists in the 1940s nurtured an abiding contempt for the wealthy and fashionable
art world of the Fifty-seventh Street galleries and the Museum of Modern Art,
which at that time was mesmerized by the modern European masters of the
cube. Nonetheless, in the end most of them learned to accommodate themselves
to this world. In time, their paintings became so large and so expensive that only
museums and corporate businesses could afford the vast space the canvases required and the big, hard cash the artists and their dealers demanded. A movement
that had begun in protest ended once again in accommodation. Irving Sandler
charts this course with elegance and authority in The Triumph ofAmerican Painting (1970).
,
Greenberg's prescriptions for art are repugnant. I have no doubt, I will say
again, that he has influenced many participants in the art scene. These include
not only the grand arbiters of taste like gallery owners and museum directors but
also hundreds of graduate students seeking advanced degrees in the fine arts. Art
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has recently become extraordinarily professionalized. This elaborate process of
professionalization, rather than the influence ofa single critic, is the real force
behind aesthetic engineering.
But as an artist I am bound to assert that there are some of us, at least, who
are listening to voices other than the established critics'. Many times they are deep
internal whispers and sometimes cries from the past.
Karen Parker Lears
Columbia, Missouri

Casey Blake replies:
Karen Parker Lears's thoughtful comments on my essay provide a welcome
opportunity to clarify any misconceptions about my interpretation of Clement
Greenberg's art criticism and its relation to the early New York School painters.
As the following remarks indicate, the differences between Lears's position and
my own are not as great as her letter implies.
Nowhere in my essay did I suggest that the first generation of New York
School artists were deeply influenced by Greenbergian aesthetics. In fact, I completely agree with Lears on the importance of Surrealism, psychoanalysis, dream
imagery, and subjective experience to these painters-especially to Pollock,
Rothko, and Newman. However, I did argue that Greenberg's theory fundamentally shaped the work of the second generation of New York School painters that
came of age in the late 1950s and 196os. I suspect that anyone who has spent some
time looking at paintings by Mark Rothko and Jules Olitski has noticed the tremendous differences in form, symbolism, and sensibility that separate these two artists. Greenberg's influence does not explain all these differences, but it certainly
accounts for some of them. Gene Davis's enthusiastic letters to Greenberg are
simply literary evidence of a trend that is visibly manifest in the canvases of Olitski, Stella, Noland, and other "color field" and "hard-edged" abstractionists:
namely, Greenberg's increasingly important role in domesticating the critical
and even emancipatory aspects of the first New York School's art.
My purpose in examining Greenberg's aesthetics was to discover what had
happened to the proinise of the early Abstract Expressionists and of the American Modernist movement in general. Like the American artists and writers surrounding Alfred Stieglitz's 291 and the Seven Arts in the 1910s, the first New York
School painters were profoundly at odds with the anti-democratic and bureaucratic cast of modern American cultural life. However, as Lears correctly points
out, "a movement that had begun in protest ended once again in accommodation." Not only did Pollock, Rothko, and the rest succumb to the pressures of
Manhattan's institutionalized art world, their work was systematically touted by
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the United States Information Agency and the State Department in the 1950s as
a weapon in the cultural cold war.
Since then, government-supported exhibitions, Time cover stories, Mobil
Oil-sponsored retrospectives, and packs of tenured professors have done their
best to publicize the "triumph of American painting" at home and abroad. Yet
the proinise of a new popular culture, of a mass aesthetic consciousness critical of
corporate capitalism and its entertainment industry, has not flowered alongside
this acceptance of American avant-garde art. Instead, a denatured version ofthe
early New York School's work has been prepared for public consumption by critics like Greenberg, winning a superficial respect for this art from those who frequent museum fundraisers while divesting it of any significance. What all this
suggests is that the "triumph of American painting" has really been the triumph
of the American critic and his followers.
My essay on Greenberg was also intended to make a small contribution toward directing discussion of Modernist culture on the left out of the dead end of
two equally obsolete positions. The first of these, articulated in its most sophisticated form in the essays of Bertolt Brecht and Walter Benjamin, denigrates abstract art and advocates a thoroughly politicized and industrialized culture embracing agit-prop, poster, and technologically advanced media. Reveling in the
mechanical advances of industrial capitalism, which in Brecht's words "operates
. . . by taking given needs on a massive scale, exorcizing them, organizing them
and mechanizing them so as to revolutionize everything," this line of cultural
criticism urges the artist to seize the opportunities provided by new technology.
In this view, the artist should proletarianize himself by abandoning genteel pretensions and planting himself squarely in the hustle and bustle of industrial production. Brecht accordingly praised filmmakers for their emphasis on "external
action and not introspective psychology." Like the effects of factory labor on the
consciousness of the modern worker, film "dissolves everything into processes,
abandons the hero as the vehicle for everything and mankind as the measure,
and thereby smashes the introspective psychology of the bourgeois novel."' Mankind and introspection thus obliterated, the filmgoer .and the worker presumably
are sufficiently liberated from bourgeois mores to make a revolution.
The second tradition of Modernist criticism on the left, developed by Theodor Adorno and Herbert Marcuse, finds in Surrealist and Abstract Expressionist
art a submerged protest from a psychological and aesthetic realm that remains
relatively unscathed by capitalism's drive for an administered existence. Here it
is not the explicitly political or proletarianized aspects of modern art, but its complex "inner logic" that, according to Marcuse, "terininates in the emergence of
1

Bertold Brecht, "The Film, the Novel, and Epic Theatre," in John Willet, ed., Brecht on

Theatre (New York: Hill and Wang, 1¢4), p. 50.
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another reason, another sensibility, which defy the rationality and sensibility incorporated in the dominant social institutions."2
What both of these traditions omit is the attention to the possibilities for a
truly democratic cultural life that emerged in the writings of Ruskin, Morris,
Marx, and the Seven Arts authors, who concerned themselves with the devastating cultural impact of the capitalist division oflabor. Their ideas are still provocative partly because they do not lend themselves to the easy answers offered by
the Brecht/Benjamin and Adorno/Marcuse tradition. When viewed from the
perspective of a Morris, Brecht's prescription of "external action and not introspective psychology" as an antidote to the obsolete values of capitalism looks
like something less than fast fast relief. Indeed, Brecht's manifesto has been gleefully answered by advertisers, Hollywood producers, and other doyens of corporate dreck. Given the current ubiquity of mass culture, the further smashing
of introspection hardly seems a "revolutionary" measure.
Adorno and Marcuse's defense of Modernist art as a psychological refuge
in an oppressive world (in many ways similar to Lears's remarks) is certainly
closer to the truth, but here too recent events have made this position untenable.
Greenberg was himself first motivated by a desire to rescue the Modernist movement from the dual assault of politicized Proletcult and mass culture, but his
theory ended up in spinning a dense cocoon around American paintings, leaving
artists to engage in a formalist "escape from ideas" while insulating the public
against the critical implications of their work. It is no longer possible to argue
with Adorno, Marcuse, and Greenberg for the inherent subversiveness of all
Modernist art. That art is shot through with the contradictions of contemporary
society and exists neither as its reflection nor as its still-autonomous radical offspring.
The questions raised by Morris and others about the possibility of a democratic reintegration of art and everyday life transcend the false opposition of
mechanized and autonomous art-false because neither position challenges the
division of labor that separates the creation and enjoyment of art from other activities. A democratic culture must begin with the sobering realization that the
promise of modern art has been deformed into its opposite, that the Modernists'
hope of liberating unconscious resistance to the established order has become a
stale cliche that legitimizes the measured administration of art by Greenbergites,
museum directors, and bohemian bureaucrats. In order to glimpse the possibility of a democratic culture, it is essential to understand how often the most
critical elements of our recent heritage have been recast in essentially undemocratic forms. Once that is done, I suggest we follow Lears in turning, among
other places, to "deep internal whispers and sometimes cries from the past" for a
democratic alternative.
2

Herbert Marcuse, The Aesthetic Dimension (Boston: Beacon Press, 1978), p. 7·
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